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INTRODUCTION
The NSSDC Data Listing provides a convenient reference to space science
data available from NSSDC. This Listing is in an abbreviated form com-
pared to the data catalogs normally published by NSSDCJWDC-A-R$S. It is
organized by NSSDC spacecraft common name. The launch date and NSSDC ID
are printed for each spacecraft. The experiments are listed alphabeti-
cally by the principal investigator's or team leader's last name following
the spacecraft name. The experiment name and NSSDC ID are printed for
each experiment. The data sets are listed by NSSDC ID following the ex-
periment name, The data set name, data form code (see Appendix 1), quan-
tity of data, and the time span of the data as verified by NSSDC are
printed for each data set. Appendix 2 contains information on NSSDC fa-




•	 SPACECRAFT NAME •Ault"	 DATE DATAS[YINFOPRATION 1 INFOPRAII
.•..•••••••••••••..••.•••...••••••••••.•.•• ••••••...
......................
• IkYE Si IG AIUO	 k. r t f.rFRINfNi	 NAME	 • .I "I SP AM
• DATA	 Sk y	NAME IONM DUANTI}1 01 DATA
1963-030: 07/19/63 ei-0300
PRIOR 1V63-0300,0ALL00N	 ATMOS	 DRAG	 DEN e1-(SOD-01
DRAG
	 DEN$II IIS	 •	 Tt MPS .300-S.64RM J3-0300-OIA BI 1 01/72764 04/13/11




	 PAATICIF 65- 38[-01
CNGO
	 r.R1IClE	 TIME	 ORDEN[D	 T APES
T
63-078(-010 DD 103 09/2!/63 12!31/68
SONIf4	 IND11	 01
	
DATA	 IN	 SET	 . 63-03.C-OtE DD 6 J9/2e/63 12/!1/68
r10T5	 Of	 CUUNIi YS	 TIME	 A ND	 B 63-(3.(-011 NL z 09/2e/e3 12/71167
L-ONDERfD	 (LECTOON	 (DUM1	 PLOTS 63-03BC-01G MP 1 09/28/63 04116/66
1964-J81C 12/11/64 64-Ce3L
l ruD A 196.-Oast ,a uBIDIUM	 y 4P01 M4Grf T, e4-J.SC-Ot
RUBIDIUM	 VAPON	 NAGN[IOMFTFR 64-Oe]C-OlA DD 1 12/17/64 06/26165
1"12-332A 74119171 72-032A
(AY Tt n 197'-C3? A,
	 "All"" 
Now GAUGE 72-J32A-01
DEW"n OBS, 160-S:U.M, 'Dot,.". 7'-032A-OIA PI 1 04/21172 05/09172
41-4 04/01/61 63-0094
BR.(F A.-A,f LECIDOSIAT IC	 1.011FS 65-009A-02
LINGNUl9 
vROD'
63-0094-02A NO 1 04/74/63 07/10/65
hidlok At-.,PRE SSUNf	 4404E 61-0094-OS
NE UIN AL
	 DEMS	 (26O4M-90CFM).	 FICHE 63-009A-C3A IN 1 04/03/63 06108163
•Fble At -.,MASS
	





(OPP	 OFNSITI(S.	 FICHE 65_^09A-17IA FR 2 04/73/63 061C1/63
AI-8 '5/2.166 66-044A
11114TO% At-b,11	 IOM	 MASS ee-C44A-01
At-F	 IUM	 M455	 SPEC TRON.OAIA-IAPF 66-144 A-31. CO 1 76/09/66 :1/17/67




	 MASS	 SPICY 66-044A-02
NEUTRAL	 PARTICLE	 DENSITIES 66-Oa4A-024 PI 1 05/26166 05131100
.f-C 12116/73 7S-IOTA
9401. A[-(.	 UY	 MINI(	 OSIOE	 f1P.IUYNO) 13-1	 IA-13
NITRIC	 OAIDE	 RAT.	 OM	 TAPf 7S-	 '1A-13A DO 13 02/02/74 02128175
MACE At-(,	 (t1. . ELECTROST.PNOBF	 (CEP)
'3_""`_o'C[P DATA OM	
"Pt
7 -101A-01A DD 13 02/02/74 01/31/75
BNIMIOA AE-(, .1 ..Ill	 ION MASS	 S ►EC.(BIRS) 73-101A-11

















73-IC1A-034 DO 13 02/0j/)4 01/31/75
HAASON .F-C.	 Y11.4D	 101'1.	 ANALIIEN	 (014) 75-1014-04
NP4	 O.1A	 ON	 I.P[ IS-IOtA-O4i DO 13 02/02/74 01/31/75
HATS At-C,	 VISIBLE	 AINGLOY	 FSP.(VAF) 73-101A-1.
.F-I,VISIBLI	 A111,100	 OAT.	 ON	 I.P1 73-101A-144 DO 17 02/02/74 02/211/75
.Ik IERf GG(4 AF-(. SO1..N (UV " " T00 M." UYS1 73-101A-06
SOLAR	 IUY	 ILU.FS	 M.GI4PE 75-101 A-C6A DD 13 02/72/74 WIT11's
[UY	 .b$OD/IIOk	 D41.	 N.G TAPE 73-111	 -1) DD 1 02/02/74 02/26/73
HcF1NAa At-C,	 "AG.IOM	 MASS	 SPfC.(MIMS) 73-1(11-10
MA6.	 I4N	 R.SS	 SPlC	 0414	 ON	 TAPE 75-101A-1GA CD 1S 02102774 02/28/75
HCAIPA9 4f-[,	 LOY	 ENEN4T	 FLILI.t n P-	 LFf> 73-1UtA-12
LIE	 DATA	 ON	 IAPF 13-101A-124 DO 11 02/02174 01/31175
4116 AE-C.	 OPEN	 !OUNCE	 SN(Cl.(OSS) 73-101A-07
I.. S.DA T A	 ON	 TAPEOP. 50 UNC f -N[U 	 M 73-1	 1.0-C 7. DO 13 02102174 02/28/75
PFL/ At-C.	 Mt UI.ATMOS.COMP,f.P.(NACF) 73-101A-Cf
[I.SJUR(f -NFUI.M-S.OA11	 ON	 IAPf 7S-IOIA-C6A DD 13 02/02/74 C'/2!/75
51EkCF. .E-C,	 Nf UI..IMOS.If MP,f SP,(NAiEI 73-tO'A-09
Nf UI.A/M01.IENP.AND
	
CCMP.ON	 IAII 73-IOIA-094 DD 13 02/02/74 02126175
Af-f 11/27175 7S-1C7A
ENACT At-(,CEP-CTL	 fLECI40STAf IC	 PROOF 75-1074-01
(EP DATA	 ON	 IAPf DD 6 11/21/75 04/30176
461410A .[-(.IF.AITT	 !ON	 M.15	 SvfC.(BIN1)
7S-10?A-01:
75-1074-10
bIMS	 DAIA	 ON	 TAPE 1S-101A-104 D6 6 11/I1/75 04170/76
C . A M PIuk A(-t,	 101-A..ACC.ST1.	 (MESA) 7S-107A-02
0111	 DAIAON	 141E /S-107A-C2A 00 6 11/21/75 04/30/76
0014W. AE-f ,Pt3-PNOIOI L... 	 S........... 75-1074-03
vES	 DAI.	 ON	 'All 75-107A-03A DO a 11721/75 04/3C/76
HANSOM .F-I, RPA-RI IANDI.1 POTENT 	 A44L )S-1of	 -04
.P.	 DAIA	 ON	 /APE 75-107A-04A DO 6 1//21/75 04130/71
.A11 AF-E,	 VISIBLE	 AIRGLO.	 ESP	 (VAE) iS-f07A-11
sA a oN a PF 75-1074-114 DD a 11121175 04/30/76
Hf AIN AE-F,D4(4S(.11FD	 UV	 SPEC.(...)VA' 7S-1074-1.
BUY	 DAIA ON	 'A" IS-107A-1pA OD 6 11121/75 04/30/76
.EDT% AE-F.	 M IUI..l NO S.(OMP.F.P.INA(E) 7S-107A-08
MACE	 DATA	 N	 TAPEO 75-107.-08A 00 6 11121/75 04/30/76
HOIINAA .t-E,	 EMIN.AN a 17.51lC,lESI(t4S1) 'S-107A-19
EAST	 11AIA	 ON	 111E /$-IOTA-19. DD 6 ll/Il/75 04/30/7p
Nit• NAF U"	 'OUCE	 S ►f 0160..10 if) 75-1074-07
OSS	 DA/.	 ONTAPE 75-107A-07A D6 6 11/21/75 04/SO/76
SIf N(( n A(-f,	 M1u/.AIMO3.11M1.E11.IN41[) 75-107.-09
N.If	 DAIA	 ON	 TARE 75-107A-09A to 6 11/21/75 04/30/76
ALOUITTE 1 09/29/62 62-049A
.ANTI ALOUIIII	 1,!.610	 ASTRO.1-S_ICRNI 62-049.-04
L0It	 eU lO MOISE-44C	 LEY.	 "FILM 62-049.-044 NO 5067 09/29161 11170170
MCOI.RMID ALOu(1 It	 1,EMENGFTIC	 PART.	 DETECT 6'-049A-01
f	 41	 44REY.v GI	 50091v	 loft(	 AYGS 62-049A-OIA DO 2 09129162 03/26/64
MNAIIIKto AlOUf IIk	 1.	 SYEE ► 	 TR(4	 SOUNDF4 6j-040A-01
SrlfP-/Nf RU1.CI	 ION04RAMS,	 MFILM 621-G49A-OIA NO .061 09/29/62 11130170
4LD:TN-SCALc'	 1AIA	 MA 	 IAPF) 62-0494-01( 00 6 09/79/67 06/30/67
1:05
	
MIN)	 IN1	 ►:n/IlES.	 FI(N! 62-0494-Ut1 F n 7 1's/et 07/31/63





.00.S 62-0194-01N fly p it/11162 11/76/64
.NC	 N(H).w	 INI	 P101IL1S,
	
1.1E 62-0494-011 DD 1 10/31/42 011j 7/64
AL O11"	 SIALf6 1./4.	 1UBl ISNIO 0'-049.-016 (1 311 09/19/62 12/31/08
C1(	 Ml w)	 INl	 ► POE TIE S.	 :I... 0j-C49A-Cll r1 47 09/50/62 C7/2l/eI
(N(	 MIN)	 4A y• IIII	 ►40FILES,IA ► f 02-0494-01M 60 1 01/22/65 07/24/68
(1C	 NIN1	 INI	 /ROFILFS,4lYIS[.	 (1) 62-1	 A-ClN DD 4 09/29/67 03/30/66
MSS.(	 It.01.Aw	 I.INI01T,i A1F AI-U49A-^10 OD 6 09/29/6. 11ISOI7V
3 FWGE 13
CIF POOR Q 7. 1LITY
.	 Sl6Cf(#A#1	 MANE I1U%1«	 I A I I	 • 0616	 S11 1160011RATI001
•..•...••.•.•.••....•......••...•..•• ..............•....................... NSsa(	 10
-----------------------•-----------
•	 IN9f S11VAT011	 %A p t 111Ptal"t4i	 MANE	 • viol SPAN
• DATA	 $11	 %A"t	 • IONP 9UA%?1 T/ of DATA
UCLA	 11f")	 EMI	 PROI Ill S.IA P F 67-^495-^1/ I 3V/S0/67 CS/C2/64
CRC	 INDIA	 OE	 DUC Tf6	 EC w... 67-0696-016 DO 1 11/01/62 12/31/66
asos	 Nt.)	 1111	 11101!LfS 61-049A-0111 mr 7 1010$161 09/04/66
SOURDtR	 Amp tivuot	 VS	 TIRE	 P1015 67-^4V&-31% of 117 01/11/63 06/27/64
At out Tit
	 1 11119165 65-C'90A
lift Rust ALOU1111	 1.VL f	NECEIVER 65-346A-01
K&401H1"A	 04S	 Of	 VLf	 INIfNSITT 65-09SA-0111 61 1 01/25/71 CV/161 I1
6VACf ALOUIllt	 7.t AI16RUlQ	 PROBE 6S-09lA-OS
tIICIRON	 014111T	 •	 If RP	 fIAP!) 61-0980-:SA to 1 01/21/66 11/15167
fLICINON	 0E"Si1T	 •	 liar	 ( 111 1i" ) 0-09SA-CSB .1 1 01/71/66 11/15/67
ILf(1	 tt IfS1IV	 •	 firm	 ►LOISINFII") 65-098&-05( 00 1 01/11/60 03101161
w v12 ALOUk11f	 1.11ADID	 05015!•.7-11. SMw7 6S-904-01
Cosm ic	 RADIO	 0501S1- 4 6(	 119.	 Pfil p 6%-G96A-04A r0 7166 ll/7V/6% 06/00/73
COSMIC	 RADIO NV I SE - $UMPARI 	 Of ILO 65-C990-059 op 1 06110/66 07/01/65
COSMIC	 14610 60011-MC	 ROILS 6S-0986-05( St 1015 06110/66 07101169
1[01 At" 10 Atouftii	 1.f Nl D4E ITC	 PAN,.	 Df Tftl 6S-091!A-04
01114.11L0ucto	 DAI'	 ON	 IA p t 65-098 A- C-4. DD 7 11/01/65 11/36/67
eu9NDART DATA	 OV	 IA.[ 6S-091A-048 OD 1 11/15/65 0611!/6V
r-IIIEKIR AlOUITtf	 1.	 SrfEP	 141*	 SOUNOfe 6S-0984-01
SVtf ► -PR0001NCT	 10160411aMs.	 of ILM 6S-39ls-LIA NO 7571 11i2916S 01/31/75
N(-)•«	 INl	 ►11011115.	 111-1 OS-n9SA-Ol/ to 11 10111/60 1111:/68
.:
I
fRI	 INDf n 	 O f	 Oulvfo	 (C-OfS 6%-1194•-01f DD 1 12!05/65 06113168
111(	 OU(Ifb	 Et.OfSi1ONO4RANS) 65-0984-nlf NI 7451 11/01/65 06113162
TIT(
	 N(.I	 IN,	 PRJfitf S.	 m1C1101ICNf 65-098•-oiG 111 0 17/15/65 OS/C9110
[RC	 M(H)	 saw	 PRnFILIS.	 MIC4011CH1 65-096&-01- /N 10 11/19/65 03109170
lissoc	 101604114n 	 !NVf NTORT.TAPF 65-09eA-011 DO 5 11!29165 04113/73
ADC	 MEN)	 ENT	 /NO/Ills	 PACKED	 TAPE 6S-099A-01J DD 2 11179165 0111S/72
&D(	 N(-)	 lot	 PROFILES.	 410ILO 6S-090&-C1 n mV 8 11129/65 03/11/70
CRT	 116 ►! n 	 of	 Du(Ile	 11-01$ 65-0961-016 DD 1 11129105 10/30/71
(1C	 05(.)	 n aft	 1110fittS.	 TAPI 65-096•-010 OF S 1211S/65 G71101f1
asas
	
11(1.1	 IN/	 P401Ilts 65-0086-011' pp S 12/12/65 08/11/68
APOLLO	 a 11011166 69-1164
ALLfh1T,	 JR. Apollo 11.P.Olos	 lone	 •	 1600 62-1416-01
P-010%.COLON OASIEr	 P O$.70010 69-116A-014 we 116
► .p 10S.COlOR • B'rIN9 01. ► Os.l601N 68-11SA-0111 V/ 100
P.OIOS.Plo P.0100f1a1(	 • OS.70MN 68-11N.-01( UR %to
PHOTOS	 at.	 toGiloOM1C	 10S.700101 69-II&A-016 UN %as
PH0104114 ► tt1C	 DATA	 BI	 lot	 AREA 66-1184-c\1. of 11711/42 12/17/66
APOLLO
	 10 OS/111/69 69-0436
Altf MeT.	 J1. &10,10	 111.0-0105	 70"m	 •	 460" 69-045&-Ol
0-0105	 COIGN mastic POS	 7000 69-041A-01A IN 796
PHOTOS	 COLOR'11'r1166 N.IOS	 1600 69-045A-019 VP 1000





7000 69-045&-010 UN 102+
PHOlOGRAP-IC	 DATA	 Of	 LAC	 -11f• 69-0456-01- D9 1 OS/14/64 3S/ 16169
APOLLO	 11	 CS" 07/16/69 69-OSOA
MAPPING
	 SCIENCES I .H	 A ►OlLO	 111PH010s	 73116	 •	 55016 69-0596-01
-PHOTO%	 (	 too "AST(I	 POS	 TORN 69-059A-01A VN 549
NAU11111	 16-00 MuVit	 fit N.	 COLOR 69-059A-018 VP 1150
PHOTOS
	
Colo•	 5111110 POS	 3S"M 69-OS94-01( V0 11
P.010S 81r	 P"O,OIIftelc	 POs	 F ORS, 69-OSOA-010 UM 1110
0.0105
	
104ff	 (MSSDC	 0011.T) 69-OS96-014 Um 610
PHOTOGRAPHIC
	
ASIA	 of	 1&(	 AREA 69-0594-011 DO 2 07/16/69 07/24169
APOLLO	 11	 LMff ASfP 07/16/69 69-OS9C
ALLEY APOLLO	 11.	 tASIR	 11fIliC1011 69-0591-04
!.01006	 OITIAP!	 tFILTIRID • USIF11IO) 69-OS9C-04C DD 11 07121169 12/SOr1S
LATHAN APOLLO	 51.%1ISNO4RA p ..EASI P 69-os9(-os
Slis"OGSaP . @#Comes. #Asir 69-059(-03A 00 2 07121009 00111169
"11C-ELL APOLLO	 110,	 SOIL	 Rt(-a16![$ 61-OS91-06
SOIL	 NEC«	 PUS.	 RE ► .	 ON	 01/11(.1 69-059(-06A to 1
SHOEMAKER APOLLO	 11.46OLOGIC	 SANPL#$ 69-059(-01
3516 916 PHOf OGe6 p"T	 (FRAMIS) 69-1s9(-016 UO 719
IOM" 1/05 P.Ot041APHf	 (111I116s) 69-0191-010 IN s5S
465
	 D/r	 P-OT04RAP-V	 (FRAM#S) 69-O$9C-01f uv 164
41101061(	 SANPIfS	 411$	 COLOR POS 69-OS9C-01f VG 4
Dfvisf0	 lUNA11	 $apple	 DATA	 east 69-0$9(-014 NP i
lu16H	 5601Plf	 C A laL04•	 N/fic-t 69-0.,9(-01. it 7






GO( Ti .10,,11	 11.P.010S."U1111 ► 'Tok	 SIS14 69-0996-09
PHOTO$.
	
9111 NULII%Pf C/DSt	 /ONM 69-0994-09A U0 S5.
MAPPING	 SCIENCES LAO	 463110	 1 1.1 « OIOS	 70.16	 •	 550" 69-0994-01
PHOTOS
	
(01011	 'N'	 .ENO N POS.	 16-0 69-0996-01A V ► 1600
Pr010S COLOR S1fef0 POs 	 ISMm 69-099A-010 NO 15
PHOTO$ COLOR "ASTIR POS	 1000 69-0994-31C VN 556
P.OTo3
	
BIN	 P-OIONIIDIC	 ► OS	 T ORN 69-099 n -050 U" 1021
PHOTOS
	
DIV LO41111016EC 	 POS.	 70RR 69-09VA-011 UN 1021
r-0106RAP-11
	
0414	 NT	 LAC	 AREA 69-099A-011 t0 1 11/14169 11/14169
PANONAMIC
	
MOSAICS,	 111110 69-099A-Oli UI 15
SJO411iN 41,01,12.S-811050	 TRANSPONDER(S-164) 64-099A-12
CSN A((f Lf R411016S.Pl OTS	 ON PFILM 69-0994-12A or 1 11119169 11119169
Ai0:t0	 12	 LR/A ► SIP 11/14/69 69-099C
F1111101411 APOLLO 120.	 50111.3-/1114/	 loft 69-0990-OS
SUPRA/	 IOM	 COURTS	 V%	 f"1114T	 11015 69-099(-OSA HD 91 09/14/71 02/79/74
SUPSAI	 IOM	 COUNTS	 VS f6f RAT list 69-099(-O%e ry 11l4 09114/71 00151174
P A SS	 ANalllfe	 IOM	 DATA	 ON	 IA ► f 69-n99(-OS( DO 14 11/19169 03/03/73
fNG116fERIN4	 ► ARAM	 100	 $]Of	 (SP-1 69-099C-O59 or % 06/11/71 09/18/74
10"	 SPf C104SA"S	 on	 f ILM 69-0990-OSE NO 2 11/19/69 01/25/73
TOTAL	 1016	 •111[10•	 PATS	 ON	 TAPE 69-099C-OSt 00 14 11119169 03114175
LATHAM APOLLO	 110.	 PASSIVE	 SEISMIC 69-0990-05
SEISMIC	 total	 LAP[% 69-099(-OSA DO 702 11110169 01/22/73
COMPRf SSf0	 SCALE	 ► L A YOUTS 69-099(-058 "1 6 11/19169 n5/01/76
fV1011	 Tart	 CONrR(SS	 SCALE	 PIATOUI 69-0990-03C 01 A 11/10169 10/05/75
f61A119t9 SCALE	 PLATOUIS 69-0990-039 NO 2 11/26/69 00/06f71
CONTINUOUS	 DATA	 TAPES 69-099(-OS! Do s0 07/14175 08/15/73
TAPES
	
Of	 ARTIFICIAL	 Imp acts 69-099(-Olf D6 1 11120/69 08/03/70
.	 .	 -	 4
•	 IPA( ICRAfI NAM,	 IAU NC. tall	 •	 We $11 INFORMATION
	
•••••.••••••••.•.•.••...•.•..•••.••.••...•••.•..•....•.••..•......•...•.•.• 	 %ss*C It	 .__________________________________
• INYCST IGAfas %ANC	 ltlf tl"f MI 1;01	 •	 IiTOE fp4N
•	 DATA S!I MAMI	 •	 1091 QUANTITY	 Of DATA
EvEtlt LOG AS 1118	 IMKfl ON IN" 69'-099(-OS6 BB 1 11/10/69 05/22/74
St(SRI:	 IV.NI	 CATALOG 69-099(-031 MC 1 111?O169 C1/04/75
MIVION	 IMPCI IVNT	 COMp s	 S(Atf	 -10 69.0990-031 TOP t 04,131/1 05104/?S
"EI102019	 IRPACf	 items	 ;Calf
	
► 70 69-099(-OSJ NP 1 04/13/71 0S104175
.F	 IEItSFISMIC	 EVk/	 FR ►	 SCALE	 P/U 69-OV9(-OSA E ► 1 04;13/71 OS/04173





P/O 69-099C-0511 op 1
MOONiUAat	 tt ► ANDto	 SCALE	 ►LATOUIS 69-099C-031 or 1
AII11 1 1CIAl	 IMPACT	 ta p	SCALE	 P/0 69-ov9(-030 M ► 1 04,11/70 12/15/12
38/(1[8 Salsolt
	
LvENT	 (414106 69-099(-039 1N 1 04/13771 OS/21/•S
LANGE	 "Fl[ONOID	 IMPACTS	 OK	 /1 ► i 49-099(-032 DD I 04113/71 OS/0417S
.161	 tR16yf N(Y	 /(If SEISMS	 OM	 IAPPE 69-099(-OS$ 40 2 04/17171 0111317%
saticif.	 R......Rt	 fYEkiS
	
ON	 TAPE 69-099(-011 DO 1 09177171 041.13/?S
S.OtMAtt4 APOLLO	 11C.	 GEOLOGIC	 SAMPLES 69-099(-01
1SMM "IN ►.0104*A ►NT	 IFRa"f 57 69-099(-01a LAO 63
7000 a/* P.0104RAP.v	 (FRANf S) 69-099(-OTC UM 1825
7000 COLOR	 PHOTOGRAPHY
	
(FRAMES) 69-099C-OIO No ?1
44% 911f PHOTOGRAPHY 	 (FRAMES) 69-099i-Olt U6 1020
Gas	 COLON	 PHOTOGRAPHY	 (1RA0f S) 69-099(-011 YG SSO
REVISE•	 LUNAN	 SAPPLI	 DATA	 east 69-099(-GIG ^P I•
LUNAR	 SAMPLE	 CATALOG.	 M / FICHE 69-099(-01. t n 6
LUNAR	 $ARPtt
	 INOIN.	 RIFIL0 69-099C-019 op I
DRA.INGS Of	 ROCK	 CUTTING SAOPIES 69-099(-OIL Y6 S
SJOGRFN Apollo	 11C.S-OAk6	 TRANSPOR(S-164) 69-099(-E$9
Ill	 AC[ELE4AIIONS,PLOIS	 ON N/f ILM 69-099(-09A "P 1 I1/19/t9 11/19160
SNYDfN APOLLO	 110.	 SOLAR	 WINO	 SPE(TRON. 69-099(-01
PLASMA	 PARA"	 flat	 Na Sol	 all NAG	 IP 69-099(-021 00 19 11/11169 0112905
me AVG PLASMA PARA" OM NAG
	
TAPE 6v-O99C-01S D9 % 11119/69 12131/74
"R.	 AVG.	 Pt OTS-PIASNA	 PARAM-"FILM 69-099(-01( .f0 1 11/20/69 12/31/14
SO%t , 1 APOLLO	 110	 LUNAR	 IURFACF	 NAGNII. 69-099C-04
B RaGNTBt,	 (OMP1TI.	 TOPIC"	 PLOTS 69-099(-041 PPP 2 11/19169 04/03/70
8 "AGNIOE.	 000plit5.	 NAG	 lA ► E 69-099(-049 OD 3S 11/19169 0410311C
SAMPLE	 •ECINATte	 IA ► f 69-099(-04( 00 • 11/?S169 12/03/69
APOLLO	 IS	 CSR 04111170 ?0-0?9A
"APPING
	 $1114(aS	 LAB APOLLO	 13.PMOICS ?O-029A-01
PHOTOS	 COIGN	 '•'MIND	 M.PO3.	 1611" 70-02VA-OIA VP S51




	 POS	 70010 70-0791-01( UM 95
PHOTOS,	 e/W lO6fTR0NiC	 POS	 ? TOE" 70-0296-018 UM 9S
P.OTOGIAPN(C	 DATA	 BY	 LAC	 AREA 70-019A-01G DO 2 04/11/70 041171?0
APOLLO	 14	 (S" J1/S1/F1 71-0084
EL-BAT APOLLO	 1.A.	 0"010GRA ► NT ?1-00AA-01




	 POS.	 IoM" 71.00014-0I0 UM 613
PHOTOS D/. ►.OTONETRI(	 POS	 )000 /1-000A-E$1( UM Ills





700" ?I_0aAA-01E YE $19
PHOTOMFTRI(	 S-IN("	 HYCO n 	 Bib, 71-OO6A-01P Uv 247
LOGEIRONIC	 S-INC"	 "ICON	 $IN ?1-OOBA-016 UV 143
PHOTOS,
	
PANORAMAS SKID 9/W POS 71-00AA-011 UI 0
P.OIOS
'
PANORAMAS 6110 COLOR POS ?1-OOSA-01K 11 2
LUNsoof	 SUPPORT	 DATA	 BY	 LAC	 AREA 71-OOSA-OIN 00 2 02/04/71 02107111
.OYARD APOLLO	 14A.	 RIS TA IIC	 n ADAP ?1-OOBA-!14
13-CM	 BISIATIC	 RADAN	 LUNAR	 085. 71-OOSA-04A OD 1 021Ot171 02/06/?1
116-(N •ISTAIIC
	
RADAR	 LUNAR	 OSS. ?I-GO&A-049 DO 1 011061?1 021061/1
COMBINED	 DISTAIIC	 RADAN	 00%. 71-00601-04[ DD 1 02/06/11 02/06171
SIOGRIN APOLLO	 14A,	 S-BAND	 INANS ►0116E1 ?I-GOSA-03
` CS" ACCELERATION
	
TAPES 71-OOBA-01A DO 1 02/04/71 02/0%/71
CSM	 A(CEI14ATIONS.PLOTS	 ON	 M/FI1,11 ?1-OOBA-0 S9 RP 1 02/04/71 0210711'1
APOLLO	 14	 l"/ A ISE P 01/31171 71-0060
DATE$ APOLLO	 14C.	 LUNAR	 DUST	 DETECTOR 11-00SC-11
DUST	 Dt1ECTOR	 DAYTITOI	 DATA	 M/FILE 71-OOBC-12A OF 19 OS105171 02/24/76
DUST	 011EC10R	 ECLIPSE	 DATA N/FILTO 71-OOBC-128 "P 1 01/50/72 01/30/12
OVAL APOLLO	 14(.	 ^ORTABLE	 NA60FTOREVER ?1-008(-10
NE"ANENT	 0446	 FLO	 RAGNIDf.COMPNTS ?1-OOAC-10A FN 1 02fG6/71 02/06/71
FALLER APOLLO	 14C.	 LASER	 Rt IRO	 REFLECTOR )1-006(-09
PHOTO%	 Oil	 IAPt(FILTO	 •	 UkFt IO) 71-BOAC-09A 09 12 02/05171 06/30114
FREEMAN APOLLO	 14(.SUPOAT"f RNAL	 IOM 71-006(-06
SUPPORT	 TON	 COUNTS	 Us	 ENERGY
	
PLOTS 7I-00SC-06A TOP 161 01/26/72 C1/?6/74
SUPRA(	 ION	 COUNTS	 VS	 ENERGY	 LIST I1-OOAC-068 TOP 111 06/26/72 04/26/14
• MASS	 ANALTEI n 	 DATA ON	 TAPE 71-O01C-06C DD 14 02706171 04/11/75I
ENGI%1l*I%G	 PARAM.	 FOR	 Ste[	 FNP.f 71-0080-060 TOP 4 01226/12 06/26/74
IOM	 SPEC10GRAN1	 ON	 FILM FI-OOAC-061 "0 3 02/06/71 09/09/74
31 Total
	
10%	 DETECTOR	 DATA	 ON
	
TAPE 71-008c-06F DD 14 02/06/71 04/11/73
JOHNSON APOLLO	 14(.COLO CATHODE	 IOM GAUGE 71-008(-07
LUNAR	 410 PRESS MIA$ ►1015 ON	 FLO 71-006(-074 NO 3 02/09/71 12/31173
•	
KOVACH APOLLO	 14C,	 ACIIVf	 SEISMIC ?1-008C-OS
ACTIVE	 SEISMIC	 fVf%T	 TAPES 7I-OOSC-OSA DD 1 O2/1S/?1 02/15/71
LATHAM APOLLO	 14(,	 PASSIVE	 SEISMIC 71-006(-04
CONTINUOUS	 DATA	 TAPES /I-OOBC-04A DD 30 07/14177 06113173
SEISMIC	 [VENT	 TAPE$ 71	 008C-048 be 132 02/06/71 01/22175
COMPRESSED	 SCALE	 •LAYOUTS 11-0084-04C "I 6 01/05/71 03101/76
(RPA118FO
	 SCALE	 PPLATOUIS 71-OOSC-040
RD
2 02107171 08101/71
EVENT	 TAPE	 COMPRESS	 SCALE	 ►LAYOUT ?1-006(-041 "1 3 02/06/71 10/05/15
TAPES
	 Of	 ARTIFICIAL	 IMPACTS 71-006C-041 DD 1 02107171 12/161?1
(VENT	 LOG	 AS	 CARD	 IRA6fS	 ON	 TAPE 71-OOAC-046 DD 1 0210?171 05/21/74
SEISMIC	 EVENT	 CATALOG ?l-00BC-040 "0 1 02107/71 07109/75
TIMOR	 IEPA(I	 000► R	 SCALE
	
P/0 ?1-008(-041 "P / 041131?1 05/04/75
METEOROID	 IMPACT	 IMP	 SCALE	 P/0 F'1-OOSC-04, or 1 04113/71 05/04/75
NF	 IFIESEISMIC	 EVNT	 IMP	 SCALE	 P/O 71-001C-04K 0p 1 04113171 05/041I5
Mf	 /tLESEIS"IC	 COMPNES	 SCALE	 ► /0 11-008(-041 E ► 1 04113/71 05104175
MOONQUAKE	 EVENT	 000►OES SCALE	 ► /O 71-OOAC-04" "► 1 06/04/71 04/23275
R00%GV1KE	 f1 ►ANDIO	 SCALE
	
►LAYOUTS ?1-30SC-041 "P 1 051041?1 04/23/15
ARTIFICIAL	 IMPACT	 Et ► 	 SCALE	 010 ?1-OOBC-040 pp 1 02/07/71 12115/12
SELECTED	 SEISMIC	 EVENT	 CATALOG 11-006(-040 FN 1 0411301 05127/75
RANGE	 Rf • E00010	 IMPACTS
	 ON	 TAPE I1-00p(-04N DO 6 04113/11 11121174
S
ORIGINAL PAGE 1t
GE Pv '.,	 ^ 5 , . ^^•
' 	 sea( 1t.411	 %hot L Auk C .	0. 1 1	 + Dal 	 SIT I41ORP41104




.	 I4VIs I r4aloft	 %A	 t flvl\IN" I	 Aawl	 • Ilwl SPA14
•I1	 %awf loop YV A, lIIII of	 Dal&
• 14«	f.l6Ul11( •	11115!15/5	 OM	 IAVI 71-001L-C.+ CD I 06/17//1 CI/111?1
$ILI(lit	 10U0%VU4.l	 lS/.IS	 J4	 lave 71-OOaC-('.1 n: p8 ,341/1 04/11/71
Oil 1t»Ill APOLLO	 14(,	 SOIL	 0t_.ANICS 71.708(-^;
SUIT	 w ft»Ahl(5	 his 011, 11-COO(-0:. It 1




	 J4 R&4	 ?Art 71-306(-ORA 00 5e Ol /05/71 CS10:/71
f &118	 /J1h.Je11A 1 41%	 Ih10	 Oh	 PAT, 11-0001 _01110 [0 1 p:/05/71 11/)1/75
100	 tV	 ILI(i/U%	 f,UfI	 :&11S.N11La 71-JOPl-0!( RO 1 01/06/71 05/11/71
,43.41• APOLLO	 I.(.S-PA40	 18.44 ► N +'.-116. 7 11-0081-11
to	 A((flt&&t(oh 1 IOf$	 011	 011114 7/-Jost-116 or 1 0:/37171 01/C7/ ?I
Sra%% APOLLO	 tat.	 1 111/	 4l 0106T 7/-0oo(-CI
wf 0[04:(	 SA-PL11ItIC	 b/r	 rO S ?1_000(-VIA VI 118(
4 ,01041(	 14411 111	 JOwa +/r	 •OS 71-001(-.^iP uw )^
4!01041(	 SA RPttS	 A%5	 b,r	 PJS ?1-0Qa(-Ct( 194 ISYS
611Ol J.I(	 SA0PL15
	
5S10a P/r Pos 71-coot-JID VO 51
61010.1(	 S.0P11S	 I	 I	 (0101	 /05 71-0QlC -C1! Y6 11
4IO1J41C	 S.	 PIla	 N n /C	 CCI ON	 VilS 71-)08(-311 YI .41
RIVISID	 LUNAR	 SAMPtlDA1 :	8411 71'Ope(•014 0P t
LUNAR	 S&*Pit	 I&I41OU,	 R/r 7(101 71-oosc-C/r to 5
I UNA. SAPPLI
	
I 001 II.a//lla 7t-OO!(-C1• or 1
PO 111 :%'•)	 of	 n eC.	 Sa w ►lf	 (u111:45 71-OQaC•C1l UI 10
APOLLO	 /%	 .So 07/16/71 II-061.
Attie APOLLO	 1.4.1-141	 iLUORIS.14(t 71-065&-OV
LUNAR	 08!11	 t-RAT	 Dalh /I-061&-0vA DC 1 pll qp/71 ^!/p4lli
ID&\114\1+	 (0411	 1-:AT	 0414 71-0614-09M DD 1 011Q41/1 UD,O///1
hm%olb Arotto	 INA-A&-a A/	 i' 'Woo.flla ?1-Jet.-CA
1018410	 041.	 fares.	 4&**A	 a&T	 Sri( ?1-g65A-VaA t0 .1 07/116171 C6106071
01APPI%4
	
Data	 Ch P:(Rofltm /1-06S.-ODD Lr 1
D05Lt tPJIIJ	 i)a,+1V/«llD	 P«JI06/4P«t /1-06{.-Q1
1+0135.
	 e/:	 10.114a%l(	 ?CRa POs 71-^01&-OtA Ua :.10
r+0 1 YS.	 0 1 . r »0IO R Ieii	 ? 004 PV$ 71-abIA-01+ 190 :410
P . OIOS.	 (O(Ja	 'as 111	 POS	 70aa 1111-]e 111-OIL M 11117





ROS4ICS.	 CO10R	 0S,	 4	 % 71-Jet&-CI! Y6 11
»O10S.	 -05 AICS.	 !,r	 PCS,	 451 71-00 to-011 U4 S!
IV	 •Ih/1(3 8 7	 160110,	 tl/r	 1101 /I-061.)14 VP :: 659
HASSII\l AD	 I%/11	 314 •/[Ilw 11-Oe{4-01« PP 1
01.19414
	 I%bfI	 314	 1.'r 7110 71-0654.011 aP 1
(4111(+ » A%St	 tAP	 /0	 014	 II(+f 71-3614-01J It .0
»4SSiLPLAD	 R:(:J$It"	 (&IAA J4 11-065.11
11-C6;A.:1L
wv /
MASSLL95AD	 /»010	 w1I\J r iCMf -YSS6( la S;
»ASSttP140	 405&1(
	
1018011( . 1	 (AI 71-06SA-0101 14 1
SS-Ra	 %1.11 %	 at at I. »I	P.CIOUNAP+1 71-065A-01P UO 115
lbot1	 10	 +148	 %1. 3%	 bl a ll6+ 1	r+Jt 11-0616-011 018 t
4ASSILSt AD	 P»01(,	 14611	 VICR01IC»1 ?1-063A-011 IN e
111015	 10	 IV	 1600	 .I4(Scort	 P«010S 7t-0644-CT5 .1 1
10011	 t0	 JOw4	 SU1f4(f	 P CSAICI 71-061.-Olt -I
•017! •PO1L0	 1St, ► 14:)4.:3(	 P«01044I ► »T //-116 to-0:
/MOI05,
	
M/r PHOIO......	 P OS	 5141 ?1-061.-014 Ur 117:
P»0101.	 F40,0114104	 10.11	 1 14P	 P , Y /1-C6/A-C7P Ur IS?:






Dal& 71-C6 +.-0:P 011 +
14elt	 10	 PA140RA"I(	 (&rf n &	 0/11110 ?/-06+A-01f 011 1
111sb:	 (414(04	 Of	 84%	 rl(o	 0%	 "its 71-0654-011 103 1
/ArORAw1(
	
Chat::	 8!(178(6	 r+OIOS 71-C644-014 •. 1.01
P&h	 (•0114&	 {140/1	 0%	 n 1(4011( . 1 J1-3614-01+ fe 4
SIwP.1 PAM ►»010 Su►►OS1	 .al. 71-0616-011 12 S 07/19/711 OP1(41/1
I»Ot04ehr .	ivALUAI1 p 11	 6414	 P00% ?1_004-07i t4 4 0 	 1s/7 5 0111(:171
DOTII A,Otto	 15:,101 I:IC	 P+01061A/ r 1 ?1-004-05
P»0101.	 S-l11t»
	
N , r	 1906/l	 POS ?1-0654-034 1 3171
PHOTOS.	 5-14[» e/Y P»010 w.	 ► 01 71-00{A-0111 I, 1375
P»0103.	 1111147(	 If ewIM41o4	 Sal	 1111 /1-C6)4_0l( 1Y 1111
01.1,1%4
	
Camilla	 SUP ► JAI	 1414 ft-061A-358 011 S
I0•i n 	 I0	 n 1141(	 CARIOA	 0'111710 71-0654-011 1111 1
(ALTf(H	 Rfi11(	 PHOTOURA/HT	 IICHI I1-061A-011 'a LS
Rltal(	 ►»010.848»1	 (AIAt04 ?1-065A-Ol4 108
%SSDC	 n a ►PI%6 P»010 Pics01 tC+1 71-0654-OS» IA 5/
Rllal(	 rhaf4A	 146111	 011 PIle0/1( « 5 71-065A-351 14 I
S111140(114fe1(	 4106111(	 :111611401 711-0054-051 f n p J7/50171 la/lS/7;
sime4T	 141141(	 v»010	 Sufroal	 Dal. 71-0614-DSa ' n l 0711./11 D!/06/)1
P»070444P«	 IY&1191104	 •:IA	 000 n 11-06+4-051 ra 4 711:6/71 1	 110, ?1
$OIL& 4.0110	 IS.,SIf LlA4	 04iliJ44: P. 1 ?1-0654-04
$VAR	 fattes 71-065A-044 110 SSSO




SUrr01?	 614 lt-ON:-Oa( T4 3 01110/71 00/04,71
.Oof45tl1% APOLLO	 I%4,&IP»&	 rA:I . S1f/1:,St6. ll-06SA-10
156	 (M4V	 8191St- » 61	 A%4Lllff,	 IArt /1-065&-106 Dn 07/19/71 0410.171
.olf PIA" APOLLO	 INA,	 PASS	 581(/40 0111. 71-0614-11
.ass	 •Pf(1400	 batA	 11%	 I.PI 71-0614-154 DD O7/SO/71 00,07/71
P ASS	 S/111000.	 0.14	 0.	 I3l. 71-OelA	 /{a w• 6 07/50/71 O► /01/71
40r64D APOLLO	 ISA.11.14t:1	 eA648 71-061:-14
1S	 (0	 0t'IAM	 11' : 6: 8	lthae	 CPS. 71-06%A-144 n0 1 01/01/71 194,)1/71
116-(+	 PIST&SIC	 n :6A.	 lU%& n 	 Oa'. JI-0614-1.! 61 1 01/01,71 01/01/71
(Owal:tb	 OISI611(	 RADA*	 JPS. 71-061A-14C DD • 0110//7/ JP/011/Ir
BAULa 48 07( 0	1St.	 lA3la	 Alum.... 7/-001AC5
lasf4	 411:07111	 IM(ibf 1417	 Dal. 71-654-01& CD 1 07110171 C1150171
SI ll 140(1 MI:I(	 rIObIII[	 offtef 411 75-0611-050 11 0 07/1)/71 11/15/71
5100:7	 lA5	 1471	 1.010	 SUPPO41	 bale 11-075&-n)( 11 1 07111,71 Oa/04/71
SJO4Rf4 APOLLO	 INA.	 S-»A4b	 TRANS ► Oh R18 ?1-065A-11
(SO	 A((tLf& . 11011	 141(5 71-0654-114 CO 05/1)171 05/517 I1
CSR	 AC(IL14atIJ11]	 Pl CIS
	 OR
	
411 It- /1-001a-11tl wr 07,50/71 04/0. ''1
APOLLO	 IS	 L4/ALSt r 07/10/11 111-0651
HATFS APOLLO	 15I,LV%Aw	 DUST	 DIV.-	 qq /S ?1-(65(-01
DUST	 sfit(Iol	 DAVYI41	 DATA	 P' It o 71-Oe5(-O9A 411 11 07/11/71 01/11/76
01 . 1 &PDLLo	 IN(.	 IU%AR	 1UD r a(1	 4A641r, 71-OO i(-115
P	 01A.4IDl,	 COMP:1S,	 PII110 Pt 01S 11-0:1(-01. Pr 6 07111/71 7`9/10/11
A
•	 %PAC((NAff	 MAMf IAU41N	 IAT!	 • DATA	 Sll IN/ONNATION
.•••.••.•••..••.•••••••••••.•...•.••••••••.• ..................•..•......•.. 11SSOC	 IF
-----------------------------------
•	 INYf SIIGAInN	 NAM( 1I0,11101tW1	 f1.al	 • T1111 S ► AN
• Dell	 1,11	 .1.1 10,11 11UAN1111 OF DATA
•01:41./11(.	 (OMIMIi.	 1166	 IIPI 71-OI,SC-OSB DD /SO 07/31/71 09/70/72
311111.(	 Of(INA" .	 TAI( 71-C f3(-03C 00 1 o7/111/ii 00 /IS/71
FAlll: APOLLO	 I	 C,LASt:	 6!140-4EILECTOR /1-0"1 -0!
PNOfOM	 Ott	 TAP"' ILI.	 •	 UNFILIDI 7/-0113(-O$A DD 10 0!/02/71 1j/10/73
FRIIMAN APOLLO	 1)(,	 SV ► .Al....AL	 ION 71-063(-05
5016:1IOM	 COUNTS	 v5	 1Nf 661	 ► 1.0111 I1-1167(-O5. MP 270 0!/24/72 09/09!14
SIT	 ECM	 (OUMTS	 vs	 [01(661	 list I1-ODSC-056 011 SOS 00/26/77 09/09/74
NASS	 : 0411.12(4 DAIA JN	 tlAPE 71-063(-OSC DD 10 011/03/71 06/02/)1
9461NEEOING	 IANA01.	 ION	 slot	 11 ► 01 71-063(-056 M/ O 00/24/72 00/I'll4
IOM	 S ► ICI4'114A"S	 ON	 FITP 71-067(-0 SF NC I 00/20/71 12/1!/75
10111.	 ION	 Of 11(100	 DATA	 OM	 TAPE ?t-0611-0 SF 00 12 00/03/71 12/29/7]




L OTS-I ILN /1-0630-O 7A MU S 07/31/71 12/09173
LANGSEIH AI.101.10	 1111.	 HI 	 FLOP 11-0,10-06
H'A1	 II Qr•lwl 40411
	 Too" (Tlvl1T 71-06SC-O:A DD 2 07/31171 12/20174
LATHAM AIOILO	 1SC.	 ':SSIVE	 Sf ISM.1 1.1-063(-01
(01111111JOUS	 ^A/A	 TAPES ?1-0G 3(-014 DD 51 07/13/77 00/131)3
SI TV."EtI"I	 I."' 71-Cal(-010 ID 206 0!/02/71 02/17/711
f4I1MOF0 SLAY
	
•!:TOUTS 11-063!-01( no 2 00/J4/71 00!00/72
IOPP4'1Sl0	 sC4l[	 ►L.IOU11 71-063(-010 NT 7 09/02/71 03/01/76
IA►f5	 G/	 AM111ICIAI	 I11L 4CTS )1-003(-01f DD 1 0!103/71 12/16/71
W ill	 TAPE	 (001/01(Ss	 SCALE	 ILATOUI 71-067(-011 Mr 2 08/01/71 10/04/74711
IT1NI	 LOG	 Al	 CARD	 104:115	 OM	 111E 71-065[-016 10 1 06/02/71 OS/j2/




	 EVENT	 COMPRESSED 71-063(-011 NI 1 10120/71 05/04/711
0/1104010	 11,411	 (IPAMDII	 S(Alt 11-061(-011 011 1 10!20171 05/04/75
HI	 /......S al(	 tVfNI	 E1I..DID 71-061C-014 010 I
w1IfIESkIS11iC	 (001101,!3(0	 S(ALf /1-O.SC-OIL M/ 1 01 /2/72 01/711
.0...0 al	 fr[MT	 .00►0lS EO S 
I 
A
71-0 65(-0110 M► 1 /23/71090 04//13, /7)
"DOUGUAKE	 111AMLE0	 s(lLI	 r LA/OU/S 71-1163[-01N M ► 1 Ov/111/71 04/,{/75
AOIIIICIAL	 I01PAC^	 f n 1'01 OEO	 SC11.[ /T-O63C-QIO pop 1 04/19/72 12!13/72
Sl\F(T!D	 SlI3101C
	
101 NT	 (A1.L06 71-063(-01• 14 04/13/71 03/77/75
1.644!	 MET!04016	 IN► 1(15	 ON	 TAPE 71-063(-01 n T. 6 10/20/71 11/21/7:
wlG•	 I 1f6UIMC1	 IEL1Sf IS M S	 OM	 IAIf 71-Q6S1-QIS D0 1 01/02/F 01/1 3, is
SFIICIU 0400044W" fvFNIS ON TAPE 71-063(-011 0/ 2 00/04/11 04/23/711
MITCHELL .',It	 0	 ESC-	 SOLI	 ME(HA111(S 71-063(-02
SO L.	 S14f SS.	 r1Mf10AII0r /1-0.5(-02: AO 1
$%1DFe APOLLO	 1S(,	 SOIAN	 1/010	 511(1041 n 11-063(-04
IIASM.	 P1.1M	 TINE	 1E SOl	 ON NAG	 1.P /1-043(-Qa. PD 5 0713//71 00!30/72
016.	 :r4.	 ► 145011	 PA4 AP OA M'G	 IA ► f 1.1-0630-04W OD 1 07/71/71 12/00/71
016.	 AV1.	 PLOTS-PLASOP PA44M-01/ItN )1-O63C-04( MO 1 00/02/71 06/30/72
SHAM% APOLLO	 1SC.	 FIflO	 6[OIOGT 71-063(-10
6f OlOGlt	 S.w ►1k5.	 01/Y	 ONTO POS 71-0670-10: UL 2150
610E U61C	 S'M/lf S•	 COIOM	 O910	 1011 71-0e SC-1116 rl 306
4EOt0GIT	 SAMPLES,	 a.S l/V •Os 71-0630-To( .1 333
11010610	 SANILf5	 70-7 (0104 71-0631-106 IN 1631
610\011(	 SANPIiS	 4.11	 COLDa 71-063C-lot v6 I1
01EYISFO	 LUN A R	 SAM►II	 0414	 NASI 71-ODIC-101 01. /
LUNAR	 SAMPLE	 CATAl06, 01/FICHE 71-063(-106 14 e
IYNAN	 SAPIII	 1110#%,	 11101110 11-063(-10! 0 ► 1
..AWIM GS OF	 R0(a	 SA N►t!	 I	
"Ill"
11-063C-104 Ul 30
'POLIO	 15	 SU•sAIILLI T t 00104171 11-0630
ANoF RSJN Apollo	 156.0 MI.SHA00Y	 lATE4.s17s 71-0636-01
1010	 4 7101	 A011.4	 :rF	 (RANI	 U Ir.il► f 11-0636-01.1 Do 2 00/04171 01/23/73
2a SIC	 AND	 1OPIM	 AV(	 COUNT	 4AIf.M1 71-0636-010 MO 21 00/04/71 01/23/77
2Ha.AVE.(NT	 MAI[SIOR•.SUMfT).10FL N 71-0636-Q1( MO 1 01176/72 O2/OS/II
COLINA1I.	 JR. APOLLO	 1S11,10A611fi0MFil4,5174 71-0636-02
0A a	 /APES 71-0676-ON D6 29 10/04/71 (7/03/72
OAT.	 ....5
	
001	 MICRO F ILM 71-aSso-0201 a1 a to/04/71 02/03/72
IC4O'I' m 71-0036-02( M ► a Oa/041	 1 02/05/72
SJ04RIY
M /A LIST/0113 
O:A:1
.00110	 156.E-D:010	 i 	 LONeEO 71-0676-OS
JS( *AN 00I/lE n 	 n[ o.0AT& /APES 71-0636-RSA DD 707 06/OS/71 01/00172
SS 1CCll[4AflON LAPIS 71-0010-076 DO 7
SS	 .4tf 1E411I001S.	 110/1	 OM M//ELM )1-0636-O Sf M♦ 1 11/30/71 02/23/77
APOLLO	 16	 (SO J4/E6/r2 72-931A
all 1, APOLLO	 106,	 n -R.1	 fLET 4f SCENCI 72-0316-0•
LUM 4 N	 04011	 n -RAT	 Dlr ► 72-031:-0OA DO 1
Dolt[ APOL L6	 16A.HAN6Htl6 Pool0:04 ►NT 72-OSI•-01
IHO/05,	 700104 6/r I r S1/IVf 72-071:-011 UN 11,5
NI[Do	 I)PM o10\I6Nr P1.0iU6RA/Nt )2-0311-01• TD 100
PHOTOS.
	 'A-WIND'	 (0104	 L OS.	 161010 1I1	 IC Y0 !ISO
►MOIJS, OM ROAM/ MOW/(. •/Y	 100104 12-OS1.-011 TP 250
room HASHLOCAO COLON PAST#RS 72-0311-OI/ 110 1499
Iv AIR(S(OIE	 OAt.	 16-NM 12-0111-016 U ► 14932
/Qom H.611lol.D 11.0/01 01/(40/ICH1 72-051.-01. 14 L9
HASS(L•l AO MICROFIL M CATALOG 72-031A-011 Mr 2
YSS ► (	 N ASS(LOIAO NI(ROF!CN!	 C.I 71-031A-01J 14 60
..ISI 111! AD	 •1.11111
to	 is
	 P/Isla 72-0314-011 101 1
MAURla	 PHOTO	 INDEX	 P/FILM 12-OITA-OIL N► 1
MASS(\•LAP
	 "1	 01111
	 111616 72-OSIA -0111 IA 4
M160M	 ►1.010	 11161 	 OM M/4.1.10 72-071:-0.11 111 1
111111.	 10	 Tr	 n INESCOIE	 114.1.1111A1.1 11-031A-RIO 111 1
DOT1[ APOLLOleA, 010404..1( 1"010"' ':' 12-031.-02
PAN046N1( LHO To, A%	 MASSED POI 7j-OS/.-02. VW 1586
I.MRAN.(
	 ► .010	 IMO1.	 a/FIIP 12-o31A-02• NI 1
:400011:MI(
	
(aP[4:	 SUPPONI	 DATA 72-O31A-O?C 011 1
P.MO RAMIC	 'NOT064A,.,	 IAIALO6 72-0314-020 NO 1
a1LT11IE0 PAN	 9160 o/v P,	 LOS 12-0111-02[ U n 1.15
► .110RAa1(	 "I(40rltwE	 IMO; n 7j-031.-021 ra S
11"Al 1101 IH010 'U'0.4/1	 DATA ?2-031.-021 14 A 04/20/72 04/2S1?2
DO1lf APOIIO teA, Mf 141( PHOIOi ► •wt 72-0314 -OS
NAILING CAMERA MASTG01 001 )2-OS16-03. UV 34.0
IMO( n 	 TO Nllal(	 P.OTOGGAP"v 12-OlIA-O3• on 1
off41C	 11Mf NA	 SU/►ORE	 DAIA 12-031) -OS( 11, i
CAI ITT.	 41/0110	 11tCN0 1 1I.I )2-031.-030 'N 21
001141(
	 01LOOFIIN	 CATALOG 72-0711-OSf A► 2
7
owMgXT F A ,	 - n
•	 SPACECRAFT	 %ARE LAUNCH	 DATE	 • D4tA	 SFI IN/ORMIIUN
••.•••e....•.•.6•••••••••••••••.•.••••••••••••••••.•••.•.•••...•••.••••.... M$So(	 ID
_--
•	 INVfS T 14A10 n 	 rr RF f1P [I IMfMI	 ARE	 •W I1Kf _AMS ► 
• DATA	 SIT	 NAME f01" 9UANTI TT Of DAIS
NSSDC	 NA ►PIN4
	
PHOTO	 MICROFICHE 72-OS1A-011 IA S7
METRIC	 MIRU	 1(HF	 IM011 /?-O71A-OSG to 5
M I NOCEMIRIC	 GEODETIC
	
REIERENCI ??-071A -0SH IR O 07110/71 12/15/7?
SIMBAT	 0417111(	 PHOTO	 SFJCP0/l	 DATA 71-031A-031 OR 4 0.6110772 04/15771
Dolt APOLLO	 16A,	 SltttAD	 PHOTOGRAPHV 72-0314-04
STELLAR	 PHOTOGRAPHT ?j-031A-O4A UM 3561
SILE8,0CEMT11(	 GEODE IIC	 1Efl11tNCf 72-OSIA-048 to C 0?1 Sol 11 12/15/72
SIM9AT	 STELLAR	 PHOTO
	
SUPPORT	 DATA 72-OS1A-04( I
 4 0.6/Z0/72 0411SI F2
GARY APOLLO	 16A.	 CONTAM.PHOTO 72-CSIA-15
016111110	 PNOI05	 OM	 'Art F2-031A-ESA DO 1
CONIAMINATION	 /ILA/VARIOUS
	
SIZES ?1-0" A-150 UT ?S4
G6111NSIEIN APOLLO	 16A,ALPNA-PA&I.S ► f(TR,5162 72-071A-09
2S6
	 (HAM Pulse-.GI	 ANAL11E11.	 IA01 72-031A-094 DD 2 04/19/72 04/25772
HO/FRAM APOLLO	 16A.	 MASS	 SPECTROMETER 72-031A-11
MASS	 S ► E(T10M.	 DATA	 ON	 TAPE 7?-OSIA-1/A DO 4 04/2017? 04/24(11
MASS	 SPfCIROP.DAIA	 OM	 IIIH 72-031A-110 N ► 4 04120171 04724712
HOWARD APOLLO	 16,	 BISIAII(	 RADAR 77-031A-12
13-C"	 DISYAII(	 RADAR	 LUNAR	 OWS. 71-OS1A-124 DO Z 04/25/72 04123/71
116-COI	 BISIAII(	 RADAR	 LUNAR	 OBS. 72-031A-110 Do 1 04125172 04/13/72
COIUI8,E	 SISIATIC	 RADAR	 DDS. 72-031A-11C 0D 1 0412577? 04/23/72
4AULA APOLLO
	
16A.	 LASf11	 ALTIMETER /2-CS U-Q3
SRENOCENTOIC	 GEODETIC	 11F F 11111C1 72-OS1A-OSA In 11 07/30/71 12/15777
SIRDAY	 LAS	 ALI	 0-0010	 SUPPORT	 DATA 72-051A-059 F• 4 04/?0/72 OF115172
SJOGRIN APOLLO	 16A,	 S-8AN0	 T RANSPON011 ?2-031A-10
AC(FLI4AlION	 TAPE 77-3314-10A DO 2
CSN	 ACCELERATION	 PLOTS	 ON	 M/FILM 71-031A-100 PP 1 04170/Ij G4/21/7Z
APOLLO	 16	 to/ At $E ► 04/16/72 7Z-OSIC
CANNUTnfRS APOLLO	 16C,	 IAN	 UV	 CAmf11A/S ► ECI 72-0310-10
FAR
	 UV	 PHOTOS/SPECTRA-f ILM 7?-03IL-10A Vol 109
0I61IIIEV	 IMAGES	 Or	 NAG-	 TAPE 72-OSIC-106 DD 57 '14111/1'1 04123171
CATALOG	 MISSION	 IRANF	 INFORMATION 7Z-OS1(-10( wP 1 04/11/72 04/?3171
DIAL APOLLO	 161,	 LUNAR	 SURIACI
	
MAGNET. ?2-031(-03
B MAGUIRE .( OM ► ONf NITS.
	
MILK PLOTS 7?-Cs1(-074 "P 11 04/21/72 OS /03775
9 "Ab Nl of
	 CONPNIS, RAG	 TAPE 71-Os1(-Os9 DO 193 04127172 01/14771
OVAL APOLLO	 LAC,	 PORIA9Lf	 NAGNFIORETIR 72- 031( -09(OVAL	 MAG	 FLO	 NAGNTOF.COPPNTS 71-OS1C-094 IR 1 04/11772 0412377Z
FLEISCHER APOLLO	 16C.COSMIC	 RAT	 0FI(IR.SI51 72-031C-07
►UBLISHIO REPORT 71-031(-OlA IR 1 04/16/12 04/23/1t
n OVACH APOLLO	 16C,	 ACTIVE	 StISMIC 7Z-031C -0?
Active	 Seismic
	
!VENT	 TAPES !2-O3I(-O?A OD 4 04/21772 05/23/72
ACTIVE	 SEISMIC	 EVENT	 PLOTS 72-071(-020 RP 1
LATHAN APOLLO	 16C,	 PASSIVE	 SEISMIC 71-071(-01
CONTINUOUS	 DATA	 TAPES 72-031(-OIA DO 10 07114/!3 08/15/77
SEISMIC	 EVENT	 TAPES 72-031(-Olo 00 166 04/11/72 02/12/75
EXPANDED	 SCALE	 PLA • OUTS 72-031(-01( KO 04121172 C0100172
COMP11lSSEB	 SCALE	 PIAYOUYS 72-03IC-010 P. 7 04111177 03101/76
TAPES
	





PLATOul 72-OSIC-011 mP 1 04111/77 10/05/75
EVENT	 LOG	 AS	 CARD	 INA613	 ON	 TAPE 72-03IC-016 00 1 04/11/72 CS/12174
SEISMIC	 OVERT	 CATALOG 71-0310-010 MO 1 04/12/72 07/09/75
PETEUP010	 IMPACT	 [VIMT	 CORPRESSED 72-OSIC-011 MP 1 OS /11/72 OS /04/75
METEOROID	 IMPACT	 11PAWDS0	 SLATE 71-031(-01J MP 1 05/11/71 05/04775
ME	 TFLESfISMIC	 EVERT	 ERPANO[O 72-031(-014 NP 1
171	 1FLISI ISRIC	 COMPRESS[&	 SCALE 71-031C -Ott MP 1 09 //7//j 05/11775
mOJN9UA4E
	 f0tol y	COm p atsSED	 SCALE I2-031(-OEM A ► 1 05/27/72 04727/75
M1,ONBUARI
	 EXPANDED	 SCALE	 PLAVOUTS 72-0311-010, NP 1 05717/72 04/27774
RAT	 INPA(T	 F1PA"DED	 SCALE	 P/0 72-071(-010 "IF 1 12/10/71 12/15//1
SILFCIID	 SEISMIC	 EVENT	 CATALOG 71-071(-OFD to 1 04/13/)1 11S717175
LARGE	 01110/010	 IMPACTS
	 0"	 TAPE 71-03((-0111 00 5 03/11177 05/04/75
016"	 FREDUIMCY	 ILL/SlISNS
	
ON	 /APE 72-071:-015 OD 1 09/17172 0111 IF I's
SEIECIFD NOONDUAKC	 EVENTS
	
OM	 TAPE 72-031(-011 DD 1 05/27/77 04/25/15
PITCHELL APOLLO	 161.	 !OIL	 MECHANICS 72-03EC-09
SOIL	 STRESS,	 PENETRATION 7Z-031(-09A RO 1
PUEHLOIRGE11 APOLLO	 16C,	 F I ELD	 GEOLOGY 71-071(-05
61010411	 SAMPIfS 415	 COLOR 72-331(-O3A VG 707
111V1SFD	 IUNA•	 SAMPLE	 DATA	 DAs[ 71-0310-016 MP 1
LUNAR	 SAMPLE
	




35-NN R/W 71-071C-051 UO 3
GEOLOGIC	 SAMPLES
	
41S D7W 72-Os/C-OSG UG 89
LUNAR	 SAMPLE	 INDIA,	 P / FItN 72-OS1C-05H RP 1
APOLLO	 16	 SUDSAIEIIIT[ 04/24/72 72-0710
ANDERSON APOLLO	 160.PART.SM6110W	 L4V(1,SI73 72-0310-01
fON18,
	
AND	 1'1711	 AVE	 0008,1	 RATE, .APE 71-0310-01A Do 1 05/10/72 03/29/71
24SEC	 AN0	 10018,	 rVI	 COUNT	 1411,Mf 72-0310-018 MO 4 04/15/77 03/79/71
?mm.AVE.CMT	 RATESfORa.SUNRv1,mFtm 71-0310-01C RO 1 04125/72 OS/29171(OLENAN,	 JR. APOLLO	 169,NAGNf TOR[T1R,	 $174 I1-0310-02
DATA	 IA ► !S 7?-OS1D-01A D0 10 04/?S/71 05/2917?
DATAPlOIS
	
ON	 MICRO F ILM 7Z-0316-029 NP 1 0.6/75/72 01/19/71
DATA	 LISTINGS	 ON	 MICROFILM 71-nSt&-07( wP 1 04/25772 05/79/77
SJOGRfN 4 ►OIIO	 166.	 S-1141l0	 TRANSPONDER 72-7510-03
JSC	 RAW DOPPLER	 FRIG.	 DATA	 TAPES ?2-0110-OSA DO BS 04/17/72 05/29/72
SS	 ACCELERATION	 TAPES 71-0310-036 DO 1
SS	 ACCXLE11AIIOM	 PLOTS	 ON	 R /111" 72-0310-031 MP 1 OS/01772 057197)]
APOLLO	 17 CSM 11/07772 72-096A
OOTLE APOLLO I/A,	 HANDHELD PHOTOGRAPHY 72-096A-03
PHOTOS
	 COIO n 	 '9'	 WIND 0	 POs
	
16 - r8, .-096A-0s. V ► ?200
PHOTOS 87V	 JO-Mm	 IONF	 111 ► 110 A PCs 72-096A-OSR UP 1197
P HOTOS,	 COLOR	 MASIER	 POS.	 7O-MM 71-0964-05( VP ?040
NIXON PHOTOGRAPHY	 1500 0/V P.	 POS 72-09&A-OSO un 410
CAl	 IECH	 HASSf LBIAO	 MICROFICHE 7?-096A-031 to 43
HASSEIOLAD	 PHOTO
	 1 14011	 Mlilt" 72-046A-051 AP 1
TV R I"ESCOPI	 16NM B/ ► POS ?2-096A-OSG UP 39095
HASS[LOLAD	 CATALOG ON P IC O OFtI M 7Z-096A-0SH MP 2
MASSlLDLAD
	 CATALOG 000 MICROFICHE 72-096A-OSI To 74
:
	
w	 MICROFILM 72-096A-05J "P I
111NISCOPI 	 INDEX	 OR MICROFILM 7Z-096A-QS4 AP 1
0
•	 SPACECRAFI	 NAME LAUNCH	 DATE	 • BATA	 SET IMFORNATIP9
...••.•..•••...•••.•.••....... .....•...•...•.............................. %$So(	 10
-----------------------------------
•	 INVESTIGATOR	 MAME ES ► ERINEMI	 NAME	 • TIME S ► 410
• DATA	 $I?	 NAM!	 • FORM QUANTITT OF DATA
MAURER
	
INDlK	 OM	 MICROF IIM /2-OV6A-051 N/ 1
"S SELDIAD	 PHOTO	 IMOEI 0/fICHf ??-096 A-0)10 ER SNIXON
	 MICROFICHE	 INDEX 72-096A-0510 to 1
PAMONAMA	 MOSAICS	 415	 C'130 72-096A-050 V6 S
DOTLE APOLLO 17A.	 PANORAMIC	 FOOT w.QAPHV 72-096A-06
PHOTOS,
	
104E	 OEPRO.	 S148-INCH	 O/M 7Z-096A-06A uw I5?4
PANORAMIC
	
CAMERA	 SUPPORT	 DATA 72-096A-069 RP 1
► AM	 CANISA	 PHOTO	 INDEX	 OM	 04/FILM 72-096A-06C M ► T
ASSOC	 CAT	 OF	 PAN	 PHOTOS
	
ON M/FILM ?2-096A-06D NO 1
PAMCAMERA	 PP010
	 INOEX	 OM	 M/FICHE ?2-096A-061 to 3
n t, TIFIEB	 PANORAMA PHOTOGRAPHS ?2-096A-06F Us 1574
SIMOAT	 PAR	 PHOTO	 SUPPORT	 DATA ??-096A-066 TO 3 12/1017? 12/17/72
DOTLE APOLLO IPA, METRIC	 PNOTOGOVHV 72-096A-07
PHOTOS,
	
5-INCN	 TOME	 REPRO	 MG ► OS 72-096A-07A UV 1412
PHOTOS,	 S-i10CH	 TOME	 REPRO LG ►OS 72-096A-O?D UV 3296
METRIC	 CAMERA	 SUPPORT	 DATA 72-096A-07( OF 1
CAL
	 TIC.	 NEIRIC	 MICROFICHE ?2-096A-070 IN S9
R[1RIC	 CAMERA	 PHOTO
	
INDEX	 M/FILM 72-096A-O?E MP 1




	 ON	 MICROFILM 72-096A-07H M ► 1•





SUPPORT	 DATA ?I-096A-O?J to 3
SELEMOCENTRIC	 GEODE TIC	 REFERENCE ?2-0964-071 IN 0 071301?1 1Z/1S/7Z
Domi APOLLO	 174,	 STELLAR	 PHOTOGRAPHY 72-096A-08
PAPPING-STEEL a PHOTOGRAPHV 72-096A-COA UP 3300 OS /21173 09/03/73
SELENOCENTRIC	 GEOBEII(	 n EFE9E10CE 72-096A-off to 0 07/30/71 lZ/1S/7?
SINDAT	 STELLAR PHOTO	 SUPPORT	 BATA 72-096A-06C FR 1 12110172 12117172
FASTIE APOLLO
	
IPA.	 FAR	 uv	 SPECTRONEIFR 7?-096A-02
UVSPICTROMITIR	 DATA	 DM	 TAPE 7?-D96A-OZA 00 5 12110/72 17/19/72
UV	 IP[CTRA	 PLOTS	 OM MICROFILM 72-096A-028 MP S 12/10/72 12/19/72
KAUTA APOLLO	 17A.	 LASER	 ALIIMETfM 72-096A-09
LASER	 ALTIMETER	 INCIDENCE	 DATA 7?-096A-09A DO 1 12115177 12115172
SIOSAV	 USER	 ALTIMETER	 SUP.	 DATA ? 1 -096A-099 IR 3 '2110172 12/17/7?
sitfooCENTAIC	 GEODETIC	 REFERENCE ?2-096A-09C to 0 07/30/71 1?/IS/72
PHILLIPS A ►OLlO	 17.	 LUNAR	 SOUNDER 72-U96A-04
LUFtAN	 5OUMOfR	 DATA	 PLOTS	 VNF 72-096A-04A UM 2
LUNAR	 SOUNDER	 DATA	 PLOTS	 HF? 72-0966-049 UM 1
IUPAR
	 SOUNDER	 DATA	 PLOTS	 Hfl 72-0964-04C UM 1
,U DAN
	 SOUNDER SUPPORTING BAIA ?2-096A-046 FR 7
SJOGR[N APOLIU	 17A,	 S-DAMD	 INANSPCNOF n ??-096A -01
ACCELERATION	 TAP# ?2-096A-OIA 19 2
CSR	 ACCELERATION	 PLOTS	 ON	 M/FILM ?2-0966-OIB 0P 1 12/11/72 12/12/72
APOLLO	 17	 LP.At SEP 1Z/0?/72 ?2-0960
9URNEII APOLLO	 I?C,NEUIROM PROBE 72-096(-13
PUBLISHED REPORT ?2-096(-13A to 1 12/12/72 12/13/72
HOFFMAN APOLLO
	
17C.	 ATNOS ►HERIC	 COPPOSIIN 72-096(-08
MASS PEAK	 SURNARV	 DATA ON TAPE 7Z-096C-OBA Do Z
TABLIS of	 PEAKS ON MICROFILM 72-096(-088 NF 51 01/02/71 10/04/73
PASS	 PEAK	 BAIA	 OM	 TAPE 72-096(-Off Do 10 01/02173 10/04/73
Pf SS
	
PEAK	 SUPMART	 BAIA OM MF IIM 71-096(-040 RP 1
KOV4(H AP—LO	 17(,	 Sf ISRI(	 PROFILITrG 72-096(-06
SEISRIC	 PNOFIL(NG	 TAPES ?2-096(-06A 0f 212 12/11/72 I?/17171
SEISMIC	 PROFILi	 ACTIVE	 POO[ 72-096C-068 Do 3 12114/72 12116172
IANGSIT H APOLLO	 17C,	 HEAT	 FLOW	 WIDOILL 72-096(-Ol
MEAL	 FLOW.	 THENNAL	 CONOUCTIVIII 72-0960-OIA Do ? 121121?2 12113173
HEAT	 FLOW	 19400	 ANALYSIS ?2-096(-018 NP I
MITCHELL APOLLO	 170.	 SOIL	 MECHANICS 72-096( -01
SOIL	 MECHANICS	 PUBLISHED	 REPORT 72-096(-04A BI 1
SINP ONS APOLLO1?(,	 S/ELECTRICAL	 ►OOPENTY 72-096[-07
ofOULTIPitilb	 DATA	 ON	 TAPE 72-0961-076 Do 1 12/11172 IZ/13/?2
BAIA	 PLOYS
	
OM	 NI(OOFICHI ?2-096C-07C I! 29
SJOGNEN APOLLO	 IiC,S-BAND	 1RANSP.(S-164) 72-0960-14
to ACCftf RAfIOM	 (APES 12-096C-140 OD 1 1211S172 12115/72
LN ACCELERATION	 PLOTS
	 OM	 M/f ICME ?2-096(-140 To / 1?/1S/7Z 12/15/7?
SWANK APOLLO 17[,	 LUNAR	 GEOLOGY 12-0960.02
GEOLOGIC	 SAMPLES 415	 COLOR 72-0960-O?A V- SS4
OIVISfD	 L64AR	 SAMPLE	 DATA	 BASE ?2-0960-029 R► I
LUNAR	 SAPPIE	 CATALOG,	 N/FICHE ?2-09.(-02C to e





4XS	 811, 72-096C-Ot4 UG 9)
TAL WA%l APOLLO	 17(.	 UNAVI7V	 INHH[MSF 72-096( -05
INAVERSF
	
6RAWIMETfR	 FINAL	 REPOOI 7?-C9PC-05A to 3
WALKER APOLLO	 17C.LUMA n 	 SURF.COSMIC	 MATS 72-096[-12
PUBLISHED	 *(PONT ?2-096(-12A to ? 1?112172 12/13/72
ARIEL	 1 04/26/61 6Z-01SA
ELLIOT ARIEL	 I,COSPI(	 RAY	 6FTECTO n 62-01SA-03
CEME10KOV
	 •	 GEIGER	 CO,	 0 0 811	 BAIA 62-OISA-OSA DO / 04/27/62 07/17/67
SATINS ARIEL	 1.LAM6PUI0	 PROBE 62-OISA-01
ELECTRON	 of TISI1T	 (1446	 TAPE) 62-01SA-01A of 1 04/27162 07100162
ELECTRON	 OFMSITC	 IMICROFILMI 62-015A-D1B NO t 04/27/62 OF10606Z
.Rl n	 s 3S/O)/6? 61-0410
KAISER A%IfL	 3,Vl.f	 FF	 RECEIV[NS 67-04?A-05
VLF	 DECEIVER 67-042A-OSA no 4 05105167 09/30/6?
VLF	 SIGNAL	 STOtNTH	 AT	 3	 FRfQ,TAPf 67-04?.-OSB DD Z9 OS/0,167 04/14/68
MURP H Y ARIEL	 3.H.F.	 THUMRf NS10RM DO M 67-O4ZA-04
THUNDERSTORM NOISE	 TAPES 67-04?A-04A DO S3 05/05/67 04114164
PLOTS	 of	 ?'IN	 NOISE	 VS.	 LATITUDI 6?-042A-040 00 11 OS/OS/61 C4114/68
SAVERS A9lfl	 3,LANGPUIR	 PROBE 6?-042A-01
(LICTRON	 IENPFR AI UNES	 OM	 TAPI 61-042A-OIA Do 1 OS/0S /6: 10111167
ELECTRON	 TEMP	 PLOTS
	
ON	 M ICROFILM 61-042A-018 NO 11 051OS16i 04114165
ELECT	 DENSITY	 •	 TENP	 P LOTS(MFILN) 6?-041A-O/C 00 12 05/05167 04115/64
ELECT	 DENSITY	 •	 11OF	 LISTS(OFILP) 67-0424-010 NO S OS/0616? 17/31/67
SAVERS ► NISI	 3.	 OF	 CAPACITANCE	 PROOF 67-0424-06
PLASMA	 FREQUENCY	 VALUES	 ON	 tAPE 67-042A-06A Do 53 OS/OS/67 04114/66
PLASMA	 fRED PLOTS ON MICROFILM 67-042A-066 00 11 0510S/67 04/14165




•	 SPACECRAFT	 44"1 IAJNCM	 DA Z E + DATA	 S( I INFORMATION
••.••••....••••..••••....•...•.•••••••..•.•• ......••........•...••••....... NSSD(	 ID
-----------------------------------
•	 IMVfS DILATOR	 %ANF flPl RlMfNI N1wf	 • II-[ SPAN
• DATA	 $II	 NAPE	 • 'ONO QUART IIT 01 DATA
1 0,	 011	 50001"10	 II OI:	 Cul ► Ul	 IA ► f b1.-C42A-C7A DD 05/01/07 C1/1</6t
PRINTOUT	 OT	 MOl	 UtT	 0!Y	 PNoFllfS 67-347A-0 SB .,0 / 041/JS/O1. 11/11/07
. SIP- AP OLLO 07/15/75 7S-C66A
sorTfR ASIP.	 (uV	 SullVET	 (NA-7B S) 75-066 A-01
kUV	 OAT.	 ON	 MA(.	 /A:[ 75-^beA-CIA DD 7 97/10/75 (7114/75
AT5
	
1 12/C //00 66-11CA
BNOrw Al5 I,Y.NTICII	 TELESCOPE a:-110A-05
PA:TI[lf	 IElISCOrf	 81L 66-710:-05A 00 7 tjlO9/66 ^3/C1/!1
C OIf MAN,	 JA. 115 1,NIAA	 /l n G if	 0A4MIP'R :6-11OA-07
1.,	 MIN	 AVG	 YI:T,	 m. (.,	 /ffLD-11111 6.-11011-070 M ► Z 11/11/61 11/29/:!
2.S	 mil.	 AVG	 VIET	 M:G	 fIIID-TAPf 66-I10A-01( DD 1 /1/07/:e tj/zV/06
li	 if(	 YECT	 NAG	 (IFLD	 (CNN.	 -FILM 66-110A-02D NO 4 12/10/66 122/29/6•
15	 1[C	 YfCI	 0L4	 IIIIO	 (CAR.	 -IIPE 66-110A-071 DD 12 17/07/66 122/79/nr
OC TAI	 (GRM.ND	 1045
	
OM	 I: ► f 16-1101-016 CD 1 17/71/06 17/71/:6
Fel1MAw ATS I,SUPRAI-I ONAL	 ION	 0111clot 66-110A-01
1.11:	 NIN	 AYG,	 0.50	 [V	 IOM	 FAIR 66-1 '"'A DD 55 12/10/66 02/162:7
►AULIaAS AlS 1.OMNI	 SOLID	 11ATI	 PART.SP1( 66-11 CA-OS
A(MOSPAt!
	 IIRf	 ON DIREO	 ' A PES 66-110 A-0511 00 49 11/17/66 1i/0510!
140	 P7l ST.D	 (1117	 AV4	 PROTON	 F IURlS ee-11011-0311 B1 71 01/01/70 (6/71/722





D:IA	 (AI	 ON	 PICNOfICI• t 66-11OA-09. FN 42 01/31/61 !'S/241//0
YIM(NLEO :/1 1,11.1(	 S ► fC	 SCF•...CS-.15-,1-1 66-1101-04
6-mIN.AVt.(OuNI	 n ALE	 O11	 M:G.TAPE 66-11011-04; DO 1 12/19160 11/30767
6 NJ%	 AYE	 COUNT	 RAT/S
	
ON OF 110 0:-110 A-048 m] 1 1.j/19/00 12/70/67
ASS
	 2 94/06/67 1/-,71.
MCIL'=AIN AtS 2,OPN1	 PNOT-ILIC	 OF TfC10R1 07-^11A-05
1111.	 IA N11(lf	 (OUNI	 AA IE	 ON	 /APE 67-.71•-05: DD 31 04/77/67 10/25/67
STORE ATS 2.RADIO	 ASTA0.7	 Slf ► .5-30( e1-031:-07
7	 STEP	 .5-3	 Mri	 NAG	 uP! .-1-^3111-011 DD 34 04/16/67 1C/17/6/
7SIF!	 .S-SNF7
	
PfIwIOUt	 (5511111 67-031a-OFD w0 S O4/)7/67 10/13/67






No 07-OS1A-C10 RO 1 04/07.67 10/13/07
ATS
	 7 11/041/01 b7-11'A





OAfA	 (111	 OM	 RICOO'ICrE 67-IIIA-014 IN 42 11/07/6! :7/71/69
SUO N I AIS S,S ► IN	 SEAM	 (LOUD	 CAwf :: 67-11111-C1




M CIL. A IV Ali S.	 LOY	 fNM4	 Pf 01.	 EllCINONS 6/-3:9.-11
ELECTRON/Pa p TU0	 S ► l CIfo4 A/AT 69-011.-1111 NO 8 2X/19/69 12/31/72
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73-o78A-07( MO 2 10/50/75 09/30/75
7S-07BA-06
73-0/BA-06A Flo 1 10/31/73 02/02/75
73 07SA-069 BD 3 10/31/73 12131115
73-07811-05
73-078A-05A Do 1 0311517s 12/2317-
73-07AA-019 NO 13 01/03116 01/13/76
r3-078A-OS( 010 12 10/30173 0612S/77
61-OISS
61-0159-06
61-0159-06A OD 17 06/30/61 08/31/62
61-0159-07
61-01Se-01A It 1 U6/29/61 08/12/61
61-01SO-018 00 17 06/30/61 08/31/62
61-0159-01
61-0159-02A 00 17 06/50/61 09/31/62
61-o1se-07
61-0159-OPA I. 1 06/29161 11/16/61
61-0150-OS
61-01-O-OSA DD 17 06/30/61 08131/62
61-0150-0





6.-V676-01A to 1 12/20/62 10/13/63
61-0676-019 00 5 11/14/62 10/28/61
6I-0670-01( pip 1 01101163 10/20/61
61-0670-01
62-0678-OIA DO S 12114/62 10/28/61
62-0678-03
62-06i10-01A 00 5 12/14162 10/28/63
6Z-0679-as" Np 1 01/01/63 05/1S/63
62-0379-04
61-0011-04A DO S 12/14/62 10/2S/63
61-0670-05
62-06714-OSA Do 5 IZ/1W162 In/31/61
62.0670-06
62-0679-06A OD S 12/14/62 10/25163
•	 SPACECRAFT NAME	 LAUNCH DATE
•••.••.•••••••••..•••.•••••••...•••••.•••••..•.•••••••....•....••••.••..•f•
• INVf SIIGATOR NAME	 fXPf RINENI MARE
•	 DAIA Sit NAME
FOUR-ALOUR A,INAGI DATA, TAPES








DC ELECTRIC FIELD OM TAPE
BANE
	
I RP - I. PI A SMA
MR. AVG. ION PLASMA PARAR.-FILM
W0. AVG. 1014 PLASMA PANAM.-TAPE




(CUNT RATES ON ARCMIVI IA ► ES
SGO PBLSHD HOLY AVGD PROTON fLU.S
IN TC.SON	 IMP-I,U11D/4SFC 44010 ASTROMORT
SUMMARY SPECTRA 014 MICROFILM
SUMMARY SPECTRA OM MAGIAPF
GUANf 11	 IMP-I,IOWA AT ELFCT • RAG /LOS
1 • B SUMMARY PLOYS ON FILM
E • 8 SONO6RAos ON 70-PM FILM
MIGM I. RES PLOTS ON FILM
I AND 8 SPIN PLANE FIELD DIST.FLM
POWER SPECTROGRAMS, SPECIAL TIMES
WAODOC.	 loo p -I,MIr	 ADIO ASTRONOMT
MUL II ,9118. INT. ITS TIME. PLOT S, ILA
NESS
	
loo p -I.INRfE AXIS MAGNf TORFIR
15 SEC RAG LLD VECIONS. .FILM
Is SEC 8 VECTORS ON TAPE
1.14 SIC RAG III) VECTORS. Nf ILM
S INPSON
	
IMP-[,COSMIC RAYS NUCLEAR COOP
COUNT RATES • PHIL (1511. MAG.TAPE
S-MIN.AVF.CT.RATE(FIAIE), MAG.IAPE







DC [-FIELD AND RRS ELF NOISE-FILM




MEAGER IMP I.N,J I MR PIASMA FARM




HOURLY AVERAGED SOLAR PLASMA,IA ► E




10 01114.220 REV PROT IT n TFS.MFILM
All COURT RATES ON FNCVCLO. TAPES
KNIN161S
	
IMP-J,PART.VfL[. • GM TUNES
HA AVG 1-2.14-25 REV PROT FLX,TPE




15 SEC AVGD MAGNf11C Vf C10RS.TAPE
WA AVG RAG VECTORS OM TAPE
15 SEC AV60 RAG FLY) PLOTS, NFILA
IS SEC PLOIS,IFIS SPECL PfJ1S,MFILM
s'MPSON
	
IMP-J.COSMIC FIAT NUCLEAR CORP
RATE AND PHA DATA TAPES (JOST)
5.46-11101 AVG COUNT RATES OM TAPE
SOT. 001. COUNT-RATE PLOTS. Mf ILM
STONE
	
IMP-J,tIIC • H • HE SOLID ST.TFIf
HALF HR RES CMI Off PIOTS, 11FILM












INJUN 1-GRFB 5, SILICON Ph JURY.
MASTER TAPE. P-N COUNTS
FRANK
	
IMJUN 1-GREAT S. GEIGFFI COUNTER
TABULATION 01 ANION 21140 COUNTS
MASTER TAPE, GM COUNTS
FAtf NAM
	
INJUM 1-411111 N. CBS DEFECTOR
M ASIfN TAPE, COS LOUNTS
.NtPtl%
	
INJUM 1-GRF114,2-2011, X-RAY OFT.
410. 8-20A FLUXES. IN PURL. REPT.
t AUGNt IN	 INJuN 1-GRES 1, GN SPECTROMETER
RASTER IAPE, ELECTRON COUNT
VAR AttiM	 INJUM 1-61110 I.fLUXGAIE MA6NE IOM.







VLF AURAL RECORDINGS (.S- 7 .0 RN/)
0'001!4
	
IMJUN I. ► NOTON-fLECIROM DETECTORS
SOUR SOFT X-FIAT
RASTER TAPE. GA COUNTS
213GR DE 1. ►L,1`4,Os FLUX PLOTS





MASTER IAPE, ELECTRON COLONY
SPI, SPH DETECTOR FLUX PLOTS
0'8.1!4
	




INJUM S. D.C. SCINTILLATOR
OASIfR TAPE, D.C. SCINI. COUNTS
U'BRIfN
	
INJUM S, ELECTRON MULTIPLIER
MASTER TAPE, Etf(1RN MULIIP COURT




•	 SPACECRAFT	 MANE LAUNCH	 OAT[	 • DATA	 SET IN/ORMAIION
..•..............• ..................•••••.•.• ...•...........•....•.......... MSSOC	 ID _________________________________._
• !NVfST1^AtOR	 MANE EX ► f MIMlNI	 MAN(	 • TIM! SIAM
• ` DATA	 SIT	 NAME	 • FORM QUART] IV OF DATA
O'tlRIEM INJUN	 S.	 IRO IOM	 SPEC TOO"E1.. 6Z-C67B-07
AAS ItR	 1APF.	 P-M	 COUNTS ♦? -0179-07A DD 5 12/14162 10/31163
INJUN	 4 11/21164 64.-0768
VAN ALLEN INJUN	 4.GM	 DETECTORS	 (7) 64-076M-03
MASTER	 TAPE,	 600	 COUNTS 64-0768-05A 00 47 0211316S C7/19/66
VAN
	 ALLEN INJUN	 4,P-MJUMCTIOM	 DETECTOR 64-0?6D-04
MASIER	 TAPE,	 P-M	 COUNTS 64-0769-04A DD 47 0211S165 07/19166
PROTON	 COURT	 RATE	 ►1015	 ON	 MFILM 64-0769-046 NO 11 11723164 07119/66
VAN ALIEN INJUN	 4.CDS	 DETECTOR 64-0769-05
MASTER	 TAPE.	 COS	 COUNTS 64-0769-OSA DO 4? OZ113/65 07/19/66
VAN	 ALLEN INJUN	 4.PLASTIC	 SCINTILLASONS 64-0769-06
MASTER	 TA ► e.	 SCIWTILLATOR	 COUNTS 64-0760-06A DO U 02113165 07119/66
INJUM	 S 09108/68 68-0669
FRAM. INJUM	 S.L	 ENGR	 PN.EL	 DIFFIANAL 68-0668-01
MASTEN	 TAPE.	 LEPEDEA	 COUNT	 RATES 68-0669-OIA DO 949 Ce709/0 US/29170
GUNMFT/ INJUM	 S.VLF	 RECEIVER.307 ►S-16KC 68-0668-02
MASTER
	 TAPE.	 VET	 SIGNAL	 STRENGTH 69-0660-02A DO 949 08109169 C5129110
VAN ALLEN INJUM	 S.S.S.DFT.(PROTOM.FLFC.) 68-0668-03
MASTER	 TAPE.	 S.S,	 PROTON	 ELEC	 CRT 68-n668-OSA DO 949 08/09/66 05/29/70
15-SEC	 AVG	 COUNT	 RATES	 OM	 TAPE 69-0668-038 DD 17 OA/29/68 05130/70
INTERCOSMOS 4 10/14/70 70-084A
IENDO IMFENCOSMOS	 4.	 X-RAY	 POL AN IMF TER 70-084A-01
SOLAR	 X-RAY	 POLARIZATION	 DATA 70-084A-DIA FR 1 10/24/70 11/16170
ISIS	 1 01/30169 69-009A
BARRINGTON ISIS	 1.	 VET	 EXPERIMENT 69-009A-03
RA60SHIMA	 OBi	 OF	 VLF	 INTENSITY 69-009A-OSB BE 1 1172117? 12125773
BRACE ISIS	 1.C/L.	 ELECTOOSIATIt	 PROBE 69-009A-07
ELECTRON	 DENSITY	 .	 TEMP	 (TAPE) 69-009A-77A DD 1 01130/69 06/01/71
ELECTRON	 DENSITY	 •	 TEMP	 ("/FILM) 69-009A-070 " ► 1 01/30/69 06101/71
ELECT	 DENSITY	 •	 TEMP	 PLOTS(ROOKS) 69-009A-070 FA 3 01/30/69 06105/70
CALVERT ISIS	 ).FIXED	 TNEe	 SOUNDER 69-009A-02
FF	 IONOGRAMS 69-009A-02A MO 2027 01/30/69 10/12/73
MARTZ ISIS	 1.COSMIC	 RADIO	 NOISE 69-009A-10
COSMIC	 RADIO	 NOISE-AGC	 LEV.	 MFILM 69-009A-10A MO 1196 01130/69 10112173
HEIKKILA ISIS	 1.E. ► 	 SPECT0.10-10000	 TV 69-009A-05
SOFT	 PARTICLE	 SPECTROGRAMS 69-nO9A-05A NO 32 02/01/69 10/27/69
MCOIARMID ISIS	 1.ENENGETIC	 PART.DETEC.TORS 69-009A-04
ELECT	 .	 PROTON	 DATA ON "AG	 TAPE 69-009A-04A DO 3S 02/02169 12129/69
SAGALYN ISIS	 1.SPHER.	 ELECTRO.	 ANALYZED 69-009A-08
ION	 DENSITY	 ON	 NFILM 69-009A-OPA MO 8 01131/69 11/20/69
ION	 TEMP	 AND	 DEN.ON	 "AG.TA ► E 69-009A-OBB DD 4 01/31769 11/30/69
WHITTEKEP ISIS	 /.	 SWEEP	 FRED	 SOUNDER 69-009A-01
SWEEP-FRERUf NCT	 ION06RAMS.	 "FILM 69-009A-01A NO 2164 01130/69 06/08/76
NSSOC	 INDEX	 OF	 IONOGRAPS.TAPE 69-009A-010 DD 1 01/30/69 10/12/73
ARC	 N(H)	 INT	 PROFILES. ►ACKED	 TAPE 69-009A-01f DD 1 02103/69 06/0717?
INC	 INDEX	 OF	 DUCTED	 ECHOES 69-009A-Olf DO 1 02/01/69 12127/71
CDC	 R(h)	 RAW	 PROFILES,	 TAPES 69-009A-01F DD 2 02/01169 10113/72
1511	 2 04/01/71 71-C24A
ANGER ISIS	 Z.	 3914-5577	 A	 PHOTOMETER 71-024A-11
ISIS-2	 3914-5577	 DATA	 ON	 "AG.TAPE 71-024A-11A DD 1 04/23/71 12131171
POLAR	 PLOTS	 OPTICAL	 EMISSION	 I N T. 71-024A-118 NO 1 01106/73 01129/74
BARRINGTON ISIS	 2.	 VLF	 EXPERIMENT 71-024A-03
KAGOSHIMA	 085
	
OF	 VLF	 INTENSITY 71-024A-030 BI 1 11/08/72 02/20174
BRACE ISIS	 2.CYLIND.	 ELECTROSTATIC	 PROD 71-024A-07
ELICIRON	 DENSITY	 •	 TEMP	 (TAPE) 71-024A-07A DD B 04/14/71 03131/13
ELECTRON	 DENSITY	 •	 TEMP	 ("/FILA) 71-024A-078 MP 8 04/74/71 03/31/73
CALVERT ISIS	 2,	 FIXED	 FREQUENCY	 SOUNDER 71-0?4A-O?
IONOGRA"S 71-024A-02A 010 IS95 04/08/71 07/09/75
HAITI ISIS	 2.COSMIC	 RADIO	 NOISE 71-024#-10
COSMIC	 RADIO	 NOISE-AGC	 LEV.	 MFIL" 71-024A-10A NO 1137 04/08171 11/30/73
HEIKKILA ISIS	 2.	 E.P	 PART	 BIT	 IOEV-10KEV 71-024A-OS
SOFT	 PARTICLE	 SPECTROGRAMS 71-024A-NSA NO 102 04121771 04102173
HOFFMAN ISIS	 2.109 "ASS	 SPECTROMETER ?1-024A-06
ION MASS	 SPECTROMETER	 DATA.	 "FILM 71-024A-06A " ► 83 04/21/71 11/15/72
ION MASS
	
SPEC/ROMFIER	 DATA	 TAPE 71-0?4A-06B DD 10 091027?? 08/0?17?
MAIER ISIS	 2.RETAND.	 POTEN.	 ANALYZER 71-024A-08
PLOTS	 OF	 02.H2.HE.	 .	 TIPP• VS	 TI"f 71-024A-OSA M ► 2 04/26/71 12122172
02.02.HE	 •	 TF"P	 VS	 TIRE.	 LISTINGS 11-024A-0EB "P 2 04/28/71 12122177
MCDIAMMIO ISIS	 2.E4ENGETIC	 PARTICLE	 Of TEC1. 71-024A-04
ELECT	 .	 PROTON DATA ON NAG	 TAPE 11-024A-04A DO 166 04/19/71 03/24/14
INDEX	 OF	 PROCESSED	 SA/LLIF	 PASSES 71-024A-046 RP 1 04/19/71 OK/24/74
SHEPHERD ISIS	 2,	 6300 A	 ►HOTCREIER 71-024A-12
6300A	 INTENSITY	 MA ► S,	 ON	 NAG	 TAPE 71-024A-124 0o 1 04/Z3/71 12/31171
POLAR	 PLOTS	 0 ► (ICAI	 EMISSION	 INT. 71-024A-126 NO 1 01/06/73 01/29/74
WHITTEKER ILI$	 2.SWIfP	 FREQUENCY	 SOUNDER 71-024A-C1
SWEEP-FREQUENCY	 IONOGRAPS.	 "FILM 71-024A-01A NO 2022 04/08/71 04/15/76
IONOGRA"	 INVENTORY- 71-024A-Ole DO 1 04/08171 11/30/73




TAPE 71-0?4A-OTC 00 1 04109171 101?21?1
CDC	 INDEX	 OF	 OUCYfO	 ECHOES 71-024A-OlE DD 1 04109171 06.22172
CRC	 N(H)	 RAW PROFILES,	 TAPES 71-n24A-01F DD S 04108/71 07/30/75
CDC	 N(H)	 RAW PROFILES,	 BOOKS 71-024A-01G FR a 04/06/71 10/131?2
LOGACS 1,	 AGENA OS/22/67 6?-OSOB
BRUCE 106ACS	 1.	 ATMOS ►HER!C	 DENSITY	 SYS 67-0506-01
PLOTS.	 140-240 AN,	 MAY	 67,	 FICHE 67-OSOO-OIA FM 9 OS/Z3/67 05/26/67
ACCELEROMETER
	
PLOTS,	 MAY	 67. 0 ICHE 67-0506-018 IM 9 OS/ZS/67 05726/67
CHILI LOGACS	 1,	 WIND	 ANALYSIS 6?-OS08-02
WIND	 (CM ► BELOW 200 KM.MICROF ICHE 67-0509-02A TN 9 05/2516? 05/27/67
LUNA	 3 10104/59 59-OOSA
UNKNOWN LUNA	 3.	 LUNAR	 PHOTOGRAPHY 59-OOSA-01
PHOTOS	 OF	 FARSIDE	 OF	 ROOM 59-00AA-01A By 1 10107/59 10/07/59
ATLAS
	
OF	 FARSIDE	 PHOTOS 59-00SA-019 MT 2 10107159 10107/59
LUNA	 9 01/31/66 66-006A
UNKNOWN LUNA 9-CLOSE-UP LUNAR	 SURF	 PHOTOG 66-0064-01
PANORAP.	 PHOTOS	 1,'	 LUNAR	 SURFACE 66-006A-01A FR S 06129/66 06/29/66
FIRST	 PANORAMAS
	
01	 LUNAR	 SURFACE 66-006A 019 By 2 02104166 1?129/66
LUNA	 13 12/21/66 66-116A
16
•	 SPACE CVAFT	 MANE I Auk( H	 DA I( DATA	 SET --------- --
•	 INVf1T1GA . ON	 NA M E EKPI RI.CNI	 MANE TIME SPAN
• •--A	 SET	 MARE	 • loop OUANTI IT Of DATA
UNANONN LUNA
	 I S.LLOSE-U P	LUNAR	 SURF	 P HOTO 66-116A-01
FIRST	 PANORAMAS
	 Of	 LUNAR	 SURFACE 66-116A-01A at 1 02/04766 12/28/66
LUNAR ORBITER	 1 08/10166 66-013A
GUR I L I R LUNAN	 ORBITER	 1.	 METEOROID
	 Of TS. 66-CPSA-03
MICRUMEIk0o0TD
	 PENETRATION	 DATA 66-073A-OS3 IR 1
KOSOFSKY LUNAN	 OfbltEN	 1.LUMAN	 PHOTOS 66-073A-01
KODAK	 PIK 66-07SA-01A TM 842
BOEING	 PI11 66-C7301-018 YK 87
LAC	 PIN 66-073A-01C TL 229
MSSD((MICROFILM) 66-075A-U/D MO 1
REVISED	 PHOTO





P I`S 66-OFSA-011 fV 14
NSSOC	 1.0.	 P H OTO	 SUP P ORT	 DATA 66-073A-0IJ pp 1
PHOTO
	 SITE	 ACCURACY	 AMAI
	 PROGRAM 66-073A-CIR op 9
(ALT[("	 MICROFICHE 66-073A-Olt F9 1S




	 ORBITER	 1,SkLENOOf SY 66-MA-02
ORIG	 TOP	 TAPES 66-073A-02A DD S 08110/66 10128/66
ORIG	 OOG	 TAPES 66-073A-02B DD 7 08/10/66 10/28/66
MFRGIO	 TOP	 TAPES 66-07SA-02C DD 1 00/10/66 1C/28166
MERGED	 COG	 TAPES 66-073A-020 DD 1 06/10/66 10/28/66
LUNAR ORBITER	 2 11/06/66 S6-100A
GURTLER LUNAR	 ORb:TER	 2,	 METEOROID	 DEIS. 66-IOOA-03
MICROMFlf OROID
	 PENETRATION	 DATA 66-100A-OSA To 'I
KOSOFSKY LUNAR	 OR3 I T F R	 ?.LUNAR	 PHOTOS 66-IODA-01
ANS
	
PIN 66-IOOA-OIA YL 633
KODAK	 PIN 66-1OOA-018 TM 823
LAC	 PfV 66-1OOA-GIC YL 1117
MSS'	 (11CROFILP) 66-IOOA-010 NO 1
FRAMELETS 66-10OA-01E TO 32690






	 POS 66-IGOA-011 FR IS





	 PROGRAM 66-10CA-CIX MP 12
CALTECH	 MICROFICHE 66-IDOA-OIL TO 15
CALTECH
	 SUPPORT	 DATA	 ON	 M/f ICNE 66-IOOA-010 FM 3 11/18/66 11125166
MICHAEL,
	
JR. LUNAR	 ORBITER	 2,SELEMODESY 66-IOOA-02
0116	 TOP	 TAPES 66-1004-02A DO 7 11/06066 10111/67
ORIG	 C5G	 TAPES 66-1OOA-028 UL In 11/06/66 10/11/67
MERGED	 TOP	 TAPES 66-IOOA-02C DD 1 11106/66 10/11/67
MERGED	 ODG	 TAPES 66-IOOA-02D DO 1 11/06/66 10/11/67
LUNAR 01181TER	 3 02/05/61 67-COBA
GURTLER LUNAR	 ORBITER	 3,	 METEOROID	 DEIS. 67-OOSA-03
MI CNOMETEOROID	 PfNETRATION	 DATA 67-O08A-03A To 1
KOSOFSKY LUNAR	 ORBIIER	 3,LUNAN	 PHOICS 67-008A-01
ANS
	
PI 67-006A-01A TL 630
KODAK	 PIK 67-008A-C1e YN 613
LAC	 PIN 67-008A-01C TL 626
NSSOC(MICROFILM) 61-008A-n1D NO 1
FRA14ELETS 67-11RA-019 To 19050
REV(EED	 PHOTO
	 SUP ORT	 DATA	 ON	 TAPE 67-008A-01N DO 1 02/15/67 02127167
NSSOC	 L.O.	 PHOTO	 SUPPORT	 DATA 67-00BA-010 P/ 1
PHOTO
	 SITE	 ACCURACY	 ANAL	 PROGRAM 67-00BA-ClK MP 15
CALTECH	 MICROFICHE 67-COSA-OIL To 1S
CALTECN	 SUPPORT	 DATA	 ON	 P/FICHE 67-0108A-01 ► fR 3 02/15/67 C2123!67
MICHAEL.
	
JR. LUNAR	 00811EN	 3,SfkEMOOkSY 67-OOBA-02
ORIG	 TOP	 TAPES 67-f`08A-C?A DD 6 02/05/67 10/09/67
OKIG	 COG	 TAPES 67-008A-^2B DO 11 02105167 10/09/67
MERGED	 TDV	 TAPES 67-00PA-020 DD 1 02/05/67 10/09167
MERGED	 OOG	 TAPES 67-008A-02- DD 1 02/05/61 10/09/67
LUNAR ORBITER	 4 105/04/67 67-041A
GURTLER LUNAR	 ORBITER	 4,	 METEOROID	 6ET!. 67-U41A-03
MICRUMFTf OR01D	 PENETRATION
	
DATA 67-041A-C3A To 1
KOSOFSKY LUNAR	 ORBITER	 4.LUNAR	 PHOTOS 67-0414-01
AMS
	
PIN 67-04101-01A TL 605
LRC	 PIN 67-041A-016 YL 546
NSSOC(MICROFILP) 67-041A-01C 00 1
FoAMkLf TS 67-041A-010 10 18090
REVISED	 PHOTO
	 SUPORY	 DATA	 ON	 TAPE 67-041A-015 DD 1 05/11/67 05/26/67
MSSOC	 L.O.	 PHOTO	 SUPPORT	 DATA 67-041A-011 NP 1
PHOTO
	 SITE	 ACCURACY	 ANAL	 PROGRAM 67-0A1A-010 MP 6
CALTECH	 MICROFICHE 67-041A-0111 TO 15
CALTECH	 SUPPORT	 DATA	 ON	 M/FICHE 67-041A-011 FR 2 07/11/67 05126/67
MICHAEL,	 JR. LUNAR	 ORBITER	 4.SELENODEST 67-041A-02
ORIG	 TOP	 TAPES 67-041A-02A DO 5 05/04/67 07/11167
ORIG 006
	
TAPES 67-0418-028 DD B 05104/67 ',7111/67
Mf RGEC	 To p
	TAPES 67-041A-02C DO 1 05/0416/ ^7/11/67
MERGED	 OOG
	
T A PES 67-041-021) DO 1 0510416' 07/11/67
^N9i TkR	 5 78/01/67 67-C7SA
GURTLER LUNAR	 ORBITED	 ',	 METEOROID	 DEIS. 67-OPSA-03
NICROMFTEONOID	 PENETRATION
	 DATA 67-C7SA-03A FR 1
KOSOFSKT LUNAR	 ORBITER	 S.LUMAR	 PHOTOS 67-OFSA-01
AM PIN 67-C7SA-OtA Yl P37
LAC	 PIN 61-07SA-01M 7L 844
MSSOC(MICROFILW 67-075A-01C NO 1
FRARELfTS 67-07SA-01O TO 33320
REVISED	 PHOTO	 SUPORT	 DATA	 ON	 TAPE 67-07SA-016 DD 1 08/06/67 78/18/67
NSSOC	 L.O.	 PH010	 SUPPORt	 DATA T-07SA-011 MP 1
PHOTO
	
SITE	 ACCURACY	 ANAL	 PROGRAM 67-U?SA-OlJ MP 8
CALTECH
	 NI.ROFICHE 67-07SA-01K TR 15
CALTECH	 SUPPORT	 DATA	 ON	 P/!ICNE 67-07SA-01L TA 3 08/06/67 CE/18/67
MICHAEL,
	
JR. LUNAR	 ORBITER	 5.	 SELENODESY 6?-)?SA-D?
ORIG	 TOP	 TAPES 67-07SA-02A DO 7 08/01/67 01!31/68
ONIG	 OOG	 TAPES 67-07SA-028 DD 9 08/01/6' 01/31168
MERGED	 To p	TAPES 67-07SA-02C DD 1 08/01/67 01/31168
MERGED	 00G	 TAPES 67-C7SA-OZD OD 1 06101167 01/31/68
17
ORIMMAt7 rjt=
•	 SPACICRAF3	 NAME LAUNCH	 DATE DATA	 S!I 1NfORRAT ION
•.•.•••••••••••••••••..•.••.••••••••....•.....•....••••..........••.•.•.•.. NSSOC	 10 ------------- _______________.......
•	 INVtS N GAYON NAME EXPERIMENT	 NAME TIME SPAN
• DATA	 SET	 NAME	 • FORM QUANTITY OF	 D TA





QUARTER	 AND	 DAY	 AVG	 EOM	 DATA	 LIST 62-041A-04A NO 1 08/28/62 12/30/62
COLEMAN,	 JM. MAMINFR	 2,S	 AA15	 FLUX6A T E	 NAG. 62-041A-03
FIELD	 COMPONENIS	 ON	 NAG	 TAPE 62-041A-03A DO 1 011/29/62 11/15162
PLOTS Of	 EIELO COMPONENTS.2H n 62-041A-038 NO 2 08129/62 10/31162
NEUGEBAUER MARINER	 2,	 INFRARED	 RADIONEIEN 62-041A-O2
If
	 RADIATION	 TEMPERATURES 62-041H-02A FR 7 12/14/62 12/14/62
NEUGEBAUER MARINER	 2,ELECTROSTATIC	 A14AITZIN 62-041A-06
ELECTROMETER NUMBERS.-T, 	 V,CALIB 62-041A-06A DD 1 08/29/62 12/30162
PLASMA	 PARAMETERS	 T,v,DEN 62-041A-060 DO 1 08/29/62 12/29162
HOUR	 AVERAGES
	
Of	 VELOCITY 62-041A-06L DD 1 08/29/62 12130162
5-HR	 AVG Of	 PLASMA	 PARAMETERS 62-041A-060 DD 1 08/29/62 12/29/62
MARINER	 4 11128164 6­ 077A 
ANDERSON MARINER	 4.CELESTIAL	 MECHANICS 64-077A-09
CELESTIAL	 PECHANICS,PAG	 TAPES 64-077A-09A DD 2 11/28/64 12/08/67
CELESTIAL	 MECHANICS	 LISTING 64-0770-096 NP 1 12105/64 12/08/67
LEIGHTON MARINER	 4,	 TELEVISION 64-077A-01
PHO T OS	 CALIBRATED	 •	 CORRECTED	 4X' 64-077A-011 V6 112
PHOTOS
	
CALIBRATED	 •	 RECTIFIED	 4115 64-97?A-0111 OR 4
TELEVISION	 PICTURES	 ON	 MICROFILM 64-077A-016 MO 1
SI MPSON MARINER	 •,	 COSMIC	 MAY	 TELESCOPE 64-077A-04
RAW	 COUNT	 RATE(CONYAIN	 OV01FLC10 64-0?7A-04A DO 1 11128/64 10/01165
P"A	 DATA(PEET	 J ► L	 HI	 BUAL.LVL) 64-0?7A-049 DD 1 11/28/64 10/01/65
O(1)RATE(1.4	 MN.AVE) • OIS.SUM. 64-077A-04C DO 1 11/28/64 10/01165
D(1)O(2)RAT1(4.74	 MR.AVE) • D.S. 64-0770-04D OD 1 11/28/64 10/01/65
SMITH MARINER 4,RA6NETORETER 64-0??A-02
3	 MN	 AVGO	 TOTAL	 9	 AND	 COP ►ONENTS 64-077A-02A DO 1 11/28/64 10/01/65
SO.4	 SEC	 AVG	 VECTOR	 MAGNETIC	 FLO 64-077A-020 OD 3 11128164 10/01165
2.6 MIM AVG-24 MR/SS MR 	 FRAME 64-07?A-02C NO 1 11129164 10/01165
MARINER	 S 96114167 67-060A
ANDERSON MARINER	 5,	 CELESTIAL	 MECHANICS 67-060A-07
CELESTIAL	 MECHANICS	 MAG,TAPES 67-C60A-07A OD 2 06/14/67 11/20/67
BRIDGE MARINER
	
S.	 FARADAY	 CUP 67-06OA-03
ONE	 HOUR AVG.	 PLASMA PARAM.	 - F IL M 67-06OA-C3A NP 1 06/14/67 11/21/67
ONE	 HOUR AVG PLASMA PARAP.ON TAPE 67-060A-038 DO 1 06/14/67 11/21167
LISTINGS	 OF	 COUNTS/FFAME-FINE	 RES 67-06OA-03C MP 1 06/14/67 11121167
PLASMA PARAM WITH 9-FINE 	 TIME	 TAP 67-06OA-03D DO 1 06/14/67 11121167
ESHLEMAN MARINER 5,	 TWO	 FREQUENCY BEACON 67-060A-02
TOTAL
	
ELECT	 COMTENT,HRIY	 VAL	 (CO) 67-0600-02A DO 1 06/14/67 11121/67
TOTAL
	
ELECT	 CONTENT,"ALY	 (PO) 67-060A-028 NO 1 06/14,61 11/21167
CONNECTED	 ELECTRON	 DENSITY,	 DO 67-0604-02C DD 1 09/01/67 10126/67
SPIT" MARINER	 S,HELIUM 046NETOMETER 67-06OA-OS
IRIAN.	 MAGNETIC	 FIELD	 ON	 TAPE 61-060A-OSA OD 1 06/14/67 11/21/67
IRIAN	 MR.	 AVG.	 MAGNETIC	 FLO.	 TAPE 67-06OA-OSB OD 1 06114/67 11/21/6?
8-FIELD	 AYES.	 1	 DAY,	 3	 MR.	 1	 "A 67-06OA-05( NO 1 06114167 11/21/67
IRIAN	 RAG.	 FLO.	 VENUS	 ENCOUNTER 67-06OA-OSD DO 1 10/19/67 10/19/67
8 WITH	 PLASMA	 PARAM- ►IAS	 SCALE	 IP 67-06CA-OSE DD 1 06/14/67 11121/67
MARINER	 6 02/24/69 69-CI14A
ANDERSON MARINER 6,	 CELESTIAL	 MECHANICS 69-014A-05
2WAV	 DOPPLER RADIO	 TRA9NG OM	 TAPE 69-014A-0SA DO 2 03105/69 09/02/69
9LIORE MARINER	 6.S-9AND OCCULAIA110N 69-014A-06
S-BAND	 OCCULTATION DATA.	 NAG	 TAPE 69-014A-06A DO 2
LEIGHTON MARINER 6.NAPS	 SURFACE	 TV	 CAMERA 69-014A-01
►HOTOS,RAW	 ANALOG NEAR	 ENCOUNTER 69-014A-0 JA FM 25
PHOTOS,RAW	 ANALOG	 FAR	 FNCOUNTIN 59-014A-019 IM SO
PHOTOS.	 ENHANCED NEAR	 ENCOUNTER 69-014A-0IC IN 25
PHOTOS,
	
INHAN(EO	 FAR	 ENCOUNTER 69-014A-010 Vol 49
PHOTOMETRIC	 DECALIB	 MEAN	 ENfOUNIN 69-914A-01E IM 50
PHOTOMETRIC
	 DECALI9	 FAR	 ENCOUNTER 69-0140-01F YN 98
PAK	 DISCRIM	 CONTRAST	 ENHANCED ME 69-014A-016 YR 72





91W MOSAICS	 MEG	 495 NE 69-414A-011 TG 2
ME	 ENHANCE*	 TAPES 69-014A-01J DO 2 07/31/69 07/31169
NE	 PHOTOMETRIC	 TAPES 69-014A-01N DO 2 07/31/69 07/31169
FE	 PHOTOMETRIC	 TAPES 69-0140-01L DO 4 07/29169 07/79/69
NEUGEB A UER MARINER	 6.CHAN	 12	 RADIOMETER 69-C14A-03
2	 CHANNEL	 It RADIOMETER	 DATA 69-014A-03A DO 1 07/31/69 07/31:69
PIMENTEL MARINER	 6,14	 SPECT	 1.5-15 MICRON 69-014A-02
IR	 SPECTROMETER	 DATA 69-014A-02A FR 6 07/31/69 07/31/69
MARINE n 	 7 93/27/69 69-030A
ANDERSON MARINER	 ?.CELESTIAL	 MECHANICS 69-OSOA-OS
2WAT	 DOPPLER RADIO	 IRKING	 ON	 TAPE 69-03OA-DSA DO 2 04112/69 C91—/1
RLIORE MARINER	 7,S-BAND OCCULTATION 69-OSOA-06
$-BAND OCCULTATION	 DAYA,	 NAG	 TAPE 69-03OA-06A DO 2
LEIGHTON MARINER	 ).PARS	 SURFACE	 TV	 CAMERA 67-03OA-01
►HOTOS.NAW ANALOG NEAR 	 ENCOUNTER 69-03OA-OIA IN 33
PMOTOS,NAW	 ANALOG	 FAR	 ENCOUNTER 69-03DA-OIB IM 9S
PHOTOS,
	
ENHANCED NEAR	 ENCOUNTER 69-0304-01( TP 32
PHOTOS,
	
ENHANCED	 FAR	 ENCOUNTER 69-03OA-010 TN 91
PHOTOMETRIC	 •ECALIB HEAR	 ENCOUNT* 69-03OA-Olt TM 62
PHOTOMETRIC	 DECALIB	 FAR	 ENCOUNTER 69-03GA-OIF TM 91
MAN	 DIS	 CONTRAST	 ENMANCED	 ME 69-03OA-0I6 VN 93
MAN	 DIS	 CONTRAST	 ENHANCED	 FE 69-03OA-OIH TN 179
PHOTOS,
	
9/W MOSAICS	 MEG	 41S ME 69-03OA-011 YG 5
ME	 ENHANCED	 TAPES 69-03OA-OIJ DD 5 0810S/69 OP/05/69
ME	 PMO!OPETRIC	 TAPES 69-03OA-01X OD 3 Os/05/69 08/05/69
FE	 PHOTOMETRIC	 TAPES 69-03OA-OIL OD 7 08102/69 08/04/69
NEUGEBAUER MARINER	 7.2	 CHAN	 10	 RADIOMETER 69-OSOA-03
2	 CHANNEL	 IN RADIOMETER	 DATA 69-0304-OSA D* 1 08/05/69 09/05/69
PINEMTEL MARiNEP	 7.10	 SPECT	 1.5-15	 MICRON 69-03OA-02
IR	 SPECTROMETER	 DATA 69-03OA-02A TP 14 08/05169 08/05/69
MARINER	 9 05130171 71-OS1A
BARTH MARINER 9,UV	 SPECTROMETEN 71-OSIA-02
LOWER	 ATMOSPHERE	 DATA OM	 FICHE 71-OSIA-OZA IN 7 11/27171 01/21172






• IMVESTIGAIOR RARE	 EEPFMIMEMT NAME




1216,	 1301	 A	 LIMB/DISC	 DA11,f ICNE 71-011A-Q2C fR 2 11/12/71 12/06/71
SIEI. L AR	 DAIA	 OM	 .1C R0 1I CNE I1-OSIA-021 fR 2 11/14/71 01/16/72
PART	 Ill	 9,141	 A	 II IENI	 SPICT 71A-07
MARINER	 9	 IR	 IMTFR.	 SPEC1.	 (IRIS) 71-051A-05: DD 5 11/11/71 10/16/72
MARINER	 9.S-OAMD	 OCCULTATION 71-0510-OB
OCCUl TAl10N	 .t IA,PL OT • IAOLES,i I/R 71-0510-071 MP 11 11114171 10/26172
MA.INFO	 9,	 TELEVISION	 PHOTOGMAPHT 71-0S to-04
PHOTOS.	 MTVS	 RAW 71-OS 1A-04A UM :4661
PHOIOS,MT VS
	
ALBEDO 71-OS1A-040 UM :451
INOTOS ,M IVS
	
MAf	 DISCRIMIMAIIOM I1-051A-Oaf UM 8481
"1	 OR 1H06.APMIC	 CONiMOST	 'NNAMIf 71-0S1A-046. ON 8410
IPL	 ORTHOG:PHIC	 MAN	 DISCRIM. 71-051A-OAI UN 841C01T VS
	
P.ICROFICNE 71-OS 1A-04f FR 771
MARINE n 	 9 PANORAMIC	 MOSAICS 11-051.-046 TG 9.
SEDR	 SUP ► 0111	 .A/A	 16-".	 ./IIL. 71-051A-IFTH MP 1
IEIf VISION	 INDICES	 I6-RR	 ./f Il" 7/-0510-041 "P 2
IPL/:OR	 "ICOOFICNE	 IATAL16 71-OS1A-047 11 279
SEDR	 FINAL
	
DATA	 TAPE 71-051A-0411 DD 1 11/12/71 10.18/72
MTVS
	
ICIICROf ILM	 C A I.LOG	 16..	 POS 71-0' IA- 041 M ► 2C
MOSAI 	 C A IAL 04	 •	 1. DEN	 ON	 .Ell. 11-051A-040 MP 1
LING	 MICROFICH E 	INOFN	 4P6	 61W	 M16 71-0 SIA-040 f. 16
LIMB	 NICROIICNE	 AIALOG 71-0I IA-04P 1 166
CAL	 TECH	 "IC AOFI
I
C NE	 4	 •	 6	 B/W 11-0510-046 !R 461
PICIURE	 •	 ENHANCEMENT	 .	 TAPE 71-OS 1A-041 DD 1 10/09/71 10/17/72
JPI.	 MOSAIC
	
CATALOG	 •	 IN „ 1	 NFICHE 71-OS 1A-.All fR 7
ADO	 PRODUCTS	 (STATUS) 71-OS1A-04V M/ 1
IPL	
ENHANCE ""I
	 CAI ALOG 71-0510-04W MP 1
MA:l	 GLOBE	 PHO1...SAIIS 71-o71A-0111 TM 4S2
MARS
	 6L OBf	 P.O70MOSAICI	 1411.!11" 11-OS1A-04T ER 1 01100172 10128172
"71	 IM.4ES
	
.ODE RED	 BT	 1C	 OF4	 FFOR" 71-0S 1A-041 IR 2
MARINER	 9,INlQARED	 MAD. /1-OS 1A-01
10 AND	 2001CRO1f	 BRIGHT	 TEMP-MTAPE I' DD 1
11103/77 73-08SA
AlMARINE:	 10,SCAN.EL(I01 	 .NAL17. 73-0:5.-03
"YM PLASMA	 Of TAIL	 I.Pf 73-08SA-0 SA DO 1
MARINER	 IU.	 I_	 :rECTROSCOPY 73-085.-01
LMTERIL OMETAMT	 fMIS	 "-"I.	 OM	 TAPE 73-0:5A-050 OC 1 11/06173 0112:174
.A.IRf.
	 10.	 IR	 RAD1tl.Ei.1 73-0116 A-06
I. n A0.	 DATA	 Of	 MERCURY	 ON	 TAPE 75-005A-060 00 / 05/29/74 03/29/746
MARINER	 10,	 RADIO	 SCIENCE 71-CASA-02
VIRUS
 	 OCCULT-FINAL	 PITS/LSTS	 MILEY 73-08SA-02: MP 1
:ID	 iELE
	 SIGNAL	 DAIA.	 VfMUS	 OCCII 73-0850-020 DO 4) 02105/71 02/01/74
VENUS	 OCC ULIAT IOM.	 INTfNME..	 DAIA 73-0:SA-02C DD 2
MFRC.O[CUII	 -	 .f O.TM	 S16N Al S.10PE 73-O:SA-G2D DD 0 03/29/74 05/29/74
MARINER	 10. TILE.	 ► "OT O. 73-085A-01
"[.CORY	 240	 EM(OU"IE.	 IC-MM 13-0oSA-off UM ISIS
VENUS	 ENCOU.".	 .ICROI.C.I IS-O:SA-016 fR 120
MERCU.Y
	 IS	
FNICOUNIER MICROFICHE 73-0.SA-01N !R 50
NE:CU:T




MERCURY	 30D	 ENCOUNTER	 7C-"" 73-0:5A-0111 UM 1047
MIFF	 SED.	 SUPT 01111"6	 DATA	 M/!ILM 75-085.-OIL MP 1
1 ► L	 SEDf	 SERI►OMII"6	 DA7:.	 "/f ILM 73-ObSA-014 7a/ 1
"ERCUO • IN	 U0TER5	 IPL/:DO 70-.4 71-085A-01M UM 6S5
IPL MEACURT STEREO 10-R" 73-.EIS A-010 UM tea 03/29/74 09/26:74
SEDN	 SUBSET	 SUP.	 DATa	 FOR	 ALL	 ►HO 73-08SA-01P DD 1 11/05/73 G91	 3/74
ME:CURY	 IPL	 CAL IECN	 MICAOF ICNE 73-0854-016 ER 11 03/16/74 09/21/74
MERCURY	 30D IMCOU0IER MICRO!ICHE 73-085A-010 It 1:
MARINER	 10.	 ILURGA T E	 "AGNETOPFTEM 73-06 SA-04
1
	 SEC	 PLOTS.	 SEQ	 COURDI.	 .FILM
,
73-O:- 040 "v 1 11//02/73 04
NiR AVG	 INPL	 "06 VECTOR	 ILOIS 73-0SA850-Ot0 MP 1 11/03/74
/114/74
1/74
MR AVG	 INPL	 MA6 VECTO:S	 ON	 TAPE 73-0:5A-04C DD 1 11/03/73 04/15/74
42	 SEC	 OAT A.	 SIR	 COORDS,	 TAPE 73-085A-041 DD S2 11/02/73 04!09/74
47	 SFC	 DAIA.	 VENUS	 COORDS,	 TAPE 73 -OSSA -0110 LID 4 01/20/74 02/06171
6	 SIC	 LISTS.	 SID	 COORDS.	 MFILf1 73-as 5A-0IF .P 18 11/03/73 04/15/74
6-SFC	 "EAR-VENUS	 FIELD	 PLOTS 73-095A-016 PI 25 02/04/7A 02/05/74
1.2
	 SFC	 P 1.075.	 Vf MUS	 COORS,	 MEIN 75-0850-04N MP 1 01/20/74 02/01/746
1.2
	 SEC	 PLOTS,	 MI.C.	 [0011.15.	 NFL. 73-C85A-041 MP 1 05/25/74 03/30/74
6	 SEC	 LISTS.	 VENUS	 CCORDS,	 "FILM 73-08 SA-047 MP 2 01/19/74 G2/OS/74
6	 SIC	 LISTS.	 ME:C.	 IOORDS,	 "f ILM 73-Oe 5A-0411 MP 1 03/25/74 03730/74
1.2
	 SEC	 PLOTS.	 45f	 COO.D3.	 MlIL" 73-0850-041 MP 1 11/Ol/73 11/06/73
6	 SEC	 LISTS,	 GSE	 COO:OS.	 "FILM 73-00SA-04N :P 1 11/03173 11/06771
MY" PLASMA	 OE TALI	 /A ► E 73-085 A-04N OD I
78/26/64 64-052A
NIMBUS	 ""AIR 6A-05ZA-O3
NIMBUS	 .RI:	 NET 	 RADIATION	 TAPES 64-052 A-0IA DD 238 08/29/61 09/22/61
HM1R	 PHOTOi OCSIRIIE	 lllR	 STRIPS 6a-0520-030 U" 186 08/28/64 09722764
M:IR	 FILM	 STRIP	 CAT	 ON RIC.OFIC"10 64-052 A-0SC !R 4 a., 2.164 09/22/61





NIMBUS	 NRIR	 MET.	 RADIATION	 TAPES 66-040A-030 DD 1760 01/11/66 11/15/66
M.IR	 PHOTO! AC51"llE	 illR	 STRIPS 66-0400-O3B U" 1977 05/15760 11/17/66
NR1.	 YDMLD	 .ONIA4E	 CATALOG 66-040A-OS0 fM 4 05/20/66 11/15/66
AIRBUS	 2,MM 1. 66-040A-04
NIMBUS	 MNIA	 MET.	 RACT.TION	 TAPES 66-040A-O4A OD 98 05/11/66 0112:/66
NRIR	 PHOTO
	 OISPI AT 66-040.-048 TG 979 05/17/66 07/28/06








3,1"AGI	 DISSECTOR	 .....A 69-037A-06
T.CS
	
WORLD	 "0.106!	 CAI, PIC:Of ICNE 69-037A-06A 11 51 04/14169 05131/70
NIMBUS
	 3,.14'	 .ES.	 IR	 11A.1;.111111 69-077A-02
NIGN II 
114  
PHOTOFRCSIMIIE FILMS 69-037A-02A OR 3235 04/22/69 01/71/70
DATIIME
	





























•	 SPACECRAFT	 MANE LAUNCH	 DATE	 • DATA	 SET INFORMATION
...................... NSSOC	 10
-----------------------------------
•	 INVEST ISATOR	 NAME EX1tlIME"1	 NAME	 • IIME SPA"
• Sf	 :"f
": A : AN
FORM DUANTI TV OF OAT.
" " A,	 RA 
D"' 
104 IA:ES 69-037A-02( D0 1C155 04/17/69 03121170
NIGH	 AEI	 IR	 DAt:	 CAI,	 MICJOFICME 69-057.-020 FR 55 04714/64 OS/31/70
HAMEL NIMBUS
	




	 "1:111 69-037A-O7: DD 102 04/15/69 07/01/69
MCCULLOCH NIMBUS	 7.MED' At S.	 IN	 :ADIO"Elf* 69-037A-OS
:AIR	 ►NOTOFACS["IL(	 ilLPS 69-037A-054 TG 3962 04/14/69 02/05.'70
14.1:	 MEIf OR.	 NADIA110N	 1,11E1 69-037A-0511 00 768 04/15/64 02/04/71
:fD	 1411	 IR	 OAT:	 CAT 4LOiS,	 FICHE 69-0574-O5C f0 p2 04/14/69 05/31/70
PARR HINDUS	 3...T.	 IA	 SPfCi.	 (SIRS) 69°037 A-04
SIRS	 RADIANCE	 TAP;, 69-OS7A-04A DO 61 04/14/69 O6/19/7C
NIMBUS 4 04708/70 70-025A
BPAkCHfLOPEf HINDUS 4.101:6E	 DISSECTOR	 CATER: 70-0254-00
I0 CS
	 PO RID	 MOM/AGE	 CAT,:I(:OFICNf 7D-02's'A F. 48 04/18/70 04708/71
HAMEL HINDUS	 4.19	 1 "Tin .	 5PFIT.	 (IRIS) 70-025.-03
IRIS	 RADIANCE	 TAPES 70-02SA-03A DD 466 04109//0 01/30/71
HEATH MINDUS	 4,8ACKSCAT • EN	 UV	 SPEC(DUV) 70-025A-O5
TOTAL
	 OZONE	 CONTENT	 (TAPE) 70-OZSA-0SC DD 1
HOUGHTON MINDUS ' SELECTIVE	 CHOPP" HAD. 70-OZS A-10
SCR	 RADIANCE	 TAPES 70-02SA-IOA DO 51 07127170 01/30/13
MCCULLOCH NIMBUS4,TEPP-HU"ID.	 IR.RAO(THIR1 70-02'A-02
IT.S- MIC:O N. PX O IO FAC SIMIL E
	 FILM 10-OZS4-OZ: UM 8749 0411:/70 04/08/71
6'	 -"	
PHOIOFACCI.lLt	 FILM 70-025A-0211 UN 4419 04/18/70 04/08/71
"IM8US	 4	 THIN	 DATA	 CATAIOGS,FICHE 70-025.-02( FR 48 04/18/10 04/08/11
11.5-MICRON	 THIN	 DATA	 TAPES 70-OZSA-020 DO 12 91 04/10/70 11/07/70
6.7-MICRON	 INIR	 D:TA	 TA/ES 70-02SA-0ZE 00 1029 04/14/70 06/17/70
HARK NIMBUS	 4.SAT.	 IR	 SPEC T.	 /TINS) 70-025A-04
SIRS	 RADI:MCE	 TAPES 70-025A-04A DD 20 04/98/70 04/08/71
MINDUS S 12/11/72 F2-097A
MOUGNION M	 USI"B	 S.	 SElEC71YE	 CHOPPER	 HAD. 72-09IA-02
SCR	 RADIANCE	 TAPES 72-097A-01A DO 70 12113/72 12/26/74
NOVI$ NIMBUS S.SfC	 COMP N:Pi1NG :AD 72-097A-O5
SFC	 COMPOSITION PP ► 1IMi	 :AD	 TA P ES -:72-097A 05 DD 4S 12/11/71 12
MCCULIJ[N "INDUS	 S.TE NP-H UMIDITT	 IJ1	 N:0 72-097A-O:
03/12
/30/72
II.S- RIC:ON	 1140/01 ACSIMlIE	 FILM 72-0974-084 U: 18554 12119/T7 /75
6.7-MIC.ON	 PHOTO	 FACSIMILE	 FSIM 72-097A-0811 UM 19213 12/19/72 03!12/75
11.5 MI[POM	 TNT n 	 0AIR	
IN	 IS
72-097A-06C OD 798 12/19/72 U2/O7/74





If"P ;NOFILE	 HAD. 72-097:-01
I1	 RADIANCE	 08SERVATIOMS
	
ON	 TAPE 72-097A-01: 00 14 01/14/75 09/30/76
514/1114 HINDUS	 S. RICfON.VE	 S ►ECTRO:ETEN 72-0974-03
HEMS	 OUT ►U1	 TAPES	 ON "IC:OFICNE FR 168
Mf"S	 BNl4NINI S 	 TEN► 	 -	 PICPOFIC.,
12-097A-03C
72-097A-0l 1: 93
PILMEIT,	 JR. NINOUS S.ELEC	 SCAM MI C10.AWE	 RAD 72-097A-04
ESMN	 :f 1614 INC SS	 IEMPff ATURE	 TAPES 72-097A-01A DD 468 12/11/71 06102175
SELECTED	 ESN:	 COLOR	 IM4iFS 72-097.-048 1I l5 12/15/72 02.10/71
IS PIN
	 76	 N"	 PH01Of ACSI:IIE
	 FILM 72-097A-04C U: 9094 12111172 05/14/75
SATELLITE-DERIVED OCEANIC 	 PAINTAL 72-097A-04D FN 6 12/01/72 0211817S
NIMBUS 6 06112/75 75-OS2A
7S-TA-12MCCULLOCN MI"BUS 6,	 IEA ► -NUMl4i':	 IR	 RAO
11.5	 :IC:.N	 PHOTOFACj1111f	 FILM 7S-OS2A-1ZA U: 21893 07/14/75 01113/77
6.7	 MIGNON	 PMOTOF AC SIMILE	 FILM 75-OS2 A-1211 U" 21923 07/14/75 02/13/7%
STAELIH MINDUS	 6,SCA....6 "I CROPAVf	 5 ►ECT 7S-OS2A-Ia
SCATS	 OUTPUT	 TAPES 75-OS2 A-104 DO :7 06/15/75 05/29/70
SIX"i
	
DATA	 OM FIL" 75-OS2 A-108 VM 3 06/15/7% 03/02/76
PILHEIT.	 44. WIMP US. 6 ' ELIE	 SCAN "IC:O RAD,ESXN 75-052A-03
ESMN	 DATA ON	 FILM 75-052 A-0311 U: 4 06/22175 08111177
OAO 2 12/07/68 6:-110A
CODE ORO 2,	 STELLAR	 PHOTON 900-3000A 68-110A-02
REDUCED	 PMOiO"E TER DAT: :AGTAPE 68-1104-02: DD 41P 12/11/68 02/08/73
REDUCED ►HO TOME TEN OA TA,"IIROFILM 68-110.-029 "P 99 12/11/68 02/08/73
IMDER	 TO 68-1104-024,0211 68-1104-620 MP 1 12/11/68 12/15/72
INDEX	 TO	 6:-110A-IZA	 (11	 U PE) 68-110OA-026 OD 3 12/11/68 02/09/73
0,10-1.
	
::CHIVE	 "AVS, MII:OFIL. 61-11 
OA-"M
MP 7 12/11/68 02108/73
WHIPPLE OAO	 2.	 4 HI-Nf SOLUt10N	 TELESCOPES 68-110A-01
CELESCO ► E	 CATALOGUE	 - PAG	 TAPE 68-11OA-014 DO 1
CEIES COPE	 IATALOG
	 -	 "IIAOiIL: 66-110A-019 MP 1
D III/OG RAPMT	 - NAGT APE 68-11OA-011 DD 2
BI:LIOG:AP141	 - RICfOFILR 68-110A-010 MP 1
CDC	 UTII TIT	 PRINT	 PR06RAN	 O"	 TAPE 69-11OA-01F DO 1 12/08/68 04130/76
OA0 3 08/21/72 72-065.
SPITZER CIAO	 3, AI FL.	 TELESCOPE.800-3000: 72-0654-01
UL IA AVIOL81	 DAT4 72-0654-014 GD 5
TAU SCONPII	 UV	 SPECTRAL	 ATLAS,TPE 72-065A-018 DO 1 07192073 09/27/73
060 1 99/05/64 64-054A
ANDENSOM OGO 1,	 SOLAR	 COSMIC	 RATS 64-054 A-12
SOLaR	 COSMIC	 NAT	 EXPERIMENT 64-054 A-12A DD 1 09/30/65 05/03/56
MANGREAIES 060 1, RADIO PROPAi:TION 6A-054 A-05
IOMOSP •	 EROS ►M EL" COMT.	 FICHE 64-054 A-OSA FR 2 12/12/64 05/20167
HELLIPELL 060	 1,	 VLF	 RECEIVER 64-OS4A-08
VLi	 SPELT :Di A:S 64-054A-08A SO 39 11/10/64 12/15165
I'll	 SECT:06:ARS.EXPANDED 64-054 A-01111 "0 16 03/21/65 11/24/65
VLF	 SIGNAL
	
STRENGTH	 VS	 FRFD(CINE) 64-054A-0.0 "v 46 09/07/64 12/29/65
KOMRA01 Oi0	 1.0.1- 'ONE V	 ►RO/.EIEC	 SC1M/. 64-054A-16
►N01•ELEC	 REOUC.IKBIT	 DATA	 1:IES 64-054A-104 0D 4 09/07/64 11116165
IRO T.fiEC,Nl-RATE	 D:1:	 OMlT,T4 ► ES 64-OS4:-168 DD 7 09/07/64 12/02/64
SIMPSON Of0	 1.	 C.N.	 5 ► EC TNA	 AND	 FLUXES 64-OSAA-18
AEDUCED COUMi	 :ATE' ON :AG.	 TAPE
ON
64-0S4A-1:A D0 35 09/06/64 11/25/67
N./2AYE.000MT R.TE 	 ON "FLIP 64-054A-I:B MO 1 09/07/64 11/25/67
PROION-ALPH4	 TELESCOPE	 PHA	 DATA 64-OS4 A-18C OD 3 09/04/66 11/25/67
SMITH 0.0 1, TN L.X	 SEARCH	 COIL	 MAGUTNTN 64-054 A-01
SEARCH	 COIL	 RAG.	 BCD	 DATA	 TAPES 64-054A-OIA DO 29 09/25/64 11/17/67
SEARCH	 COIL	 DATA MOT	 TIME	 ORDERED 64-01411-018 MO 1 09/23/64 03/10/67
PHASE-AMP,II..I PLOTS 64-054 A-010 "U 1 09/05/64 09/29/66
YINCKLER OGO i.	 IOM C14AMBfA 64-054 A-20
1	 RIN	 4V..	 MATE	 VS	 T(1/3CR6)PIOTS 64-QSM -204 MP 1 09/12/64 06/05/67
CONDENSED	 DIGITAL	 TAPES 64-054A-2011 DO 17 09/05/64 12/06/67
20
•	 SPACECRAFT	 %ARE	 LAUNCH	 DATE • 114!1	 SEI INFORMATION
••.••••••••••.••.•..••.•••••.••••......••••. ..•....•.•...•.......•••......• MSSOC	 ID --------- _	 _
•	 INVISIIGAT OR	 NAME	 EKPtm IMENT	 MANE	 • TIME S ►AN
• DATA	 SET	 MARE	 • FORM QI;tN 11 IT OF DATA
10-SOKEV SOLARFUCRE	 K-RATS 64-054A-20C
0
1 05/C2165 05/28/67
ION	 CHAMBER	 RATES	 VS	 L	 NFILM 64 -0544-200 NP 1 09/07/64 06/04/67
HOURLY	 AVGD	 RATES	 (PRINTOUT)	 MFLM 64-054A-201 M ► 1 09/05/64 12/06/67
I-MIN	 AWSO	 RATES
	
(PRINTOUT)	 MFLM 64-054A-20F MP 4 09105/64 12/06/67
2-MI14	 AVGD	 RATE	 VS	 N	 (PLOTS)	 MFLM 64-0S4A-206 M ► 1 09/07/64 06/04167
2-MIN	 AVG§	 RATE	 VS	 T(PLOT)	 1/20118 64-OS44-20H NP 1 09/10/64 06/05/67
1-MIN
	
AVGD	 RATE	 VS	 T(PLOT)PERIGEE 64-OSAA-20J NP 1 09/15/64 05/27/68
WINCKLER	 060 1,	 ELECTRON	 SPECTROMETER 64-OS4A-21
2-MIN	 AVGD	 RATE	 VS	 I
	 (PLOTS)	 NFLN 64-OS4A-21A N► 1 09/15/64 OS/27/66
15-RIM	 AVGD RATE	 VS	 A	 (PLOTS)MFLM 64-054A-218 NP 1 09/07/64 06/04/67
CONDENSED	 DIGITAL	 TAPES 64-OS4A-21C DO 11 09/07164 12/L6/67
A
-MIN	 AVGD	 RATE	 (PRINTOUT)	 NFILM 64-054A-210 MP 6 09/07/64 06/05/67
2	 AND	 5 HIM	 AVGD	 RATE	 VS	 L(PLOT) 64-054A-211 R ► 1 09/J7/64 06/04/67
i DISCRETE	 L	 VALUE	 RATES( ► -OUT)RFLM 64-OS4A-21F MP / 09115/64 12/05/65
5-MIN	 AVG,	 RATE	 VS	 7,PERIGEE	 (PLT) 64-OS4A-216 N ► 1 09/07/64 06/05/67
• RATE	 VS	 DAV,INNER	 ZONE	 ( ►LOT)RFLR 66-054A-21H NO 1 09/00/64 12/00/65
L	 INTERPOLATED	 COUNT	 RATES 64-054A-211 DD 1 09/15/64 07/07/67
OGG	 2	 10/14/65 65-OSIA
I	 ANDERSON	 OGL 2,	 COSMIC	 RAT	 100011ATION 65-081A-06
TON	 •	 ORBIT,	 L,	 LONG,ALT 65-Od1A-06A NO 5 10114/65 04/02/66
CAIN	 OGO 2,RUBIDIUM	 VAPOR	 NAGNETOMETER 65-OGIA-OS
• B	 FLD,	 DATA	 •	 GSFC	 12166	 ROL	 PE T S 65-OB/A-05C NO 1 10/14165 01/22/66
8	 FLD,	 DATA	 •	 P060	 10/68	 MODEL 6S-081A-0SF RO 2 10/14/65 10/02/67
COMPRESSED	 HALF	 SEC	 NAG	 FLD	 AVRGS 65-OSIA-OSG DD 4 10/14/65 10/02167
10	 SECOND	 MAGNETIC	 FIELD	 SAMPLES 65-081A-05H DD 1 10/14/65 10/02/67
HELLIVELL	 060 ?,VLF	 RECEIVERS(012-10CKHZ) 6S-081A-02
j VLF	 MEASUREME47-1 65-OBIA-020 50 226 10117/65 09/02/66
'	 KREPLIN	 060 ?.SOLAR	 X-RAYS 6S-081A-16
SOLAR	 X-RAY	 DETECTORS 6S-OB/A-16A NO 1 10114/65 10/23/65
NILSSON	 OGO 2.MICROMETEORITES 6S-081A-14
SAO	 CONTRACT	 REPORT	 NAS	 S-1107 45-OBIA-14A IT 1 10/16/65 04108/66
SIMPSON	 OGO 2.ENERGETIC	 PARTICLE	 SURVEY 65-081A-07
ABSTRACT	 TAPES,	 ORBIT	 •	 RAN	 DATA 65-O81A-07A DD 22 10/14165 11/03/65
PLOTS,ORM • DET.	 RATES	 VS	 TIME 65-OBIA-070 NO 6 10/15/65 12/13/66
WEBBER	 060 2,6ALACTIC	 •	 SOLAR	 COSMIC	 RAT 6S-081A-08
COS	 RAY	 TELES.PROTON	 5C-2000 NEW 65-OBIA-OBA OD 1 10115/65 10/24/65
0" 3	 06/0?166 66-049A
ANDERSON	 OGO 3.SOLAR	 COSMIC	 RAYS 66-049A-01
SOLAR	 COSMIC	 RAYS 66-049A-OIA :d 30 06/24/66 02/27/67
FRANK	 OGO 3,LOV	 ENERGY	 ELECTRON-PROTON 66-049A­ :
LEPEDEA	 FLUX	 VS	 EN.	 MOVIE	 FILM 6A-:.VA-OBA UP 400 07/14/66 07/16/66
HADDOCK	 OGO 3.4-2	 MHZ	 SOLAR BURSTS 66-049A-18
4-2 MHZ
	
SOLAR BURSTS-TABLE 66-049A-IBA NO 1 06/13166 09129167
4-2	 MHZ	 RADIO	 NOISE.NICROFILM 66-049A-188 MO 86 06/09/66 08/16166
DATA	 SET	 CATALOG	 FOR 66-049A-188 66-049A-1&C NP 1 06109/66 10/03/67
14EPPHER	 OGO 3,RUBIDIUN	 •	 FLUKGATE	 MAGNET. 66-049A-11
MFLM ► LTS	 SCALAR B	 FIELD	 VS	 TIME 66-049A-11A NO 32 1'61^"/66 08/14/66
1RIAX.	 FLUXGATE	 046.	 3C	 SEC.	 FILM 66-049A-110 NO 3 06109166 07/21/66
KOMMADI	 060 3.0.1-1014EV	 PROT • ELECT	 SCIN1. 66-049A-10
PROT•ELEC	 REDUC.IKBIT	 DATA	 TAPES 66-049A-10A DO 14 06/09/66 01126/67
PROT•ELEC,HI-RATE	 DATA	 ONLY,TA ►ES 66-n46A_tOB OD ° 06/09/66 01/16/67
SIMPSON	 OGO 3.	 C.R.	 SPECTRA	 AND	 FLUXES 66-049A-03
REDUCED COUNT	 RATES ON MAG.	 TAPE 66-049A-f3A OR 65 06/09/66 12/01/69
HR/2AVE.000NT	 RATE	 PLOTS	 ON	 NFILM 66-049A-030 MT 2 06/09/66 07/15/68
PROTON-ALPHA TELESCOPE PHA DATA 66-049A-03C 811 27 06/09/66 08/16/68
SMITH	 060 3,	 TRIAX	 SEARCH	 COIL	 MAGNET 66-049A-12
SEARCH	 COIL	 NAG.	 BCD	 DATA	 TAPES 66-049A-1tA 00 41 06/09/66 04/27/68
SEARCH	 COIL	 DATA NOT	 TIME	 ORDERED 66-049A-126 MO 1 06/09/66 02/12/68
TAYLOR,	 JR.	 060 3,ATM MASS	 SPICY 66-049A-15
ION CONCENTRATIONS
	 VS	 L-5X8	 FILM 66-049A-1SA US 167 07124/66 10/17/67
VINCKLER	 OGG 3.ELEC	 SPEC	 S	 CHANNEL.OS-4MEV 66-049A-22
2	 MIN	 AVGD	 CRT	 RATE	 VS	 T	 (PLOTS) 66-049A-22A MP 2 06/11/66 04/27/68
SPEC
	 RATES	 VS	 A	 NFILM 66-049A-228 M ► 2 06/09166 04/02/68
ELEC	 SPEC	 CONDENSED	 DIGIT.TAPES 66-049A-22C DO 18 06109/66 OS/03/68
SPEC	 S MIN	 AVG	 (P-OUt)	 NFILM 66-049A-220 RP 7 06/09/66 05/01/66






L	 (P-OUT)MFLM 66-049A-22F RP 1 06111/66 12/27/67
5MIN	 AVGD	 COUNT RATES	 VS	 I	 ( ► LT) 66-049A•-226 M► 2 06/09/66 04/30/68
RATE	 VS	 PITCH	 ANGLE	 (INNER	 ZONE) 66-049A-22N MO 1 01/00/67 12100/67
QLY	 AVGD	 RATE	 VS	 T	 (DISCRETE	 L) 66-049A-221 Mu 1 1200166 06/00/67
RATE	 VERSUS	 DAY	 (INNER	 ZONE) 66-0494-222 MO 1 06/00166 02/00/68
VINCKLER	 EGO 3.I0N	 CHAMBER(E • O.?,P• 12NEV) 66-049A-23
1	 MIN	 AVGD	 RATES VS	 T	 AFTER 66-049A-23A NP 3 06/06/66 08/11148
ION	 CHAN	 CONDENSED	 DIGIT.TAPES 66-049A-238 DO 31 06/09/66 08112/68
:ON CHAMBER	 RATES VS	 L	 OFILM 66-049A-23C M ► 2 06/11/66 04/02/68
1,- S OKEV	 SOLAR	 FLARE	 X-RAYS 66-049A-230 NO 1 06/25166 12/29/67
ION	 CHAMBER	 RATES	 VS	 R	 NFILM 66-049A-23E N ► 2 06/09/66 04/02/68
' ION	 CHAMBER	 INR	 AVG(PRINTOUT)MFLN 66-049A-23F NP 1 06/09166 06/10/68
2MIM	 AVGD	 RATE	 VS	 T	 112048	 (PLOT) 66-049A-236 RP 2 06/09/66 04/10168
ION	 CHAN	 TRIM	 AVG	 (PRINTOUT)	 MFLM 66-049A-239 MP S 06/09/66 08/10/68
1	 MIN AV60	 PERIGEE	 *A?E	 VS	 T MICR 66-049A-23J RP 2 06/11/66 06/10168
060 4	 07128167 6?-073A
ANDERSON	 OGO 4,COSMIC	 MAY-POLAR	 REGION	 ION 67-073A-07
PLOTS	 ION	 •	 ORBIT,L,	 LONG,	 ALT 67-073A-07A NO 1 07130167 08/11/61
EARTH	 OGO 4,	 UV	 AIRGLOV	 SPECTROMETER 67-073A-14
OGO 4 OZONE	 DATA ON MTA ► E 67-073A-14A DO 1 08/30/67 02/29/68
CAIN	 OGO 4,04AGNETIC	 FIELD	 SURVEY 67-073A-06
RUBIDIUM MAG.FIELO	 VALUES	 ON	 TA ► E 67-073A-06A DO 11 07129/67 01/19/69
HOFFMAN
	
060 4.LOV	 ENERGY	 AURORAL	 PART. 67-073A-11
ORIG.	 REDUCED	 DATA	 ON	 TAPE 67-073A-IIA DO 7F 07/30/67 811/25/69
DATA	 ACQUISITION	 TIMES
	
ON	 NFILM 67-073A-11E M ► 1 07/30/67 /25/69
SUMMARY	 PLOTS	 (FINAL) 67-073A-11f 047 S 07130167 01114169
DATA	 ACOSTN LOCTNS,	 P OLAR PLOYS 67-073A-116 M ► 3 07/30167 01/2S/69
KREPLIN	 OGO 4.SOLAR	 X-RAY 67-073A-21
SOLAR	 X-RAY	 PLOTS ON MICROFILM 67-073A-21A NO 19 07/29/67 07/16168








•	 SIAC lCRAit	 MAMF	 LAUNCH	 DATE • 8616	 S[t IMIORN6110N
.•.•.•.•••••.'••..a ..............	 ••....•...• .......•.....•................. MSSDC	 ID ____-- ___________________ __________ 
•	 INVESIIGAIOR	 NAME	 EXPERINERI NAME - IIRE SPAN
• DATA	 SET	 RARE	 • FORM RUANTI TV 01 DATA
HOURLY	 AW60 SOLARA-RAT	 FLUt,NILM 67-073A-Llt RP 1 07/29167 07115160
PLOTS
	
01	 I -*AV	 ILUtl	 DURING	 FLARES 67-07SA-210 MO 1 07/30/67 12/20/67
SOLAR	 X-RAV	 F ;UIES-4	 RANDS
	 (TAPE) 0-073A-21t OD 4 10/02/67 07/15768
MAMGE	 040 i.610	 LYMAN	 ALPHA	 •	 OV	 AIRGLO 67-073A-13
AINGLOW PLOTS 67-073A-13& 0P 2 07/29/67 02112168
REED	 OGO 4.AIRGLOW PHOTOMETER 67-073A-12
AI*GLOW
	 DATA HAPITRANSPARFn[IES 67-07SA-12A YI 19 01,29/67 12229/68
AINGLOW	 DATA MAPS	 NEG AVIV 67-073A-121 IG 19 08/30/67 01/10/68
AINGLOW	 (4ISSIOM-INTIMS.	 TAPE &F-073A-12C OD 9 06/19/67 01/19/68
AIRGLOW	 DATA MAPS	 BY	 ORBIT	 16NO 67-OYIA-120 NP 11 06119/67 01/29169
SEC.	 BY	 SEC.	 AINGLOW	 BAIA OM	 FILM 67-07SA-12E RP 40
CALIBRATION	 DATA	 ON	 FILM 67-OPIA-121 NP 6 07/29/67 01120/6!
DIRECTORY	 PLOTS	 ON	 FILM 67-0736-126 NP / 07/29/67 07/19/68
SYNOPTIC	 POLAR	 PLOTS	 OM	 (ILM 6T-013A-12H N ► 19 11122167 01/31/68
LATITUDE-LONGITUDE	 PtO!S
	
ON	 FILM 67-073A-12I "P 19 08151167 01/29/66
ELECTROMETER OUTPUT-LAS.	 ON	 FILM 67-0731-12J R0 16 08/31/67 01/04/66
SEC.BY	 SFC.AIRGLON	 DATA	 ON	 TAPE 61-073A-12 ► DD 46 07/29167 10102165
Sim p son	 060 41E16ERGl TIC	 PARTICLES	 SURVEY 67-073A-09
ABSTRACT	 TAPES,	 ORBIT	 .	 RAW DATA 67-07SA-08A DD 291 07228/67 02/02/69
PLOTS,	 04610f1.	 RATES	 IS	 TIRE 67-073A-OBB NO IS 07/29/67 12/07/69
WEBBER	 060 4,GALACTIC•SOLAN	 COSMIC	 DAYS 67-073A-09





ISLES 67-073A-09B NP 1 07/30/67 08/27167
0" 5	 03/04/65 68-014A
ANDERSON	 0 6 S,XRAT•PART.DET,SOLIR	 FLARE 69-014A-04
147	 SEC	 AYE	 FLCTRN	 CHI	 RATE,	 TAPE 68-014A-04A DO 3 OS131168 10/04/69
40 SEC	 AVG	 X-RAY	 COUNT	 RATE,	 TAPF 68-014&-040 DO 10 03/08/6! 1C/04/69
PROTON	 COUNT	 RATES	 ON NAG.TAPt 65-014A-041 CO 2 03108/66 11/17/69
BARTH	 060 S,UV	 AI16LOW,1304A	 AND	 1216A 68-014A-21
AINGLOW
	 INTENSITIES	 (1304A.1216A) 68-014A-21A DO ASO 03204/68 06/28/72
(ALCOMP PLOTS
	 UV	 AINGLOW1216,1304 65-014A-210 NO 1 03/27168 OS/20/69
BLARONT	 060 5,G(OCORONAL LYMAN ALPHA 68-014A-22
LYMAN	 ALPHA	 GEOCONONA	 DATA,	 RTAPE 68-014A-22A DO 32 0S/OS /68 12/31/69
COLEMAN,	 JR.	 060 S.ELECIROM	 PITCH	 ANGLE	 DIST 66-014A-13
ELECTRON	 FLUE	 (GRIN)	 .CS-1.2	 NEW 68-014A-13A 00 92 03/05/68 04/20/70
PLAYBACK	 ELECTION	 FLUX	 .0S- 1.20lkV 68-014A-13B OR 6 3313C/68 12/14/71
COLEMAN,	 JR.	 060 S.TRIAX.FLUNGATE	 14AGMETONEVER 66-014#-14
ONE MIN. ROAM AP	 35MH	 FILM PLOTS 68-014A-14A AO 16 03/75/68 11/18/69
1-RIM	 AVG	 B-FIELD	 ON	 TAPE	 BODY	 C. 68-014A-146 DO 14 03/05/68 09/01/68
4.608	 SEC	 AVG B-FIELD ON	 TPE-BODY 68-014A-141 DO 19 03/05/69 09/01/68
4.608SEC	 AVG B-FIELO OM	 FILM-BOOV 68-014A-140 00 40 03/05/69 08/06/69
1-MIN	 AVG 8-FIfL9	 OM	 TAFF.	 GSE	 COD 68-014A-14E DO 14 03/05/66 09/01/68
1-14IN	 AVG 9-FIELD	 OM	 TAPE	 SIR	 COD 68-014A-147 DO IS 03/05168 C5/OS/7C
RAGNETOSPHERIC-B,RODLE-B,L,DIPOLE 68-014A-14H RP 4 03106/68 18/10/71
NIGH	 OTT	 RATE B	 FOR POWER	 ANAL 68-014A-141 DO /S 03/07/68 03/21/68
CROOK	 060 S.	 PLASMA WAVfS,EIEG•NAG	 ANY 68-014,A-24
0-20KN7	 ELECTRIC	 FIELD SOMOGRAM 68-014A-24A NO 40 03/14/68 01103/71
.NDEX	 TO	 TRW ANALOG	 TAPES 68-0110-248 NP 1
3	 MIN	 AVG	 FILM	 E-B	 DIGITAL	 CHIAN 68-014A-24C NO 5 03/11/68 C1111/71
3 MIN	 AVG	 TAPE	 E-B	 DIGITAL	 CHAMN 68-014A-246 DD 5
NAGNEIOS ►NERE-PIASMASPHERE HOUNOR 68-014A-24E MO 14 03/14/61! OS/12/69
HADDOCK	 OGO S,	 RADIO	 ASTRO.	 S0KHI-3.SRNl 68-014A-20
PLOTS	 OF	 RAO10	 #LUX	 VS	 TIME	 -FILM 68-014A-20A 140 50 03/05/69 09/30/71
"EPPMER	 060 S,	 TRIAA.FLUXG • RUBIB	 V.	 RAG 68-U14A-15
M • FLM	 PLTS	 SCALAR	 8	 FIELD	 IS	 TIME 69-014A-SSA MO 71 03/05/66 05/13/71
TRIAK.	 fLUXGATE	 RAG.	 30	 SEC.	 FILM 68-014A•150 AP 141 03/1S/68 03/05/70
PIE  ER	 060 3, ♦ARI.TELE.,	 CO	 ELECTRONS SO-014A-09
PROTOM,ELECTROM FLUX PLOTS OM RF 68-014A-09A Mo 1 03105/66 07113272
014	 PARTICLE	 ACCUMU.,	 TAPE	 DECK 68-014.A-099 DO 109 03/05/69 07114172
S HAR,`	 060 S,	 MAG.fON MASS	 SPECTROMETER 66-014A-18
O,Hf,H,	 ION	 CONCENTRATION	 •	 0091T 66-014A-I5A DO 14 03/07/69 05/31/69
SIMPSON	 060 S,NI-l,LO-E	 PAII..SS	 TFLE. 68-014A-27
RATES
	 (3)	 •	 PHA	 OUTPUT	 (2) 68-014A-27A DO 6 03/05/68 07/14/'
COUNT	 RATE	 PLOTS	 ON MICROFILM 68-014A-278 NO 1 03/05/69 0'113172
1711TH	 060 S,TRIAN.SRCM.COIL	 NAGNETORTI 68-014A-16
K EARCH	 COIL	 PLOTS	 .03-1000 NE	 FLIT 68-014A-16A NO 6 03/07/68 03/07/11
SEARCH	 COIL	 DATA	 .03 -1000	 NI	 TAPE 65-014A	 169 DD AS 03/07/68 01/01/71
O-IKHI	 SEARCH	 COIL	 SOMOrRAMS-FILM 68-014A-160 NO 27 03/06/69 10127168
INDEX	 TO	 68-014A-160 68-014A-161 MP 1 03/06168 04/25/68
SEARCH	 COIL	 LIST	 10 -1000	 HI-FILM 68-014A-161 Mp 0
SNYDER	 060 S.	 STY	 TO	 16KEV	 PLASMA	 ANAIYI 69-014A-17
H9.	 AVG PLASMA PINAR ON TAPE 68-014A-1(8 6D 2 03/,15/68 04/30111
PLASMA	 PIRAR LISTING ON	 FILM 65-014A-1(C MP 2 05/38/68 04/30/71
PLASMA PARA%. ON RAG. TAPE 68-014A-170 DO 12 03/05/68 04/30/71
FINE	 TIME	 PLOTS-PLASMA	 PARAH-FILM 68-014A-17E NO 5 03/05168 C400/71
VAN Of HULSE	 060 S,CMTR.TELE.,CR	 ILEClROMS 68-014A-12
0.5-10	 6EV	 ELCTON	 CRT	 RATE.	 TAP[ 68-014A-12A OD 1 03/05/68 08/31171
WEST,	 JR.	 060 S,ELECTROM	 SECT-PROTON TFLE. 68-014&-06
COUNT	 RATES	 IS	 TIME,	 2C	 PIN	 PLOTS 68-014A-06A MO 30 03/04/68 06/13/66
COUNT	 RATES IS	 TIME.	 2	 NR PLOTS 68-014A-06B RO 37 03/12/68 11/06/71
COUNT	 RATES ON MAGNETIC	 TAPE 68-014A-06C DO 35 OS/23/68 05/01/69
CORRECTED	 FLUX	 FOR	 INS	 1-5.	 TAPE 68-014A-060 OD 1
060 6	 06/05169 69-OSIA
BARTH	 060 6,UV	 PNOTONIR.I304A • 1216A 69-051A-13
PINGLOW	 INTENSITIES
	
(1304A,1216A) 69-OSIA-13A DD 110 06/09/69 07'24/70
CALCOMP PLOTS
	 UV	 AINGLOW ON NFILM 69-OSIA-135 NO 1 06109/69 11/05/70
CLARK	 060 6,LYNAM-ALPHA PHOTOMETER 69-OSIA-12
0IT.	 CURRENT,	 ATTITUDE.	 EPHEMERIS 69-OS1A-12A DO 1 06/08169 06108/69
HANSOM	 060 6,PLANAR	 ION TRIP 69-OSIA-03
PLOTS Of	 ION CONC,	 TEMP	 •	 El	 FLUX 69-OSIA-031 AO 9 06/07169 12210/69
COMPOSITE	 60 HIM PLOTS-POLE	 1I016S 69-OSIA-036 MO 13 06/07160 04/23/71
IOM	 DEMSITY.FLUN	 •	 TEMP	 SUMMARIES 69-OSIA-03C DO 30 06107/69 04/23/71
IAAS ► ERE	 060 6,VLF	 RECEIVER,SOHl-54CKMf 69-OSIA-25
VLF	 NOISE	 INTENSITY 69-OSIA-258 M► a 12/30/69 12131/70
YET	 SOMOGRANS MEAN TOKYO 69-OSIA-Z5D WI 45 10/06/71 11/11/22
LOCKWOOD	 060 6.01IUTRON MONITOR 69-OSIA-16
22
•	 SPACECRAFT JOAN! LAUN(»	 DAII • DATA	 SET IN F O MATION
............................................ ............................... MSSO(	 ID
-------------------------------
•	 I%VE5 F IGA 100	 MANE fIP1RIMF41 NAME	 • IINI S ► AM
+ DATA	 ItI	 M/Af OUANil1T OF	 DAIA
.	 014	 1rf RFGED	 .....	 AAI!	 IAIII 69-051A-18A D1 a
R ISLEY .1. 6.LON	 1..FPf	 [OSMI(	 NAr	 Mf A3. 09-351A-19
SoLA\	 EVENT	 SUNNARt	 PLOTS,	 NFItFI 69-OSIA°191 NO 1 06/07169 08126170
TIJFt	 RF,	IF* II:AL	 II OIS.
	
"OIL" 69-0510-198 NO 38 06/07/69 08/26/70
AfBf n U61 .,NlU1	 AIICONI...ADRIP	 AMA 69-051A-Oa




.OS.	 COMPOSITION.	 TAP( 69-01IA-O4• OD 1 061061.9 06/26/71
SHAPV 060 6,M1(R01»ONf	 AIM DIM 6"t 69-OS1.-01
AIMO:i HI AIC
	 DE10SIIt	 DAIA	 TAPE 69-051.-OIA DO 8 06/11169 01/31/70
tN11N OGO 6•III R1.f R(M.	 COIL	 MA6111 69-351 A-22
$f ! • !n	 CO I L	 DATA	 .OS-ICO p	Ht	 FILM 69-OS1A-220 MP 5 06/10169 10113/70
SION1 060 6.COSN1!	 RAT	 ERPERIMINI 69-0511-20
COUNT	 RATES
	 •	 ► NA 04 RAG4TIC	 TAPE 69-OS to-20. DO fag ^.6/07/69 OS/25/70
COUNT	 DATE	 PLOTS	 OM	 MICROFILM 69-OSIA-206 MO 37 (1/07/69 01/27/70 -
OSO	 1 33107/62 62-006A
•
FAEIO OSO t,HIGN	 1101DGY GAMMA 62-0060-09
^^ NIGH	 lME.GT	 GAMMA	
SO ME V
62-0000-090 M► t3 03/17/62 09122i62
FROST 0.0 1,20-100REr	 ICIMIILLATIOM	 DET 62-006A-02
E-N1r	 COUNT	 RATE	 YS	 U/,U /,1044 62-0060-020 MO 1 05/07/62 OS/1S/61
TABULA/f0	 rALUES	 01	 62-0060-02A 62-006A-028 No 3 03/07/62 05/15/61
F ROST DID 1, GAMMA	 MAY	 MOMITON 62-0061-o3
GAM	 10MA	 1111	 AVERAGE	 VS	 CNAMNEL	 MO A62-006A-OSOM 9 03/07/62 OS/15/62
-ALLAN OSO 1,SOLAD	 11.1	 NOM/ToD 62-0060-oe
S800-4805A S,'AD 
"T" "0""0'
62-006A-060 NO 9 03/07/62 OSn 5162
NALLAM OSO !.	 SOFA n 	 lTM1M	 .'PHA	 IOM	 CN 62-0060-07
L 110 AM-AL ►MA 62-0060-070 NO 9 03107162 OS/15162





YS	 TIMf,L,SUN	 f	 IV./MIC\OfIM 62-006A-FOR NO 21 03/07/62 07/14/6S
41UPEPT OSO 1,	 10-400A	 UV	 lltl T2OMEf14 62-0061-0/
SOFA n 	 UV.	 170-S a0	 A.	 COUNT	 DATE 02-0060-011 MO 12 0362 05/13/62
PEIENSOM OSO 1.	 50-91	 3-MV 6ANI.V 62-OO&A-08
6ANNA-RAT
	 FLUK	 I	 COU101S PER	 SO	 C 62-006A-08A 00 3 03/07/62 O5: 1S/62
SCNRADE. OSO 1, IMMI	 VAN	 ALLf..	 B1T	 (tP 62-006A-11
P\O10111,1111T\ON-111AN	 14115 62-006A-118 00 4 03/07/62 05/15/62
IOOTON	 (L[CTROM,MICROFItM 62-006A-11( No 21 03/07762 0I//1/6S
NHITI OSO 1.1-6A	 IOM	 CHAMBER 62-006A-0a
1-R1T	 IlU1	 1101	 YS	 U(,IAI.LORG 62-0061-044 NO 1 07/07!62 OS/15/62
030 2 02103165 65-007A
(HUB9 010 2,IOIAO E-.1Y .U." 6S-007A-02
SOLA6	 . ..T12-8-20A,44-66) 65-007A-02A NO 2 02/04/65 03/08/65
Oso	 3 03/06/67 67-o20A
CLARK OSO 3,CELESIIAL	 GAMMA-RA/	 DETECT 67-02OA-01
RE .L • 4 n III ICI At	 EY E MTS OE TTITUDE 67-020A-OIA DD 19 05/08/67 06/28/68
%[UPER I OSO S.	 1-400A	 SOLAR	 S ►ECI.ONEIfR 67-0200-OS
,EDUCED
	 f ► fiC1DONf Ife	 DAIA-i11f 67-0201-051 DD 82 03/08/67




SO • SI	 EYfMIi
I
	
TIM(	 1.(10.100. 67-070.-011 DO 100 03/01/67 708/6!
TESKE OSO 3,S0LAR	 E-DAY	 DETECTORS 67-020A-06CONNECTED




T 67-OZ0A-06A ^O 20 0.1/09167 07/16/68
DID 4 10,18/67 07-10OA
GIAC[ONI OSO 4,SOLAR	 X-RAY	 IElI5t 
OP
67-700A-OD
FDA"[	 1S	 RAS IfR	 P.	 UT ♦7 -1000-08. 00 7 10/20/67 05/12/6810""' "AYE	 Bk 1..	 Iri^IIS/FDANE	 VS	 RASTER 67-100A-088 DO 2 10/26/67 0568
GOLOBENG OSO 4.	 300-1400 FUV	 SPECTROMETER 61-TOO.-07
tUV RASTER	 SCAMS 67-100A-07A DD 6 10/25/67 11/29/67
500-11001	 POINTED	 SPfITDIL	 SCANS 67-100A-01. DD 1 10/25/67 11/27/67
ATLAS
	
EUV RISE ER	 SIA4I 67-100A-07( 5D t 10/2S/67 11/29/67
304--14000 DUCE/	 SUM	 SPECTRUM 67-TOOK-070 DD 1 10/26/67 10/27/67
WAGGONER OSO 4.ID OTOM-ELECTRON	 IFLESC'PF 67-130A-OL
ElEC1.OM.PRO/010	 COUNT	 RRTfS./RPfS 67-t00R-Oa1 00 11 10/23/67 12110/67
OSO S 01/22/69 69-0061
CMUBB OSO S,	 SOLAR	 I-RAY,	 0.5-60A 69-OOOA-O4
n -RAT	 11015,	 /	 IMAMMILS,NIIIOFILM 69-006A-011 MO 11 01/23/69 08/02/70
N[UPERT OSO S.IOUR UV • I-D1T	 S ► ftT. 69-0060-OS
REDUCED	 SPECTDONE/ER	 DAIA-TAPE 69-006A-O3A DD 393 01/28/69 01/12/73
NET OSO S,CODIACAL	 LGI•Tf RRS.AINGLOY 69-006A-07
10:1111L
	 L61	 •	 AT	 ON,	 PLOTS 61-006A-OIA M ► 400
1001 AC.I	 LGl	 •	 AIRGLOM.	 IA.L[S 69-006 A-01IT NP 100
IOD1A[AL	 L6T	 •	 AIRGLON,	 NAG	 SAP[ 69-006 A-07C DD 78 01/27/69 07/12/70
Rf JOSE OSO S, SOLAR, UI.2.O-1030N 69-006A-08
aEDUCFO.NF86ED	 S-CM. UV	 DATA	 TAPES 69-006A-08A OD 78 02/05/69 07/19/71
•	 OSO 6 08/09/69 69-0681
ARGO DID 6.SOLAR	 I-RATS,	 16-404 69-0681-OL
COONS	 DATE S,6 I ... NILS. NAG.	 TA ► [ 61-0688-04A DD 1 00/11/69 01/20/70
BOYD OSO 6.ME	 RESONANCE	 ....181.311. 69-06BA-P6 1
fE ►ERIMEMI	 AS ► tCT	 T.PES 69-06BA-06A DD 3 08/11/69 08/08/70
FLUE	 VS	 1101,	 FIRE	 TIME	 RES	 TAPE 69-068A-060 OO 9 08/11/69 10/03/70
2	 OF	 UTE	 AVERAGES	 CMA6TAPE) 69-068A-061 DO 1 08/1S/69 09/29/70
GOLDBERG 030 6.SPECIRO	 ME L 1OM1R,S 00- 14001 69-068A-01
EUV	 DOf TEA	 SCAMS 69-068A-010 CD 51 08/12/69 05/12/70
300-140CA	 POINTED	 SPECTRAL	 SCAMS 69-06BA-010 DD 15 08/11/:9 05/11/70
COMMAND LOGS 69-068A-01( 1D 1 08/12269 OS/12/70
MARCH	 7,	 1910
	 SOLAR	 III IPSI	 DAIA 69-068A-010 DD 1 03/07/70 03/06/70
COMM RMD l0G SEARCH
	 PIT
69-0 69-0688-011 DO 1
CALIBNATION	 FACTOR	 COMPUTATION 69-0681--0(1 DO 1
1	 Oa0	 7 09/29/71 71-083A y
(HUPP OSO 7, 61001 DAV HECS.0.1-10RLY 71-0870-06 1i
r- R11
	 (7.5-170kEY)	 DATR 71-0030-061 DO 19 09/50/71 12127172
SAMN1-NAT
	 EIP.	 RESPONS[	 FUNCTION 71-0a A-06B DD 1
6A 4MA-RAT	 (0.3-9.iMf V)	 DATA 11-OB3A-06i cD 48 10/05/71 12125/)2
CLARK OSo 7,	 -*AT	 SOURCES,	 1.5-9A 71-0850-04
1-60R.Y
	 CI 
LOSIIOL	 IRRT	 DITA	 TMES 71-0850-040 DD 66 t0 /02/71 OS/24173
MICROFILM PLOTS
	
1-60KEV	 MRAT	 DATA 7t-083A-010 MT 115 03/23/72 ,01/11/71
PETERSON OSO 7,	 SOLAR	 t OATS.	 2-325 FEY 71-083 A-OS
U(SI SOUR I-NAT	 CATALOG 71-083A-OSA TO 9 10102171 02/27173
OSO 8 76/21/75 75-OSTA
23
r7^
GF a p^ F IF
•	 SPACECRAFT	 MAMf IAYN(-	 O+If	 ' 8516SE' INFOBPAIION
••.•.•••...... ^•..•e•••.•••••.••••+•+•••••••••..•••....•••.••.•••••..•••.•• MSf 6(	 1.D __- -
• IMV f3 T IGA ION NAME IIPIRIMINI	 NAME	 • 110[ S ► AN
• DATA	 $11	 MANI FORM OUAMII TV OF	 DATA




7)- 05714 - O'' DO s0 06/IS/75 C5/20177
NOVICK OSO	 B.S1[Ll • SOL	 1-1.1	 S ►ECT.OSCU P 75-05?A- 03
Mf NG10 R-RAT	
D TA
IS-0571-03A DD 85 )7/74/75 Ii/51/75
00 - 2 110/05/65 65-071114
I ARLII OW 1-2. f L f C TAO. • PRO I GM	 DF T EC TORS OS-1418 A-07
fLICTROM.PNOTON	 F LUAES,PAG	 IAPE 6S-078A- 07A DD 79 1011)5/65 12101/as
f LfITMON	 FTC"	 A N6L	 DISTRB.	 .FILM 65-071114-028 NP 1 14105165 11/00/65
RINGED	 EDI TOO	 VERSION	 01	 D.S.-OZ A 6S-0711A-O2C DD 3 10/05/65 12/01/65
PROTON	 PITCH	 ANGLE	 6IS/RIB.	 NIILM 6s-07814-oz0 MP 1 11101/65 11150165
OV1-13 04/06/68 68-026A
AATI OVI-I3,	 04111111(	 ANAL.	 [1.1[1.0.5 69 02601- 01
HI	 IIMf	 RES	 ELCIRN	 CRT	 RTES.	 TAPE 65-026A- 02A DD 12
0111-15 07/11/08 66 - 059A
CNAOPION OV1-I5.	 I.IAAIAI	 ACCELEROREIEN 66-059A-01
IRIAIIAL
	 ACCILEM	 ATHOS	 6111	 PLOTS 611-US90- 01A 111 1 07/1.16P 091211166
00S-3 Oa/Oa/e6 66-()?OA
VARPOLA OV 3-5.11141.	 ELECT	 f:1C1 66-070A-05
ELECTRON	 FLUXES	 OM	 TAPE 66-0?0A-OSA 00 17 08/04/66 09/06/67





AT	 l	 .L1.	 10.	 TAPE 66-070A-0SC CC 1 06/04/66 09/06167
EBUATORIAL
	
ILf(1804	 FLUAIS•	 TAPE 66-07OA-OSD DO 1 08/04/66 09/06/67
P	 11-As 08/14/64 64-0459
SCARF P	 11-AS,	 WIT	 ELECTRIC	 FIELDS 64-04SB 06
VLF	 ELECTRIC
	
FIELD 64-0458-064 NO / 011/15/64 09115104
P	 14 03/25/61 61- OIOA
6011011 P	 14.	 FARADAY	 CUP 61-010A-0?
Tf Lf RfIRV	 RECORDS,	 F	 SHIFT	 CALIB 61-OIDA-DZA NO 1 Os/ZS161 OS/Z7161
PEGASUS 1 02116165 65 - 0094
NAUNAMM PEGASUS	 1,411E0801D	 DETECTORS 65-0094-01
CARDS	 AND	 TAPE	 IMAGES	 01	 CARDS 65- 00911 -01A DO 1 02/17/61 --5/29166









	 IRAGES	 OF	 CARDS 65-039A-01A DD 1 05125/65 10/31/67
PFG4IUS S 07/30/65 65.060A
NAUMANN PEGASUS	 3,	 NICROPIIEORITE 65-06OA-01
CARDS
	
AND	 TAPE	 IRAGES	 OF	 CARDS 65-06OA-OIA DD 1 07/110/65 08/15/67
PIONEER 1 110/11/ss s8-007A
SOME TT PIONEER	 1.	 IONIZATION	 CHAMBER Sa-007A- 01
SAMBONN OSCILLOGRAMS	 AMR	 CALIBRAI ss-O07A-0IA Po 2 10/11/Se 110/111/SP
SONS II PIONEER	 I	 SEAAE.	 COIL	 PAGME ION[IN 58-007A-02
PLOTS	 Of	 B(PENP)AND PHASE	 VS	 TIP[ '8-007A-02A 00 1 10111159 10111/50
PIONEER S 03/11/60 60-OCIA
GaEENSIADY PIONEER	 S.	 $[AMC"	 COIL	 1446 60-OOIA-02
TABLES	 AND	 GRAPHS OF	 1,	 NAG	 AM ► 60- OOIA -OZA NP 1 03/11 /610 05/06/60
SIM ► SON PIONEER	 S ' IRIP	 COINC	 PROP	 COUNTER 60 - DOIA -01
P4O/S	 TRIP, • SIMGLI	 DATA	 VS	 TIP( 60 - OOIA - OIA MO 1 03/11/60 OS/10/60
DIGITAL	 TRIP.•SINGLI	 DAIA(IIRE) 60-ODIA-018 NO S 03/11/60 45116/60
VINCKLER PION	 S,IOM	 CH • 6N4I/1,SS,2.86	 P1 60-007A-03
TABULATIONS RA YS VS	 T NFLP 60-OOIA-03A NO / OS/11160 04/19/60
COPPUT	 LSTNG RATES VS	 1	 PFLM 60-COIA-030 NO 2 07/11/60 05/17160
► IONEEN 6 12/16/65 65-IOSA
ANDERSON PIONEER	 6,CELffTIAI	 MECHANICS 65-10,A-07
CELTSTIAI	 MECHANICS	 MAE.	 TAPES 6S-IOSA-07A 00 2 12118/65 09/24/67
BRIDGE PIONEER 6,	 FARADAY	 CUP 6S-10511-02
PLOTS
	 OF	 V[L,	 DIM,	 TEMP.	 VS	 T10E 611-IOSA-OIA MO 1 12/18165 04/03/69
MIT	 PLASMA	 ►ARAM	 1	 HR	 AV	 GEOPHVSB 65-1OSA-0Z8 by 11 C3/01/69 021za/70
NSSDC	 PLASMA PUBLICATION-Alf	 DATA 65-10SA-02C IN a 12/16/65 05/18/71
NOW	 AVG PLASMA PARAMf TERS ON	 TP 65-IOSA-OZD DD 1 12/16/65 05/09111
ESHLEPAN PIONEER 6,TM0	 FRIGUENC1	 RECEIVER 65-IOSA-04
TOTAL
	 ELECT	 CONTIMT.HNLY	 VAL	 (001 65-10SA-04A DO 1 12/16/65 C1111/66
TOTAL
	 ELECT	 CONTENT,NRLY	 VAL(NO) 65-IOSA-049 NO 1 12110/65 U?/11/66
CORRECTED	 ELECT	 DENSITY.TAPE 65-105A-040 OD 1 01109/66 OS/25166
CORRECTED
	 ELECT	 PENS.	 PLOTS.	 SSRP 6S-IOSA-041 00 1 01/10/66 06101166
FAR PIONEER	 6.COSPIC	 MAY	 TELESCOPE 65-IOSA-03
COURT	 RATE	 •	 PULSE	 HEIGHT	 DATA 6s-105A-03A DO 10 12116/66 12/30/70
COUNT	 RATE	 ►4015.27	 DAY	 EACH 65-IOSA-030 PP 1 12116/65 12/26168
$60 P9LSH0	 CR	 PROTON	 COUNT	 RATES 65-10$A-05E N1 39 03/07/69 OS/0517''
LEVY PIONEER	 6,SU ► -COMJU.C.FARADAY	 NOT 611-10SA-119
SUPERIOR	 CONI.FARADAY	 ROTATION 65-10SA-0111A 00 1 10/12/66 11/24166
MCCRACPEN PIONEER	 6,COSRIC	 RAY	 DETECTOR 65-IOSA-05
HOUF'T	 COUNT	 RATES,
	
PFILM	 LISTING 6S-IOSA-DSA 00 1 12/16/63 62106167
HOUN.1	 COUNT	 RATES.
	
MFILH	 PLOTS 65-IOSA-058 NO 1 12/161611 11/25/67
NESS PIONEER	 6.SINGLE	 AXIS	 MA64FTOMETE 65-1OSA-01
30 SEC	 VA	 MAGNETIC	 FIELD	 AVG.TA ► E 65-IOSA-OIA 00 3 01/26/66 07/26166
HOURLY	 AV10 V•	 NAG	 FIELD,	 PFILM 6S-105A-ORB NO 1 12111/6s 09/OS/61
.4	 AVG	 PION-6	 •	 7	 VECTORS	 OM
	
TAPE 65-10SA-01C DO 1 12115165 09//5/67
VOLFE ► IO%EIN	 61	 ELECTROSTATIC	 ANALYZER 6S-IOSA-06
PLOTS
	 OF	 PLASPA PARAMETERS 65-IOSA-06A PT 22 12116165 73/10174
SOLAR	 GEOPHYS	 DATA POLSO	 SOLAR MD 6S-IOSA-069 BT 71 12/16/65 OS/011/IS
HR AVG PLASMA PARAM ON NAG
	
TAPE 65-10SA-06( DD 2 12/I$/6S 03/04/66
PIONEER 7 08/17/66 66-075A
11.196E ► lONEfN	 1.FARADA9	 (UP 66-07SA-02
PLOTS
	 OF	 V[L.	 DEN,	 TEMP.	 ITS	 1101 66-C?SA-02A NO 1 18118166 12/02/60
011 PLASMA	 PARAN	 / NN AV G10PHVSS 66-07SA-0211 BI 5 06/0z/69 10/31/69
NSSDC	 PLASPA	 PUB-RIT	 DATA	 MFICHE 66-07511-02C IR 8 08/16166 12/02/68
HOUR AVG PLASMA PARAMETERS ON
	
TP 66-075A-020 DO 1 08/19/66 11/29168
PAGMETOTAIL	 HIGH	 RES	 FLUXES-LIST 66-07''A-02F PP 1 09/19/66 09130/66
ESHLEMAN PIONEER	 7.	 Two	 FNE9UENCY BEACON 66-OISA-04
TOTAL
	 ELECT	 CONTENT.	 HILT	 VA400) 66-07SA- 04A DO 1 08/18/66 11/29/67
TOTAL
	
ELECT	 CONTENT.HR(Y	 VAL	 (NO) 66-07SA-040 NO 1 06116/66 11/29/67
CORRECTED	 ELECT	 DENSITY,	 TAPE 66-075A-040 DO 1 08117/66 10/26/67
CORRECTED	 ELECT	 DENS.
	 PLOTS,	 35RM 66-0?SA-041 00 1 09/12/66 05/20169
LEVY PIONEER	 ?.SUPERIOR	 COMJ	 FARADAY 66-0ISA- 08
SUPERIOR	 CONJUNCTION FARADAY	 ROT 66-07SA-08A DO 1 06113167 07/19/67
RCCRACREM PIONEER	 1,COSMIC
	
RAY	 AMISOIRO ► T 66-07SA-OS
24
I•	 SPACECRAFT	 MA1r1 14114tH	 ►AfE DATA	 $11?	 IRf OR"411041
•••••••.•..••••••••..••.••.••.••..•...•.....••....•.•..•..•••.••••••....••• MSSB(	 I ► _.._____________________________
•	 IMrF 1 116A t 0R	 MAN; FRPle1NE1T1	 MANE	 • FINE SPAN
• ► AIA	 SII AA of	 • FOR" RUAITTI TI OF	 6.7.
HOURtT	 COUNT	 RAIf S,	 NFILM	 tIS11MG 66-07SA-OSA MO 1 08/5f/66 01131161
MOURN COUNT RAVES. BillN Pl OT1 66-O75A-OSI no 1 01/17/0E 01111167
Will .10MFle	 7,SIN4L1	 ARTS	 NA64110Mf IR 60'0134-01
SO	 SIT	 YR	 M 4 4RlTI(	 fill ► 	 4 11 G.TA/I ns-o7SA-014 6e 4 01/1716• 02/25067
HJUNLT	 AVGD	 re	 MAG	 FIELD.	 RFILM 66-075A-018 NO 1 01117166 10/29/67
MR AVG PION 6	 •	 7 VECTORS	 ON	 TAPE 66-o7SA-Ol( eB 1 0911S166 /0/2r/67
St"PsOR ► :OM((R	 /.(OSRIE	 RAT	 IEtl$cD"f 66-07SA-06
COU111	 NTT	 •	 PULSE	 HIIGHI	 DATA 66-o7SA-061 be 1 01/v/66 11/10,61
10uN1	 GATT	 • tors..' ?	DAYS	 IACH 66-o7SA-066 AI 1 01117166 12/27/01
S60 P/t SHE	 C1	 PROTON COUNT	 RITES 66-0156-061 11 32 05107169 0/707/71
.OLF1 PIONEER	 ?,	 F[t(IROSIAlic	 A%ALTIEe 66-07SA-03
PLOCs	 of	 PLASMA P ARAMETERS 66-o7SA-OSA OR 11 00/1?166 02/09/69
$DEAR	 GIo p mvs
	
DATA P61SO	 SOLAR WD 66-o7SA-036 D1 $6 05/21175 OS12117s
HR AVG PLASMA PAN&" ON X44 TAPE 66-o7SA-03C to / OJ/19066 11/26/66
vIOMFFe	 R 12/11/67 67-1234
•	 IS-LENAM PIONEER /, t oo	 0 t WWFM(Y of A(0% 67-1231-01
TOTAL
	




CONTENT .Nn Y	 VAL	 (PLOT 61-1Z SA-01, NO 1 1211416-7 01/15/69
CONNECTED	 ELt( 1	 ► Ff(SIIr.	 TAP@ 6?-12SA-01( De 1 12/19/67 03/07/71
Colot(Tif	 TIES ,	* g oes.
	
PLOTS,	 TSAR 6?-11SA-011. MO 1 01120161 06/30/70
MCCOACKEM ► IOTIIFR	 R,COSMIC	 RAT	 ANISOIROP'1 67-1ZSA-OS
7	 MIN AND	 1	 H6	 (OUMI	 RA1Et,	 IAPt, 67-1231-OSA DD 6 12/11/61 03/31169
?	
'' ',	
AGO	 1	 • A	 COUNT	 R A ZES,	 FILM 67-1d1A-OSD Mr ! 01/21/69 11131/?C
Mfss P: ONfFR	 8.51MGlf	 ARTS	 NAGRftON[1 61-1251-01
HOURLT	 AVFR4GED	 VICTORS.	 PLOTS 67-1234-014 00 / 12/13/67 11107164
30-SECVe	 MAL	 IIILe	 AVGS	 ON	 lA ► f 67-1216-018 PB 3 12/13/67 12/03/61
HOURLY AYE uIED Y[(tORS. NAG	 TAPE N-12SA-''1 OB 1 12/17/67 12/10/19
SCANT PIONEER	 tl.f L[C TeIO	 FIELD	 efTE CFO. 67-1131-07
FINE	 IINE	 SCALE	 f-FIELD	 S ►[ITRUM 67-1231-0?A no 16 12/1316? 10/Or/68
SUMMARY	 ►1015,	 ELECT	 110.	 91'. 67-1131-0x1 NO 7 12/1116? 09/23/6!
WfBBIA ICOSMICPIONEER	 RAY	 4RA61EN1	 ell ♦7 -123A-0620,110,
	 AVG	 TELESCOPE	 n AI[	 PLOTS 6x-123A-06A MP 1 121I316? 04110161
8	 .4	 AVG	 TELESCOPE	 RATE	 PLOTS 67-1236-066 Or 1 11/13/6? 04121/64
S60 PBLSNO	
''1010.0
	 COUNT	 n AIfS 6?-1ZSA-06C 61 $2 12101169 051281?5
DAILY	 AVG	 RAVE,	 MFILP	 LISIIN6 6?-1231-060 or 1 12/11/67 I//OS/?+
DAILY	 A1166	 RAT£S,NF ILK	 PLOTS 67-1236-061 NO 1 11/13/67 11106/?1
WOLFE PIONEER	 8,[LfCYROSTAIIC	 ANALVIER 67-123A-02
PLASMA PARAMETERS 67-1236-014 Nl 4 12114167 01/05174
PIONEER	 9 11108/611 64-IOOA
E5NLE,1AN PTONCER	 9.IW0	 f.,.UFM01	 BEACON 61-IOOA-03
TOTAL
	
ELECT	 CONSENT,	 HALT	 VAL (DR) 68-10OA-01A D ► 1 11101168 0?116/69
TOTAL	 ELECT	 (ONTIENT,HRLY	 VAL	 (MO) 60-IOOA-031 NO 1 11109/68 07116169
CONNECTED	 ELI((	 OEIISITT,	 TAPE 6$-t00A-03C DO 1 11/11/66 01/07/71
CONNECTED	 ELECT	 WI N$.	 PLOTS,	 35010 66-1004-030 NO 1 04/04/69 0112r/x0
PUBLISHED	 BEACOM	 SCIri	 095 68-10OA-030 91 3
BEACON	 SCINTILLATION	 Of$	 ON	 TAPE 61-1006-039 be 1
MCCR4CREN PIONEER	 9.	 COSMIC	 MAY	 ANISO140.'T 68-IOOA-OS
►RICO	 COUNT	 RATES	 "FILM	 LISTINGS 68-1OOA-OSA NP 2 11/08/68 09/15/70
SCARF PIONEER 9,PLASNA WAVES 68-100A-07
E-FLD	 NR AVG BROAD SAMD.4COMI,AP 68-10OA-01A MP 1 11/08169 CZ/27/69
FINE	 TIME	 SCALE	 E-FIELD	 SPECTRUM 68-1004-070 NO 9 11/09168 09/07169
(-FIELD	 SUMMARY	 PLOTS	 ON M/IILM 69-IOOA-OPC MO Z 12103/68 09106/69
E-FIELD	 I100.400,3.E4	 HIT	 UN	 TAPE 68-10OA-C70 00 4 11108/68 07/03/69
SONETT PIONEEN	 9.3-AXIS	 FLUXGATE	 MAGNETO 68-10OA-01
30 SEC	 AVG NAG	 FIELD VMS OM MFIL" 68-IDOA-OIA MO 2 I1/08168 C6113169
WEBBER PIONEER	 91COS.RAY	 1ELf.1MEV-18111 68-IOOA-06
SGD	 PSLSMD	 PROTON	 COUNT	 RATES 68-1OOA-06A BV 49 12/01/69 08/11/7G
PION
	
9.DAILV	 AVG	 RATE	 Rif	 LISTING 61-1004-068 M► 1 11/01/68 09104171
DAILY	 AVGD	 RATES.NFILA	 PLOTS 68-10OA-06C NO 1 11106166 09/04/11
WOIfE PIONEER	 9,ELECINOStATIC	 ANAL TIEN 68-IOOA-OZ
PLASMA PARAMETERS 64-1OOA-CIA 0,1 16 11101/69 08/16174
PIONEER	 10 03/03/?( 72-0121
ANDERSON PIONEER	 10,CELESTEAL	 AECHAMICS 7Z-0126-09
DOPPLER	 TRACKING DATA ON NAG	 TAPE 72-012A-09A 06 1 041191?2 04/25172
FILLIUS PIONEER	 10,JOVIAN	 TR A PPED	 PARTICL 72-012A-05
ENCOUNTER DATA	 SUMMARY	 TAPES 7Z-011A-05A DD 6 ll/ZS7?3 12119/x3
ENCOUNTER	 DATA	 ANALYSIS	 TAPE 72-OIZA-OSS D. 1 12104173 12/OS/13
INTERPLANET A RY	 DATA	 SUMMARY	 TAPES 72-01ZA-0SC Of 1 03/03/7Z 08/30/?1
GENNELS PIONEER	 10,	 IMAGE	 PHOTOPOLARI"TR ?I-01ZA-07
POLARIZATION SAIA ON MICROFICHE x2-CJIZA-0711 TO 1f5
NEGATIVES	 S97	 BLACK	 ANN	 WHITE 7Z-01ZA-07C 1" 144
• NEGATIVES	 $%TO BLACK	 All$	 WHITE x2-0116-078 TI 40
INDEXfS	 OF	 DATA ?2-01ZA-071 ME 3
POLARIZATION DATA OM TAPE 72-011A-O?F De 10 04/26/72 07/20/75
PIONEER	 IMAGE	 LOG 72-0124-076 fe 1 11175173 +1/15/73
KLIORE PIONEER	 10,	 S-t1ANP	 OCCULTA:10M 7Z-0126-10
JU ► .00CULT	 -	 FINAL	 PITS/LSiS	 MEIN 72-0116-10A Or 1
• 10 OCCULT	 -	 FINAL	 PLTS/LISTS	 NFL" 71-0121-109 NP I
IO OCCULT	 --	 INTERNEO.DATA.	 TAPE 72-0126-I0C D ► 2
10 OCCULT	 --	 REO.TM	 SIGNALS,	 TAPE 72-0126-100 06 4 11104173 1Z/04/73
JUP.000UIT	 --	 INTERPED.DAIA,	 TAPE 72-01ZA-IOE DO
JU► -OCCULT	 -	 RIO.T"	 SIGMA.,,	 IAPL .2-0126-100 De 4 12/04/73 12/04/73
SIMPSON PIONEER	 10,CVARGED	 PARTICLE	 COMP 72-01ZA-0Z
SOLAOT	 COUNT	 RATE	 PLOTS,	 MFILM 72-012A-OZA NO 2 03/03172 01/14/74
PULSE	 HEIGHT	 ANALYSIS	 NIA,	 TAPES ?2-012A-029 DO 45 03/03/72 12/31/71
S-RIN	 1^116.	 COU117	 RATE	 TAPES ??-0/26-01( be 16 03103172 12131/72
S"ITM PIONEER	 10,3-AXIS	 MELIU" MAGNETO" 72-012.-01
101000NIER	 1	 NJ%	 AV	 DATA	 ►LOTS,OI" 72-01ZA-016 no 1 11/251?3 12/15/?3
ENCOU141E4	 1	 MIN	 AVG PAIR	 PLUS,	 TO ?2-C12A-Ott De 3 ?1125071 1211S/73
1	 "IN	 AVGD	 TIN	 RAG	 FIELD	 BATA.FILN 72-0126-011 MO 1 17/30/72 09/02/72
SONERMAN PIONEER	 10,ASTE4010	 ASYROMORT 72-0126-03
ASVf ROlB/MEIEONOID/SKr	 EMISSIONS ?2-OIZA-03A of SS
VAR	 ALIEN PIONEER	 10,JOVIAN	 CHANGED	 PAWTIEL 71-012A-11
PION-10 JUPITER EN000MTfN	 TAPES ?2-0126-11A De 3
VfINBFR6 PIONEER	 10,1001ACA1.	 LIGHT	 PHOTON. 71-OIZA-14







FORM QUANTITY	 Of OAT•




•• INYl1IIG : 1 04	 %ART FR ► I AIDE NT	 040,
• DATA	 SII	 NA.f
.01 6 PIONEER	 1 0,2	 QUAD'S ► .f •f	 •MAl Y7MS 72-C 12 A-17
K Ols	 OF	 sUla	 5 ►fkD	 ri	 TI Mt-F1U1 72-012•-13A
► Tonkin	 11 36/06/77 77-019•
AIUMA 1101.110	 11,	 11U16:II	 011.1 101.1110 7S-OI9A-14
JOY.	 fM(JUNT EI	 1	 MIN	 1115,	 TAPE 73-0191-141
1ND[RSQM PIONlto	 11.	 1	 LESTIAI	 M1 CH1NI15 77-019•-00
DOPPLER	 TRACKING	 DATA 75-019A-091
fILLIUS ► IONf fR	 11,JOVIAN	 IPAPPIO	 ► ANTICL 77-019A-o5
a Uww[NCOUMIfR	 DAIA	 ARV	 IA ► FS 75-0191-tl51
ENIOVNTIO	 01NA :T 	0f 0011104	 TAPES 73-01VA-058
61NQfLS PIONE'P	 /1,	 IRA"	 I.O/O r OLA.I... 7S-1119,-07
POLANIlAVION	 DATA 	 ON	 RICROIIC.E 73-019•-078
NEGATIVES
	
SK7	 sIACK	 AML	 V.IIE 77-tl19A-011
Nf GAT1VES
	
•LTG @LAC.	 A40	 UNITE 75-0191-070
IMDEKf1	 Of	 DATA )3-0191-07E
POLAR IIA110N	 DATA	 ON	 TAPS 73-019A-O7F
010NfER	 IMAGE	 IOG 73-019A-07G
KL10Nt PIONft1	 11,	 S-DAM.	 0((UL :11ON 73-Gi9A -10
JYL OCCU'I	 -	 FINAL	 PITS/LSTS	 OIt. 75-0191-TO&
JUP.0(CULI	 --	 71.1EMNte.DAiA,	 TAPE 73-019•-Toe
IUP.000ULI--	 010.10	 SIGNAL S,IA ► E 73-019A-10C
SIMPSON PIONEER	 II,CHAM6t0 PA IIICLF	 Coop 73-0I9A-02
iS -AIM	 ► Ul 3!	 .EIG.I	 IAIES 7]-0191-02A
1-01.	 SEC 1 0.1.	 COUNT-R IT 	 /A ► ES 11-0191-028
S OL .10 T.000NT	 RATE	 Pl O1S,	 AFILM 13-0191-020
SRItR PION1 ED	 11,3	 ANTS	 .ILIUM	 06NFIOM. 73-0191-01
1	 MIN	 AV6D	 Vn 	 WAS	 FIELO	 DATA,0110 77-0191-01A
1	 MIN	 AV6D	 V•	 016	 FIELD	 P11A,1111 73-019A-01sHE
	 TIRE	 t(s	 0	 VRS.	 S:wPLE 	 TAPE 75-0191-011
SOBf Rr..M PIONEER	 11,	 ASTI1010	 ASINON0	 T 75-0191-113
11110010/.ETF00010/SA. 	 f.ISS10N, 73-0194-031
VAN
	 ALLEN PIONEER	 ll.JOVIAN	 GANGED	 PARTIC_ 73-0191-11
ZION-11	 1uPI1fJ1	 ENCOUM9fR	 1 uEi 77-0191-111
MAE-0 76/1017! 73-039A
STORE NAf-9,11010 BUNS/	 PCVf /3-039A-02
/OVER	 ANT.	 Al.D 	 SU..AO T,
	
"/FILM 77-0391-021






RANGER	 7 07/28/64 64-(141A
Ku VEN NAM611	 7,	 TELEVISION 64-0411-01
70.11 "HOTDGIA ► .S 6A-041:-OlA
ALAS
	
01	 LUNAR /.010601 ► .1 64-0611-018
RANGER 8 12117/65 6S-OIOA
KuIPER RANGER8,	 TELEVISION 65-0104-01
LUNAR ►H01061A1.1 6S-O10A-01:
ATLAS OF	 LUN:O PNO1.1.•1.1 65-010A-018
HANGER 9 03121165 05-01S.
K U V!1 1•NGE1 9,	 /E/f VISION OS-023 ► -01
LUNAR	 P.OIOGMAFHS 65-0231-011
ATLAS OF	 LUNAR PHOTVGRAP.S eS-023A-018
MELAT	 1 12/13/62 62-C68A




RELAY	 2 01121/64 64-0071




	 SES	 DC 6 . 8111	 TAPES 64-003A-02A
S	 1s 6127/61 61-013A
GARMIPI S	 1S,CHA0Gib PARTICLE 61-OISA-02
1001.,	 1111,	 LO MG,	 LAT.	 8,L,	 UT 61 -C 131-02:
KNAUSHAAR S	 IS.6A... RAY	 TI"SCO ► F 61-011A-01
ASPECT.OBSERVE	 TIME	 G ►PPI	 EVENTS 61-0171-011
S	 SSe 12116/62 62-O70A
9ESVICK 5	 '11.MI14PONEIE0IITE 61-07OA-04
ICNOP	 NfNO	 IR► ACT	 PL0/1 62-0701-041
DAVISON S	 550,6110	 DETECTORS 62-070A-02
61.10	 DEI	 PENEIMATIOM	 PLOTS,	 111.1 62-0701-02:
GURTL!1 S	 SS0,PIFSSU11IfD	 (ELLS 62-0701-01
PRESSURE	 CELL	 PENETRATION	 PLOTS 62-OTOA-01A
DEl" T00	 PfNf, RAT 1014	 LISTINGS 62-07OA-019
SECRETAM S	 SSe!cO ►► t:	 RIME	 (A:0 62 -CFO A-03
VIRE	 CAND	 DI T.0 104	 /LOT 62-0701-03A
SECREIAN S	 Sse,CAD1UM	 SULP.l01	 CELL 62-070A-OS
CD-S
	 OETECTOR	 TABULATIONS 62-070A-OSA
CD-S	 DETECT. n 	 ►Lois.	 .ICROFIC.E 62-070A-OSB
S	 SsC 11706/64 64-074A
GUPTLIN $	 SSC. ►RESSUMIIfO	 CELLS 6A-074 A-01
PUBIISNED	 REP001	 TN- 0-4284 1A-0.4A-014
HOIDEN S	 55C.IMPACT	 DETECT. ► S 6A-0741-02
►UeLISNfO	 Rf PONT	 IN-0-6286 64-0741-021
SIVITER S	 SSC,CAPACITY	 DETECTORS 64-074A-04
PURL ISMID	 REIGRI	 TN-D-12B4 64-0741-041
S-CUBED	 A 11/15171 71-0966
(AN ILL,
	
JR. 5-CU8E1	 A.FLUK611E	 OAG41TOM/1S 71-096A-01
Co..OR	 To....SEO	 E.... IPNTR	 TAPES I1-096A-04:
COMMON UNCONDENSED	 EIPPPNTR	 TAPES 71-0961-018




QUICK	 TOOK	 PIOIS.	 OFIIM 71-096A-04F
QUICK	 104r	 LISTINGS,	 MFILPI 71-096 ► -OAF
CAHILL,	 JR. s-CUSfO	 A.SRC.	 COIL	 .A610M1 n S 71-0961-05
CO..ON	 CONDENSED	 ERIE n IMNTR	 TAPES 71-0961-OSA
COMMON UNCOMDFNSED ER ►NPNTR	 ,A ► ES 71-0961-058
SUAM LMT PtoT	 IA ► ES 71-096A-O5C
SU No ART	 PL 0 • S,	 NFILM 71-096A-0SD
V DICK	 LOOK	 PLOYS,	 .FILM 71-096A-OSE
GSQUICK	 LOOK	 LISTIN,	 NFILM 71-0964-OSF
NO 1 06/18772 12112773
DD 1 12/02/16 12/07/74
DD 1
CD 4 11/15/74 12/09/74





DD tI 05/31/73 10/29/76
fR 1 11/23/74 12/09/74
MP 1
DD 2
DD 6 12/03/74 12/03/74
DO 14 04/07173 02/14/74
DD 12 04807773 04/07/74
MP t 04806/73 01/14874
NO 1 04/06773 06/02/73
DD 2 04/01773 06/07/73
.1 1 04/30/73 05/01773
DD 39 04/11/73 12/29/74
DD 7 11/19/74 12/12/74
N ► 1 07/12/73 06/30/ES








DO 2 12113/62 03/31/64
Do a 01/11/64 12131/65
DD 1 04/28/61 11/12/61
DD 2 04/27/61 11/17/61
I4 1 12/16/e2 04/20/63
t4 2 12/16/62 05730/67
FR 2 12/16/62 07/02/67
BI 4 12/16/62 07/22/63
iR 1 12/16/62 07/22/63
10 1 12/16/62 02/09/63
TO 2 12/16/62 02/09/63
1R 2 11/06/6. 11/05/65
!R 2 11106114 11/05!65
FR 2 11/06/64 11/05/65




MP S 02110172 08/28/72
RP 69 12/89/71 08/27/73
.P 7/ 12/09/71 08/23/71
00 191 11, IS171 03105/73
DO 1879
DO 146
M ► 5 02/10/72 08/28/72





/................................1.....D...................................... 	 NSSfC	 IP	
- - - - - - - - fA/A	 set	 INFORMATION
'----
IMVESTIGA T OM	 MANE	 fKPf RI"FMl	 NAME 	 1101	 1140
0	
1
DATA	 $E1	 %IN(	 loop	 QUA%IIIY	 1	 f.IA
Fe 1 TI
	 S-C(1BED ..Zi-172af VP.OT . ALPDEI	 11-0961-01	 ++
COMMON	 [OM D 
	











PLOT	 TAPES	 I1	 966SU:"ARY
9 
-0-	 110	 6
SUMM e#/	 PLO/$•	 MYILM	 71-096A-026	 MP	 5	 D2/10/12	 Otl/29/72
0U I(l	 100[	 P10/S,	 wf ILM	 71- ODOR -071	 w ♦ 	 09	 17/09/11	 09777/)3
6Utta	 LOOK	 7 '.	 .;'7.	 w ill p	11-096.-021	 NP	 77	 12/79/71	 08/23/77
GURNETT	 S-CUPIO	 A.AC	 fl (I.Il6.	 :S:f	 71-096.-01
l0"N OM	 CONDENSED	 fSP[RI .MI.	 I. ► fl	 71-0961-OIA	 DO	 191	 11/15/)1	 0"o S/73





S(/DM.fY	 ►101	 IAIES	 71-096A-07C	 DO	 746
7	 SUMMARY	 PLO T S.	 :ITC H	/1-0968-01V	 p ► 	 S	 0Z1101i2
	 08/28/12
6UICK	 LOOK	 LISTINGS.	 "IILR	 71-C96A-07F	 MP	 71	 1j/D9/)1	 0.121111's
DOFFMAN
	 S-CUBFD	 A•O. 8-Z S'TV
	
IlI -P:YANA	 71-096A-01	 l',
•	 6UlCa	 L00 a	Pl O1S•	 "F 1lN	 71-09M -07[	 wP	 61	 12109/;1	 08717/)3
CONDOM	 CGN Of 45fP	 ESPff UM10	 IA ► FS	 71-D96A-Ol'	 1111	 191	 /1/1S/)1	 03/OS/73
COMMON	 JNCOMDENSEO	 EKPR pN If	 7.APES
	
71-0961-016	 CD	 1079	 W
i	 SUMMARY	 PLOT	 TAPES	 71-C 96A-O/(	 00	 246
SUMMAR/	 ►1015.	 Ml ILM	 71-096'-010	 w♦ 	 S	 02/10/77	 73/07/73
1f	 01P	 e9	 12/09/11	 Of	 ?0174OUl(a	 TOOK	 PLOTS.	 w/Il p	71-0961-0
09	 76U1(a	 LOOK	 LISTINGS.	 of ILM	 71-01-01•	 MP	 77	 12/09/1	 07/20/74
N:YN80D








to	 191	 it/1S/71	 Most 73










wP	 S	 02/10/72	 08/28/12	 j+
6UICK	 LOOK	 P LOTS,	 " F ILM	 71-096--06F	 NI	 69	 12!09/71	 OB/2//)J
6u1CK	 LOOK	 LISTIN65•	 "f ILM	 I1-096.-061	 wP	 17	 11109/11	 08/23/71	
=WILLIAMS
	 S-CUBED	 .•35-400cf vELCT-SS	 DET	 11-096.-03
[0"M0M	 CON4FMSE0	 F[PF n IMNIM	 TAPES
	
71-096:-03.	 00	 191	 11/15/71	 03105/)3






SUMM ARI	 PITS,	 : 11 11.01	 71-0961-039	 NP	 5	 02il(!;;2
	 78/28/77
6UICK	 1008	 ►L011,	 p f IL"	 71-196A-07E	 "/	 69	 i2/U9/71	 08/27/73
6UICK	 LOO:	 111II"GS,
	
" F ILM	 11-096A-031	 "P	 77	 12/09/71	 08/23773
5-A	 12/12'70	 70-ICIA
GIACCOMI	 SAS-A.6RAY	 ALL	 SKY-SURVEY	 70-1071-01
SOURCE	 tIB*ANY	 TAPF	 70-1071-OtB	 D0	 1




SAS-B•M1-ENE R4I	 GAMMA-RAT	 TILE	 72-091A-01
A -RATE
	
SUMR ART	 I1 ► E	 72-Ow11-Olt	 DD	 1
SKYLAB	 G5/14/73	 73-0271
CONWAY	 SK1LA8,C6EY	 Vf M ICLE	 VISTURB(TO1S)	 73-D27A-4Z
SUM:ANT	 OF	 '.P.	 T-015	 (046TA ► fl	 73-0778-421	 DD	 Z	 CB/16773	 01/16/75
DfMEI	 SKYLAO."-SPECT. PMOIOfi._FRf P(S19OF	 73-02)A-11
IMDfK	 Of	 fPf/ PN0106 bAPMi.	 "rICME	 73-027.-171	 111	 1	 02/06/7)	 11/01/74
HENIZE	 SKILAB,UV	 STELLAR	 ASIDONOR/(1019)	 15-027A-02
UV	 S PE C T "" MA..ER1	 ASS	 B/)1	 11-027.-02:	 UG	 469
KRIf GER	 SAY, AO•K -.AT	 "'CI.	 T 	 LE S(.(S0S1)	 13-0Z'A-OS
AE D.[oMlOA31. Y A0	 -.f N.NE G.
	
7001"
	 11-0271-OS:	 f"	 5600





)fF/DAY	 -	 (70"M1	 75-021.-OSC	 uM	 -,/77
	 I1/2)/7S





IY H TIE	 L1.	 (ORONAGPN	 (SOSI)	 /3-027.-04
UNITE	 L!6 N 1	 CORGNAGRAPM/-31"N	 FL"	 i3-017A-0'A	 MO	 27





SKYL AB,UY	 SCAM -POL/CBNON.	 (SC55A)	 73-0271-06
SOI AA	 EUY H/A	 ON	 TAPE	 73-02/.-061	 DO	 1163	 05/28/73	 02/08/11
GRAY	 Lf YFL	 ".1.01.C M E	 13-0271-060	 fR	 5601	 05/29/73
	 OZ /08174
DIGITAL	 OAIR	 ON	 RICOOF ICME	 73-027:-060	 FR	 15214	 05/29/73	 02/06774
MLO	 SUPER	 RASTER	 DATA	 11-OIFA-0:D	 FN	 IF	 01/28/74	 011291)4
SUPER	 RASTER	 DATA	 OM	 1: ► F	 73-017.-06F	 DD	 4	 01/28/74	 OI/79/74
SElEC1E0	 fLAOf	 DATA•	 SF/	 1	 73-027.-0611	 IR	 122	 06/15/)3	 01/71/74
NOYES
	
SKYLAB.H.ALPHA	 TELESC. I ( PNOTO) MAt	71-011A-15
PACKER	 SKYLAB /LTY	 AIM GL UY	 M Oe.7 NO TO 	 O6')	 77-027.-OB
AT01 M-ALPMA	 :ILA$
	 IM	 41"'101U015  
	
73-011A-159	 B:	 47	 06/29173
	
02101174
O	 DIGIT:'EO	 AIRGLOY	 OR TA	 Ow	 /APE	 71-027A-088	 03/02/74	 03203/14
DIGIT.IED	 OTOME	 DATA	 OM	 TAPF	 73-0278-088	 DO	 4	 01/26/)4	 C2/16774
DI GI IIIff	 AUROPAL	 DATA	 ON	 TA ► F	 11-OZ7.-0
	





OM	 FILM	 73-OI7A-O8D	 TO	 135
OTONE	 PHOTOGRAPHS	 OM	 FILM	 73-027•-OBE	 10	 91
PHOTOGRAPHS
	 01	 CO"fT	 KDHOUifR	 73-021.-0811	 1D	 190






	 1(01081	 OM	 Ill"	 77-021.-OBH	 UO	 768
TOUSET	 SKYLAR,f UV	 COP 0MA	 5- M ELIO.(S08ZA)	 1S-021A-10
1PLEIROMELIOGRAPN	 IMAGES
	
ON	 70""	 73-027:-'.OA	 U01	 500
SELECTED	 FLARE	 0AYA•SET	 1	 73-021.-1 OB	 U:	 1	 06115/71	 01/22/14
TRADE
	 CATALOG	 OM	 MAGIA ► E	 73-027A-ID!	 DO	 1	 05/28/73	 01/11/
7774HE	 304	 $/Mo p•	F.	 MAPS,	 "ARD(OPIT	 73-0A- 1 01	 BI	 1	 05/23/73	 02/0 4
TOUSEY	 SKYLAB•CUV	 SPE 1 1 RO G. A10	 (30829;	 73-027A-11
IRAN[	 CAT AL JG
	
ON	 "ROME I I C
	
IAPE
	 :3-3Z7A-TIC	 00	 1	 05/29173
	
01/03774
UNDERWOOD	 SKYL ARID U At.	 X_ _	 IELESCOPE(S056)	 13-027A-07
FLA(K . YHITT	 .10110.	 OF	 73-011A07B	 73-021A-071	 UO	 SOC
fA:ME
	 CRT:I. .S	 OM	 P:C.OFICHE	 73-027A-071	 IA	 16
SELECTED	 FLARE	 DATA,	 SET	 1	 73-027.-07G	 TO	 1295	 06115173	 01221/74
sMs	 1	 75/17174	 74-0'3A
NESS	 STAFFSMS	 1,SPIM-SCAM O.DIOMf TEM I""$.)	 74-0318-Ot
Y 1550	 Off 1 TAI
	
rAIA	 IA ► 115	 74-033A-011	 OD	 216
VIS$1	 VISIBLE	 TRAGEDY,	 7:;M:	 FILM	 )1-013A-018	 TM	 1225	 08731/74	 107Z1/7S
VISSR	 lR	 IMAGERI,	 /OM"	 Ell"	 it-OSSA-OTC	 /:	 1375	 07/04/74	 10/01/75
AOIPS
	
IM	 •	 VISIBLE	 I"A6E	 TAPES
	
14-033 A-01f	 IT	 71
IITANS
	
VISIBLE	 •	 I 	 IMAGE	 DATA	 74-03SA-0
	
DD	 14V
SMS	 2	 02206175	 75-011A
NESS	 STAFF	 $91	 2,SP14-SCANM. DIONETERIYISSe)	 75-011.-01
Y 1550	 01617 ,.	DATA	 IAPFS	 IS-OIIA-04A	 OD	 181
^	 r
6AP•^
S. At a II111	 MA01 I . . . I .	 .411 0.14	 )f1 1%10.144 , IJI,
...........• ................................ ............................... h+SD,	 1D
-•---------------------------------
•	 I%Vf + 1 14.70 n 	 %4Nt 11Yf 11141 %1 	%ANI	 • tape t.Afl
• 041.	 S11	 MS.4 1011 9YANItty Of DATA
v 	 Sic	 vISI0It	 1144.1%1.	 ICNO1 110 /1.01+4-O.1' VN 1 Or. /1/./1 -;v/2j/r%
vISS n 	 IN	 IPA4fll,	 r(vlw	 Ill w 75-011.-0.( Iw 1110 0:/17/11 ov/2 :17S
AVIPS	 11	 •	 Is 1111 114441	 IA ► f1 /5•^01114-0%0 r0
11.145	 VlSitlll	 11	 INa41	 0414 11-1.-0.1 rD I +Itl
SOLI At 06Ij:1&a 00.0770





% -NAT	 1-PA .	 ..v	 10%"	 -	 1 1 50. 60-0070-014 to t 06 /1:/&O 111U1 /6v)Ol lAr	 1A 01.11/6. e4-!1010
A AIa IN SOl1AD	 7•.	 . - IAI	 (: - 606 1 .	 UV	 011. 64.0010-01
14A(Nlwl
	 610,	 t	 .01NIS	
0,
14	 P ASS 64.- 0010 -016 t6 1 01/1;/04 01/51/64.%440	 n i D.	 1	 YOtNI	 PI n 	 r4%% 64-0010-010 DO + 01/it/ea 1l/ 0516%101140	 '1 0110916% 6%-0160
16{I I... 50.640	 7611-441.Uv
	
011. 6%-0160 -:1
P101%	 of	 sot 44
	
1-661	 IIU.1% 61-2^160-01. 11 1
011,
0/6% 101I116S
IA Iles	 of	 SOIA n 	 ­ 04,	 Ilu%f1 6%-016D	 01M ,l 1 3 10/61 10/5061SO1040	 n 11119/0% 61-091.
Aftr11% SOteall	 A.SOt Al	 RAD141	 ON 61-09%•-(11
1141%
	 IIU1	 AV4	 IJI	 I.
	
p ill ( tons 61-OV%A-01A to IV 11/;7/61 yl/j4/6/(0114(1	 AND	 1011.0	 1	 %I%	 110.	 AV4 61-0914-010 r0 1 111:7/61 ;4/74/67
1011	 CAnn$ eS-0954-911 r  1 !1/1916% 1;81 Z./&7
IIAIioM	 1Isi.SlAl1 1 SIU.	 •	 PASS	 NU 6%-OVIA-Olv rD 1 1+/: ?Ip% (181.15/6?
% r1.111	 .	 n AI	 flu U S	 1U1t.	 1 ► I. 61-09$A-011 f  1 11/01/6•, 1110%167
sot DAD	 9 Os/0%/61 61-0/71
.II III% 501140	 V.SOI A n 	 •A/Ia11JIs 68-(171-01
' S	 1-44V	 tl U11S•P.4ND	 Is	 II.I 68-01)4-014 00 : 0 N 1. 6P 1:/51//1
110UIII	 AVIIA.IS	 PUII ISNlD	 1%	 %Up 64-0174-011 NI 15 5 01 fO1/6V 04/:4/74\ -(M4MMl1
	 n -1A,	 It U.IS
	
I%	 r U1.111 61-0174-011 II I 01.01161' 1:/11/61'1-(..ANh(l
	 1'1411	 Hulls1 1,	 'Up .	 of 61-0174-010 It 1 011O11n9 11101/69
of OU(10	 SULA4	 1-14v	 fll Sli	 .t4a , 61- 0114-011 DD to 0\11.161 0911017;
SOIAI	 n -111	 PLUS	 rioil.
	
tl(., 611-0174-011 f1 10 01101170 04110/74
101140	 11 JI/0//71 ?1-0114
.tl a 1% SOtlA6	 l4 ' 101441	 1-.AI- Uvott(ls rt-0114-01
SOLAR	 %-649	 IlU n 	 PIOiS	 lot(.*) ?I-('%6A	 CIA t1 is 01101/7: 061tollsSUN It IJD	 1 011{0/66 66 -0414
SNJI NaAl1 %U6VtV06	 1.	 IttlVISION 66.0414-01
PV OIOS.01111%4l
	
711114 ►6-0414.014 Iw 11000
PN UIUS..NOC ISSfr
	
%%140 66-0414-C1A TO 171(AIA101.
	 Of	 IV	 PW U4tS.	 N/110%1 66-u4%A-01( f1
1IIlVI%IOM	 PNI1 tos-	 MOSAIC	 411 66-04%.-011) 14 1%4
IV3C M-041a-011 wr S 06	 J. 166 IV/11/nnSUI VIIOI	 % 04/11/67 p1-ON A
SNOIN.III 10191 VJI	 S.+ttIVISIJN 6r-011.-111
PN O I US.OIISINAC	 "0011 6!-011.-01. IN 6\11
.1. 010111, I0:f!Slo	 %%00 6r-0154-010 TO 1.6
. N UIUt.w0i41(
	
41% a	 -t'%1A-010 V.. 60
IVIO 6r-Os1A-011 DO 1 041:0167 OS/0S/n'
r N 010S.01i4	 7001.	 1141 N1N4 f 1r A7-M1A-Ott IN 6511
sUNSol	 S1lUe"(f	 Of	 IU%AN	 ITT	 OAT 67-0114-010.
Ira
10
IVID	 ON	 wl(IJ l llw D7-Ct 1.-011. NY a (147:0167 01/01/67





11114	 %1941 N1f 67-05%.-0:4 It. SO)Ul of tJ/	 1 09101'67 67-CA4.
SMJt 14.411 S1.Iwlll,l	 %.	 I I.IVI""A 67-D1.. -ot
►NJIOS.OII41NAl	 /Uwe 67-0544-01A IN 11006
.NOIOS.IIOl1 SS11	 NM 6r-014.4-0tt to 17
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APPENDIX 1 - LIST OF DATA SET FORM CODES
Hardcopy
BI 8- x 10-in, books or bound volumes
BT various sizes of books or bound volumes
HI 8- x 10-in. pages
HK 16- x 20-in. pages
Digital Magnetic Tape (Reels)
DD data tape
Microfilm (Reels)	 Microfiche (Cards)
MO 35-mm




RO 35-mm color slides YG 4- x 5-in.	 b/w negatives
UG 4- x 5-in. b/w positives YH 5- x 7-in. b/w negatives
UI 8- x 10-in. b/w positives YI 8- x 10-in. b/w negatives
*UM 70-mm b/w positives YK 16- x 20-in, b/w negatives
*UO 35-mm b/w positives YL 20- x 24-in. b/w negatives
*UP 16-mm b/w positives *YM 70-nun b/w negatives
US 5- x 8-in. b/w positives YN 9.5-in, b/w negatives
UT various sizes of b/w positives *YO 35-,.im b/w negativLs
UV 5- x 5 -in. b/w positives *YP 16-mm b/w negatives
UW 5- x 4714-in, b/w positives YV 5- x 5-in. b/w negatives
UX 9- x 80-in.	 b/w positives YW 5- x 472-in. b/w negatives
UY 5- x 12-in. b/w positives YX 9- x 80-in. b/w negatives
VG 4- x 5-in.	 color positives YY 5- x 12-in.	 b/w negatives
VI 8- x 10-in. color positives ZG 4- x 5-in.	 color negatives
VM 70-mm color positives ZI 8- x 10-in. color negatives
VO 35-mm color positives ZM 70-mm color negatives
*VF 16-mm color positives ZY 5- x 12-in,	 color negatives
WI 8- x 10-in. b/w prints
Strip or Brush Charts (Rolls)
SO 35-mm
ST various sizes
*This code may have its quantity expressed in feet.
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APPENDIX 2 - NSSDC FACILITIES AND ORDERING PROCEDURES
NSSDC PURPOSE AND ORGANIZATION
The National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) was established by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to provide data and
information from space science experiments in support of additional studies
beyond those performed by principal investigators. In addition to its
main function of providing selected data and supporting information for
further analysis of space science fli, t experiments, NSSDC produces other
publications. Among these are a. repor,; on active and planned spacecraft
and experiments and various users guides.
Virtually all the data available at or through NSSDC result from individ-
ual experiments carried on board individual spacecraft. The Data Center
has developed an information system.utilizing spacecraft/experiment/data
identification hierarchy. This Listing is based on this information sys-
tem.
N_SSDC FACILITIES AND SERVICES
NSSDC provides facilities for reproduction of data and for onsite data
use. Resident and visiting researchers are invited to study the data
while at the Data Center. The Data Center staff will assist users with
additional data searches and with the use of equipment. In addition to
satellite data, the Data Center maintains some supporting information and
other supporting data that may be related to the needs of researchers.
DATA AVAILABILITY, COSTS, AND ORDERING PROCEDURES
The services provided by NSSDC are available to any individual or organi-
zation resident in the United States and to researchers outside the United
States through the World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites (WDC-A-
R$S). Normally a charge is made for the requested data to cover the cost
of reproduction and the processing of the request. The researcher will
be notified of the charge, and payment must be received prior to proces-
sing the request. However, as resources permit, the Director of NSSDC/
WDC-A-R&S may waive the charge for modest amounts of data when they are
to be used for scientific studies or nor specific educational purposes
and when they are requested by an individual affiliated with: (1) NASA
installations, NASA contractors, or NASA grantees; (2) other U.S. Govern-
ment agencies, their contractors, or their grantees; (3) universities or
colleges; (4) state or local governments; or (5) nonprofit organizations.
A researcher may obtain data described in this Listing by a letter, tele-
phone request, or an onsite visit. Anyone who wishes to obtain data for
33
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a scientific study should specify the NSSDC ID, the common name of the
satellite and the experiment, the form of the data, and the time span (or
location, when appropriate) of interest. A researcher should also speci-
fy why the data are needed, the subject of his work, his affiliation, and
any Government contracts he may have for performing his study.
NSSDC would also appreciate receiving copies of all publications resulting
from studies in which data supplied by NSSDC have been used. It is further
requested that NSSDC be acknowledged as a source of the data in all publi-
cations resulting from use of the data provided.
Data can be provided in a format or medium other than that noted in the
Listing. For example, magnetic tapes can be reformatted, computer print-
out or microfilmed listings can be reproduced from magnetic tape, enlarged
paper prints are available from data on photographic film and microfilm,
etc. The Pata Center will provide the requester with an estimate of the
response time and, when appropriate, the charge for such requests. When
requesting data on magnetic tape, ue user should specify whether he will
supply new tapes prior to the processing, return the original NSSDC tapes
after the data have been copied, or pay for new tapes.
The Data Center's address for requests is:
National Space Science Data Center
Code 601.4
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Phone: (301) 982-6695
Researchers who reside outside the U.S. should direct requests for data to:
World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites
Code 601
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 U.S.A.
Phone (301) 982-6695
Because the World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites (WDC-A-R$S)
also maintains listings of rocket experiments, requests for information
concerning rocket launchings and experiments flown may be directed to
this institution.
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